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SCARED AWAY BURGLARS.

miscellaneous.

to arrive in a day or two. Other steamers
now on their way will be
sent hack as
toon as loaded with troops.
Four steamers will be sufficient for transportation of

OUR POWER L\ THE EAST*

Bat Boston & Maine Station Agent Got

Dover, N. H., September 19.—Frank
Bemis, station agent at Madbury, a small
plaoe on the western division of the Boston & Maine railroad, just south of this
city, was shot by burglars early this
morning and badly.wounded in the arm.

England Only Will Have
Navy.

a

Strongei

FEAR RETURN OF SPANISH RULE.
That Alone Is

FIRST DAY’S

it

EIGN GRAND LODGE.

Important

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRCP OF FIGS
is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN

FRANCISCO, CuL
LOUISVILLE, Ey.
NEW TORE. N. T.

BRASS BEDS.
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Who Wants to Es-

oration—A Brother
tablish

Order In

the

Philippines—Re-

of
port Shows Total Invested Funds
Order Over 26 Million Dollars.

Boston,
September 19.—The nobility
and
aristocracy of Odd Fellowship assembled in the Young Men’s Christian
at 9.30 this forenoon,
Association hall
where an official welcome was tendered
the officers and delegates to tho sovereign

grand lodge.

Only about 500 seats were at the disposal of persons outside, as it was necesfor the
sary to reserve accommodations
grand lodge and committee
sovereign
accompanying the officers, as well as the
the orders and the committee
All the seats not reescorting them.
served were tilled within a few minutes
after the hall was opened at 9 o’clock.
The ladies left the headquarters at the
ladies of

lrwlnro

r'.hn.rlne

N

Alexander of

by the ex-soiaiers oi me ooutnern armies,
Boston, chairman of the executive com- were suoh as have rarely been accorded
mittee of the grand lodge of Massachuany woman. Their grief at her untimely
a
setts, then assumed the chair and after
Da a profound and poignant
death will
lew remarks, announced Gen. F. H. Ap- as their love for her while living was
welwho
the
of
governor’s staff,
sincere and their most
pleton
universal and
comed the grand lodge and members of affectionate sympathies
are
with the
in behalf of the

|
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LADIES’ TOILET TABLES

1
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OUR PRICES

|

I

EXTREMELY LOW.

j

|

FRANK P.TIBBEITS&CO

DOIT
BREATHE

conferring degrees.
| He reports the order in foreign
or

can

have

Carpet*!, Druggets and Bugs
We
thoroughly beaten and steamed.
relay carpets. Telephone 202-2.
your

CnPTCDtP

rU.M«

rn
uii

■

u
u

13 PREBLE

Forest City Dye
6t»am
Carpet
works.

House and

Cleansing

ST, 0?P. PREBLE HOUSE.

f3r~ Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

TO MAKE A DRIVE.
on

our

RUSSET

:

stock of

SHOES.

To close out our various lines of
Russet goods, we are to give the

PUBLIC

THE

growing

encampment members, 127,691;
members, 297,691; relief by
relief by encamplodges, $8,047,286.15
Rebekah
ments, $265,165.62; relief by
lodges,$51,878.74; total relief,$3,364,629.41;
of
subordinate
revenue
lodges, $7,810,175.82; revenue of subordinate encampments,
$603,176.14; revenue of Rebekah lodges,
$432,907.91; total revenue, $8,946,259.90;
total invested funds, $26,388.695.74.
Grand Treasurer Mr. Richard Muckle,
made his report which summarized is as
Cash
follows:
balance, $68,058.96; received from grand secretary, $57,401.31;
Continued

SOLD

IN_3

on

Second Page.

LB.

PACKAGES

PRICES.

Good Values at Low Prices.

539 CONGRESS ST.,

dtf

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Insurance

Agency

31 Exchange Street.
First Class American and Foreign Companies
Chas. C. Adams
Horace Anderson.
Thos. J. Little, ipeodtf
deal*

ASSIGNED

TO

BOG.

marine underwriters.

The smoke is

ao-

companied by a northwest gale, on both
The
Lake Michigan and Lake Suporior
smoke seems to be unknown,
case of the
have been
as no Urea
reported along
the upper lakes, and it is believed that

the smoke has come from fires in the far
northwest several hundred miles distant.
Up to a late hour this afternoon, the

JEFFERSON BAR-

SPAIN HAS A HURRICANE.

LARGER ARMY.

inces of Seville and Granada. Six persons
and many Injured and a
were killed
number of buildings were destroyed at
Seville, and 85 houses were demolished
victims to the
and many persons fell
storm at
Gundix, in the province of
Granada.
THE

WEATHER.

President Detei mined to Bo
Out

Any

Abie To Carri

Suspicious

Acts

of

<

“Certain European Power.”

Washington, September 19—The offloiali
at the state and war departments wel
coined the notion sent to the Amerioai
people through the Associated Press, o:
the falsity of the stories describing thi
friotion between the Pilipinas and thi
American forces
in Luzon.
While thi
officials did not care to discuss the mattei

publication,

It was evident that thi
of their satisfaction was thi
in
the
doou
evidence
contained
ment that Aguinaldo hud profited bj
the warnings of the American command
for

main source

era

and had

gracefully

receded from thi

arrogant attitude assumed by him

jusi

■

1

Presi
said that the real purpose of the
dent in making these preparations is tc
insure tho peace commissioners against
any interference in their work of dispos-

ing of the future of the Philippine Island!
I^oi
according to their Lest judgment
having disclosed his plans respecting the
islands outside to Luzon the seat of the
capital of ths group, the President stdl

for the American peace commis
the resloners the right to dispose of
mainder of the islands as they may deem
best.
tc
A long line of curious Incidents,
whloh one of the great European power!
done
has been party, has beyond question
much to cause a feeling of uneasiness or
the part of the administration, as tending
to show a purpose to interfere in our free
action in tho Philippines and this has
been only slightly diminished by apparently frank disclaimers of an ulterior
purpose, because the incidents continue
quietly and in a manner calculated tc
avoid attracting attention. Such, for instance, is the gathering of naval vessel!
to the south of ths Philippine group, the
only explanation of which is a purpose ol
acquiring either by seizure or by some
secret pact with tho Spanish government
It i!
the important island of Palawan.
gathered that it is the purpose of the
to
prevent the
President, therefore,
alienation by Spain of any of the Philippine group.
With the addition to bis fleet of the two
battleships, Admiral Dewey will have a
force only second to that of Great Britain
in Eastern waters, while od shore General
Otis will have a more numerous army
than any European power save Russia.
reserves

Sailed,

dition Which Ever

Abarendt
the
started yesterday when
sailed from Fortress Monreo via BraziL
The Abarenda, is a collier, one of foui
which are to keep the big battleships Ore
gon and Iowa supplied with coal on theii
long voyage around South Amerioa. Th<
plan Is to have two of the colliers preoeed

ana

supply snip

aim me jns is a ois

Their capaoity is enormoui 1
and Mr. Allen said that no such perfectly
equipped naval expedition ever sailec
With their large reservi 1
under any flag,
supply of ooal, with an abundance of refrigerated fresh meats and vegetables,
with appliances and plant for making re
pairs to machinery and Anally with ar
abundance of fresh water, the squadror
will be able to keep the seas for an indeA
nite period of time.

tilling ship.

Boston, September 19.—Forecast for
Fair*

Washington, September 19.—Forecast
Tuesday, New England and Eastern
New York: Fair, cooler, fresh to brisk
winds, diminishing.
for

Local Weather

Report.

Portland, Sept. 19.—The looal weather

ORDERED TO MANILA.
Five More

Regiments

Will

Start Inomedi

ately.

Washington, September 19,—Five regi
beei
raents now at San Francisco have
ordered to Manila.
Arrangements foi
their transportation will be made at once,
The regiments ordered to Manila are the

sent to the Philippines under this ordei
will All the complement for that station
The troops would have been sent before
it was said except that the department
of the trans
was awaiting the return

P°lt Is

that

Riot in Haver-

at

troops now
not expected
New
those to be emPhil- Honolulu will accompany but that mori
at San Franoisoo,
to
clear; barked will
Honolulu
likthi
sent
be
degrees, W., clear; troops
Washington, 76
noaj* flltUrG*
62
degrees,
W,
Albany,
cloudy: Buffaat the quartermaster genIt was stated
lo, 54 degrees. NW, clear; Detroit, 64 de- eral’s department that the returning
have been to Manila or
NW,
04
cloudy;
Chicago,
whioh
grees,
degrees rransuorts
NE, clear; St. Paul, 64 degrees, N, clear; ono trip will be used to tuke the troopf
Huron, Dak., 68 degrees,
E, clear; now at Saa Franoisoo to the Philippines,
steamers, whioh will aocora
70 degrees,
Bismarck,
SE, clear;' Two of these
modoto half the oommand, are expectoc
Jacksonville, 78 degrees, NE, clear.

Wyoming 4403 acres, has been added to
This actiou was taken at
the reserve.
the solicitation of the people living in
the vicinity of the reserve.
A

hill.

Cuba

Said

DREARY
to

be

prominent ecclesiastics strenuously deny
all knowledge of such aotlon and solemn-

ly

dlsolalm

personal

participation
are

“Strikes in all industries

more

extensive

daily

In it.

becoming

and the labor ques-

tion is fast growing serious. The Ameriunwisely continue to pay nearly
three times the usual wages, causing discontent to spread rapidly in every class of
workmen.
All manufacturers are muoh
hampered, the tramways are frequently
stopped and railway operations are
cans

aorfmiclv nrinnlnrt
And A fliSGOHtlnilftI106
of the servioe is threatened. The strikers
naturally drift into the Insurgent ranks
and consequently labor disturbances are
not discouraged by the leaders.
“The news from Washington that the
battleships Oregon and Iowa have been
ordered here and that 60,000 tons of coal
would be shipped immediately is interpreted by the Americans as proof of the
Intention of the government to hold the
island of Luzon.
“Nothing! Important is reported from
the
Insurgent congress, whioh holds
The chief elesessions dally at Malolos.
ment of’cohesion Is confessedly the fear of
If the
domination.
the return of Spanish
insurgents should receive reasonable assurances of a permanent foreign occupabelieve the disintegration of the
tion, I
be
would
revolutionary government
speedy and complete.
"The
prisoners are now
Spanish
rigorously confined within the limits of
over
There is much
the walled town.
crowding in the small area, and It is impossible In tbo orowded quarters, in the
absence of proper appliances, to improve
the present unsatisfactory sanitary conThe
ditions.
urgent necessity for removing the prisoners is fully reoognized
by the authorities, but no remedy is in
sight and the health of the American
troops and the prisoners is seriously
threatened.
Nearly ten per cent of the
former are already on the siok list.”

sTdE TO STORY.

ANOTHER

Trying to Make Reputations at Expense of Insurgents.

American Offloera

London, September
Kong correspondent of

20.—The
the

Daily

Hong
Mail

says:
“The Philippine congress has favorably
Impressed the Europeans who have witnessed its proceedings. It is believed that
its deliberations will result in a petition
to President MoKinley to establish a protectorate.
“The attitude of the American army
officers towards the insurgents is oausing
oritioism
among
returned from Manila.
They blame their almost oriminal
ignorance'of the native character and
t.hAip nlAniAntATv !Haaa nf colonizing?.
I be
offioers saem determined npon winning
the
of
at
the
insurgents
by
expense
glory
Aguinaldo
hatohlng Imaginary revolts.
has obeyed every order, whether accomOne insurgent
panied by threats or not.
and
move
obief at Pasay deolined to
Aguinaldo asked General Otis not to proceed ngainst him for four days, so as to
give him an opportunity to interview
him.
“A British naval officer who has just
‘What is
returned from Manila, says:
needed is a force acquainted with the
Asiatio character. America does not seem
to utilize the material she has at hand.
Every one is surprised that Mr. Williams,
United States consul at Manila, was not
sent to Paris
instead of a lot of staff
officers who know little of the
Philippines. I am satisfied that if Consul
has
lived
General Wildman, who
among
the Malays and is familiar with British
colonial methods, were given power, he
could arrange
everything satisfactorily
It is suicidal folly on
with Aguinaldo.
the part of America that he has not been
ordered to Manila long ago.’
muoh

unfavorable

Europeans who

have

TRIED.TO POISON />GGY.
An

Attempt To Assassinate

the

Philippine

Leader.

Manila, September 19.—The Republican
Filipino asserts that an attempt was made
A
to
poison Aguinaldo on Friday.
a
saw
Spanish
steward, it is added,
prisoner who had been allowed his freedom, make a movement which appeared
like tampering with the bowl of soup intended for Aguinaldo. The steward tasted
Eleven
a spoonful of the
soup and died.
of the Franciscan friars are said to have
been in the conspiracy.
The populace it
is further said, attempted to lynch all the
Spanish prisoners,

but Aguinaldo inter^
vened.
At Saturday’s 'session of the national
assembly, it appears, Aguinaldo was absent, but his representative related the
story of the outrage to the member, who
unanimously adopted the chairman's proposal that they all go to Aguinaldo’s
house, express sympathy with him and
oingratulato him upon his escape. During
the evening a special thanskgiving service
was held In the ohuroh at Malolos.
The soup intended
for
Aguinaldo is
now subjeoted, it is
stated, to a ohemlcal

BWAlysis before being presented to him,
and the Spanish prisoners are kept closely
confined.

THRKE

CENTS‘

BIG SHOE STRIKE OK.
Lasters of Broektou Shops <| it 1 heir
Wok.

PICTURE.

Fast

Drifting

Into

Anarcby.

MANUFACTURERS

REFUSED

TO

SION UNION PRICE LIST.

STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS
TACK STREET CARS.

London, September 20.—The Times this
morning publishes a letter from a Havana
AT- correspondent, in which the writer points
mother
out that, ..though, as in the
there
country,
ajjpears no disposition
among the Spaniards in Cuba to attempt
a
pronounciamento, the soldiers and

Claim

Police Station Made

Object

of

an

Attack—Officers Repeately Charge the

Blanntactnrers

of

Au-

bncn—Strike Threatens to be One of the

I.argeat In History of Business.

Brockton, September 19.—The blgstrlke
fast of lastera for the new price list submitted

Police Charge Mob an I Make Two
Arrests.

Even

They Cannot Do It and Compete

With the Shoe

civilians
alike
having accepted the
disaster and
its
conssquences with a

dreary fatalistic calm, the island Is
drifting into a condition of anarchy. Inthe corraspondent says,
surgent bands,
are enjoying
immunity in the commission
of outrages and plundering, and this is
especially true in the western provinces,
where the insurgents bitterly oomplain
that
been
they have
Ignored and
also been received. The provincial leaders
abandoned by tha United States, and, bea
are paying into the insurgent treasury
left utterly destitute, oan only save
CROWD FOLLOW THROW- ing
oertaln portion of the funds captured ANGRY
themselves from starvation by rapine.
from convents
Without
professing to reserve the
food, medicine and clothing,
ING MISSILES AT OFFICERS.
remainder for the pay of theii troops. By
they are dying like flies, and unfortunaindethis means they keep practically
tely, it is the best element among the Inpendent of the central authority, preservsurgents that are suffering most severely.
The Times In an editorial article, draws
ing the integrity of their own command.
A general occupying one rich province.
attention to these difficulties facing the
Sent to Agunaldo
$38,000 in cash in the
last week.
“The agitation among the insurgents is
stimulated by the clerical party, which
uses every effort to influence the natives
against American occupation. Evidences
to this effeot is absolutely trustworthy,
although Archbishop Do*al and other

Manila foi
before General Merritt left
Paris. The navy department is rushing
preparations for the start of the big battle
ships Oregon and Iowa to Honolulu ant
the purpose Is to have them at their desti

acor

Boston, 64 degrees, W, clear;
74 degrees, NW, clear;
W.,
degrees,
adelphia, 78

AH First Class Grocers.

Hundreds from Manila are enarmy.
listing daily and troops are being drilled
everywhere. ;Great diligence is exhibited
in imitating the Amerioan formation and
manual, particularly in volley firing
The entrenchments in oertaln positions
a
vigilant
are being strengthened and
line of pickets Is kept outside the suburbs.
At the same time, the attitude of the insurgents is much more friendly than it
-was before the evacuation.
• “Several
thousand rifles have recently
Maxims have
been landed and four new

Decision of the Peace Commis-

sion—Continued

a

September 20.—The Manila

rumors of the intention of America to reestablish Spanish rule in the Archipelatheir
go, continue actively reoruitlng

the battleships and two to go along witt
In addition to these escortinf
them.
craft. Acting Secretary 'Allen today or
dered that the Celtic and the Iris be addec
to the expediiton. The Celtio is a refrlger

Boston and vicinity Tuesday:
cooler, northerly winds.

Almost

correspondent of the Times says:
constant
“The Insurgents, urged by

Washington, September 19.—The ad
Madrid, September 19.—A destructive
over
Southern vanoe guard of the naval expedition foi
hurricane today swept
Spain, doing great damage in the prov- Honolulu and eventually for Manila

Yora,

By

London,

sirandinga reported were:
Steamer Lewiston, Manitowoc to Buffalo, with grain, ashore near Scotts Point,
K. C. Pope,
Lake Mioblgan; steamer
Buffalo with
bound from Duluth to
near
Point
Vermillion
at
ashore
grain,
station No. 9, Lake Superior; steamer
Colorado, Duluth to Port Huron, with
flour, ashore on Eagls River reef; schoonEMBARKED FOR LONG JOURNEY.
er Senator, coal laden for Harbor Springs,
ashore on Skillagallee reef;
tng Salvor, Iowa, Oregon and Accompanying Bhipi
ashore on Skillagallee reef.
Will Be Most Perfectly Equipped Expe

m., meridian time, the observa8 p.
tion for each section being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind
state of weather:

RACKS.

Lewiston, September 18.—Mr. Dana T.
Merrill of Auburn University of Maine,
’98, recently appointed a second lieutenant
in the regular array, has been as igned to
duty In the 12th U. S. infantry, at Jefferson barracks, Missouri,
and
will leave
for that point the present week. He was
• private in Co. H, First Maine regiment,
eVGkickamauga.

I

following:
Fifty-Arst Iowa, Twentietl
Kansas, First Tennessee, First Washing
wind, SW; velocity, 10; weather, cloudy.
and a detachment of the Seoond Ore
S p. m.—Barometer, 29.775, thermome- ton
ter. 62.0; dew point, 40; humidity, 44- gon.
It was stated at the war departmeni
wind, W: veloolty 6; weather oloudy.
niadi
Mean daily thermometer 65; maximum that no exeigenoy had arisen whioh
it necessary to send the troops now ai
thermometer, 70; minimum thermometer,
San Franoisco to Manila, but the ordei
60; maximum velocity of wind, 16 W.
issued today was in accordance with thi
0.
total precipitation,
general plan of the department regarding
a garrison for the Philippines. That plan
Weather Oh.ervatlon,
of garrison duty included 20,000 men in
Rico
the
weather
The agricultural department
Philippines, 12.500 for Porto to
hi
The troops
and 50,000 for Cuba.
bureau for yesterday. Sept. 19 taken at

Center & McDowell,
Fire

HIDDEN BY SMOKE AND

September 19.—The dense
Chloago,
smoke, ooupled with the fog whioh no w
hangs over the upper lakes, is biinging
to vessel men and
a long list of disasters

bureau office records as to the weather
are as follows:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 39.674: thermoms
ter, 62; dew point, 60; humidity, 64;

Come early.

sep3

and division commanders select delegates
and escorts of honor as they may deem
proper to represent the united Confederate
veterans and to accompany the remains
to the formal resting place.
By order of
J. B. Gordon, General Commanding.
Adjutant General.
Morgan,
George

814,339;

BENEFIT

OF

REDUCED

as

grief-stricken mother. The commanding general direots that the department

Rebekah

WE ARE GOING
His

coun-

and prosperous. A request has been received for the establishment of the order in the Argentine Republic from W. D. Mayer, U. S. consul at
Buenos Ayres.
Grand Secretary J. Frank Grand presented
a voluminous report covering a
Tast
amount of detail, of interest solely
to the members of the order. The following statistics show the standing of the
order December 31, 1897:
Grand lodges, 55; subordinate lodges,
11,229; Rebekah lodges, 4,766; grand enencampcampments. 51; subordinate
ments.2,633; subordinate lodgefinitiations,
members,
subordinate lodge
59,587;
tries

Dust Afil Winter
When fora small expense you

MESSAGE FROM GEN. GORDON.

were

branch
the Rebekah
Gov. Woloott had Intended to be
state.
the visitors, but
welcome
and
present
he attended the dedication of the Massachusetts Soldiers’ monument at Antieunable to
tam, Md., on Saturday was
the oity in time. Mayor Josiah
reach
*T
,& H
Quincv followed, speaking for the oity
WVv vvvvv ■
The other speakers included
of Boston.
Hon. Charles Q. Tirril, grand master for
the grand lodge of Massachusetts; Charles
C. Fuller, grand patriarch for the grand
Gen. Edgar H. Emerson
encampment;
i
the
I
match
Dressers.)
(to
Militant, and Mrs.
for the Patriarohs
Is
C.
evens,
representing the ReMary
bekah branch of the order in this state,
We have a very large as|
Grand Sire Fred Carleton of Austin,
sortment of these goods.
Tex., responded in a happy and welladdress and the exercises were
chosen
They are the choicest tie- E
at an end.
signs of the leading inanuThe members of the sovereign grand
facfurers of this country.
lodge then marched to Copley hall, where
The patterns we show K their secret deliberations began.
The session was opened with prayer by
you are exclusive to us.
the grand chaplain, J. W. Venable, after
declared duly
the grand
lodge was
Following the readiDg of reopened.
Consid
was rushed
ports, a great deal of business
in<! lhe_ B in and referred to committees. One of
A K1higli qual H the most
come beto
important subjects
fore this session of the sovereign grand
tiie good s,
lodge is that of insurance within the order'and its regulation.
a re; Grand Sire Carleton reported that
Brother
had been received from
quest
Bradley, who is with the U. S. army in
Manila for permission to establish the
order in the Philippine islands.
The grand sire recommended that action to this end be taken by the sovereign
4 and 6 FREE ST.
He also
graDd lodge at this session.
recommended legislation by whioh members of the order serving in the army may
19-31
be permitted military lodges or associations, limited to consultive or fraternal
sessions, striotly prohibiting initiations

$

MAPLE
or OAK

the men escaped without.diificulty.
Bemis resides a short distance from the
About 12.30
station.
this morning a
burglar alarm in his room which is connected
by wire with the station, awakhim. Mr. Bemis dressed hastily
ened
Charles
and onlled Ephraim Dovekin,
Ivory Kelley, three of his
Woodus and
neighbors. As they neared the station,
some one fired a shot which struck Mr.
Bemis in the left arm, badly lacerating
it from the elbow to the wrist.
Three burglars were seen running from
the station up the highway. One of the
with Bemis discharged a rifle and
men
others fired two shots from a
one of the
revolver at the fleeing men. The burglars did not Are any more thaD the one
had no trouble in effecting
shot and
their escape.
It was found that the burglars bad entered the station house through a window and had drilled the safe preparatory
a
to inserting
charge of dynamite. A
package of dynamite was found in the
station. No property is missing.
Mr. Bemis is badly wounded, and it is
said there will he 60ine diffioulty inducing his arm.

BOAST

dent today signed an order altering the
boundaries and area of the Black Hill
forest reserve in South Dakota. A porunsuited for
tion of the resorve was
timber growing and this has been excluded and a large tract extending into

ST05EB CAES.

Together.

TO

ALONE

RUSSIA

Ga., September 19.—Gen.
Reynolds,
Hotel Vendome at 9 o’clock
John B. Gordon, communder-iu-ohlef of
the committee on reception the Confederate
Veterans, today issued
escorted by
nation by the end of January.
order:
with S. P. Lawrence as chairman. The the following
“To the United Confederate Veterans
There is little effort made to conceal thi
of
the
lodge,
members
sovereign grand
—The commanding general with a sorthat the department will have thi
fact
minutes
about 200 in all, left the hotel 15
which no words can express, anrow
met at Honolulu by a dispatch boai
later under escort of the general commit- nounces the death of Miss Winnie Davis, ships
the idolized
“Daughter of the Confed- with orders to turn their prows to Manila
tee and headed by the Salem Cadet band.
eracy.” The boundless enthusiasm whioh Their assembling at Manila in conjuncat the
On arriving
hall, the hand was evoked by her every appearance at
tion with the dispatch of heavy reinforce
The
welour reunions indicated the depth of affecplayed a number of seleotions.
the Amerioan land
tion and the unfeigned admiration whioh ments of troops for
coming exercises were opened with prayer all Confederates
felt for her. It is not forces cannot but be regarded as slgnln
of
Venable
Bev.
J.
W.
Hopkinsville,
by
too muoh to say chat the ovations with
In well informed circles here It ii
Kv., giand chaplain of the sovereign which she has everywhere been greeted cant.
and

wruml

-«-*■

Faesented for Consid

Matters

and several of his neighbors fired
number of shots at the burglars, but
is thought they did not take effect as

a

1898._PRICE

Insurgents

What Holds the

Bemis

SESSION OF SOVER-

20,

the troops and supplies.
It is believed
that less
time
will be
consumed by
using these transports than in fitting up
new vessels.

Shot In Arm for Pains.

There Were 814,339 Odd Fellows In
Country In 1899.

SEPTEMBER

MORNING,

TUESDAY

and to the advisability that the peace conference be not

Washington government

unduly protracted.

week ago, commenced at two o’olock
this afternoon,
and unless some settlement is speedily made, it will eclipse the
famous “42” strike of several years ago,
a

which crippled Brockton.
The present
if the programme is carried out,
will extend oyer southeastern Massaohu

strike,

setts. Every laster in the forty-one shops
of this oity which were
supplied with
lists, understood that they were to come
out today if the list was not aooepted by
the firm, and to report to the nnlon head*
As a result, before 2.S0 o'clock
tlie hall was crowded with men who had
responded, and a glance showed that very
few men had stayed in where lists
had
not been accepted.
The strike is fairly
general all over the oity, and but few of
the smaller firms have conceded to tha de-

quarters.

The
correspondent relates terrible
stories of anarohy and says the American
government is apparently attempting to
Strikers Condemn the Action of the suppress the truth. As an instanoo, he
following story which he de- mands.
gives the
Mob—Railway Officials Succeed in Get- clares
was suppressed by the censor at
The answer to the call has been very
Key West:
ting Few New Men.
“A band of insurgents attacked re- gratifying to the labor leaders who now
cently the Provideuoia sugar factory, near
other manufacturers will sign
Haverhill, Mass., September'19.—The Guinez, one of the riohest in Cuba. The predict that
action
who were waiting to see what
connection
with
in
violence
mainof
the
act
which
force
first
proprietor
guerilla
to defend his property until the woulu be taken.
They have found the
th e street railway trouble occurred to- tained
while two arrival of the Spanish troops, was obliged men to be in earnest and will signpo save
night when a car was atoned,
to
surrender because the Spanish troops their bnslness.
On the. other,hand many
officers on their way to the police station now do nothing to suppress lawlessness.
nf fka lonnos vnonnfantnMKa
utHa Tifiva M.
'I'kn
Inoiivacnfc
inVAflAl1) thft ATinloi31lrO
with two young men, were also assailed
lot of reoonoentra- fused t$> adopt the list, declare they will
a
found
where
the
and
they
missiles
police
by all sorts of
dnes.
They stripped the women naked remain firm and that the men Will suffer
station itself made an object of attack and
placing them in line, fired from be- by their enforoed idleness as muoh as
hind them at the guerillas, thus making
by the crowd of strike sympathizers.
for the defenders of the they do.
The trouble began about ten o’clook it impossible
There are many workmen soattered in
faotory to return the fire.
a
*~c*i
wiicu
the various shops who are wavering and
and
all
sailed by a crowd of nearly 300,
undeoided as to what action
they will
THE DUKESEES AN OPENING.
Both sides claim that these men
take.
the windows and the bead light broken.
that
them
now
will
side
with
they see the
Two officers lushed to the assistance of
Orleans Issues Manifesto Denouncing the condition of affairs.
in
succeeded
arresting
tho oar men and
Very few of the manufacturers will talk
Dreyfusites.
at all, but those who have as a rule are
Irving Ward and Henry Strout, whom
among the number who will not aocept
they caught throwing stones. The officers
19.—The Duo D’Or- the list. There are a number of firms that
Paris,
September
a
followed
station
the
by
large
for
started
declare it an Impossibility to do business
leans has issued a manifesto denouncing
and pay the prices demanded. They have
crowd which hooted, yelled, and threw
manifesto
The
the
begins
Dreyfusites.
to compete with the 6hops of Auburn,
after the officers all sorts of objects. Bethus:
Maine, and at best secure but a small
the poltoe station was reaohed, the
fore
With the new list they would
“At last the promoters of the odious margin.
not only been greatly agucrowd had
not be able to compete at all.
the honor and seourity of
against
plea
Is
There
became
every indication at the present
very
but apparently
mented,
thrown off their time that a compromise will be effected
the fatherland have
so that a squad of remuch infuriated,
Intimidated by them, the minis- in some places that will make the strike
mask.
officers was ordered out and a rush
serve
few days to them.
but a matter of a
ters have lowered themselves so far as to Others will hold out to the end.
freeclubs
their
officers
the
using
made,
become their accomplices.”
lyThe Due D’Orleans accuses the ministry
REPORT OF EDUCATION COMMISThe crowd dispersed until the prisoners
of seeking a revision of the Dreyfus proSIONER.
had been taken inside the station when
that
convinced
while
Dreyfus
ceedings,
it
again assembled and succeeded in
of
the
Washington, September 19.—The anwas guilty, under pretext
calming
number of windows in the
breaking a
nual statement of the commissioner of
for their own profit.
public
education has been submitted to Secrebuilding.
that the prospect mftkes
He declares
tary Bliss. The report shows satisfactoA second rush by the officers again put his heart
quiver and concludes his maniry results for the work of the year endthe angry men to flight, but they showed festo in these words:
1898.
their feeling in abusive language whiob
“Frenchmen, we are masters In our ing June 30,
One case of congratulation on the part
Your servants, subject to
they hurled baok at the officers. After own country.
who
hold that popular educaths
this all the cars were manned by
po- oooult and
pernicious powers, presume of these
lice, two of them going to Newburyport to impose upon you the will to which tion is the safeguard of our American inlast car to that oity. While the they submit
under pretext of proving stitution, is, says the report, the continon
the
riot was in
progress, the former street the innocence of a man whom the mili- ued prosperity of the elementary schools.
a
condemned as a The increase during the year of 1896-97
tribunals have
railway employes were holding meeting tary
in another part of the oity and it was traitor.
amounted to 257,891 pupils over the preto keep away from that lodetermined
“It is the army thoy are trying to de- vious
year. The total enrolled in elecality, which for some days has seemed stroy and France they are striving to ruin.
mentary schools amounted to 15,452,426
to be the favorite gathering place of the
“Frenchmen, we will not allow this.”
pupils.
ardent but angry sympathizers.
Adding to it those in colleges, univerTho Central Labor Onion held a meet- VKiT.T.OW FB1VF.R IN NEW ORLEANS.
sities, high schools and academies, the
ing tonight and adopted resolutions conNew
September 19.—At the total numbar reaohed 16,255,0(13,
demning tho mob, and other labor orga- board aiOrleans,
that
health today it is stated
A still greater occasion for congratulanizations in the oity passed similar measno
information of any other case
there is
ures.
tion, it is stated, is the inorease of stuKenof
than
that
of
fever
Mallory
yellow
street railway officials succeeded
The
dents in colleges and universities.
on Saturday.
ten new men today, but nedy, announoed
in obtaining
This increase hag gone on steadily for
The United States barracks Is quaranthe
on
so
lost
several
gain
Saturday
they
In 1872 only 590 pertined against the city and none of the twenty-five years.
was not very great.
were enrolled in those
troops will be allowed to come into the sons in the million
institutions. In 1897, the number has
WON’T GO TO HAVERHILL.
city.
New Orleans is badly tied up as a result risen to 1,218 in the million.
Lawrence. September 19.—Owing to the
railroads
The
at the outside quarantine.
increased hostility of feeling evidenced by
and business community, especially, are
HELD CROWD AT BAY.
Haverhill residents towards them, it i»
doubtful if local employes of the Lowell, suffering.
Middletown, X. Y., September 19.—
Crowd and Finally

Disperse

——

Lawrence ana navernm ranroau
npon to run any more

It—The

--

cun

w

who

Pole,
escaped
Joseph Grudinski,
BERLIN ON MUD BANK.
to
from Goshen jail six weeks ago, was disAlter the demonstration ol
Haverhill.
New York, September 19.—The transport covered in this city yesterday and captonight in that city, the men are dis- B»»l'n with detachments of the first tured
by several officers and two score
couraged and several emphatically stated second, eighth and sixteenth infantry and
citizens, armed with guns and revolvers.
after they had concluded their day’s work
first artillery, in all about 1000 He had three
E,
battery
More than one
pistols.
that they would not make another trip to
men, arrived here from Camp Wikofl,
Haverhill, at least as long as the present Montauk Point, today. She ran on a mud hundred shots were exchanged in the
streets and In the suburbs. He hid in
Aside from this DOthing
trouble lasts.
bank near Pier 41 North River, and stuck
miles from the
new has developed in the situation in this there for five
until the tide lifted thick undergrowth three
hours,
city and all cars are running as per her oS.
An unusually long gangway city and held the crowd increased to 100
He escaped
schedule.
was rigged and the slok men were taken men at bay for five hours.
soldiers were in the darkness. He climbed a tree in
The well
to hospitals.
COMMISSIONERS ASHOREtook the centre of tho thicket to get a view of
fsrried to Jersey City and there
trains for Anniston, La.
the pursuers. They perceived and fired
Installed
Board
At
Now
Cuba
on him.
He fell to the ground and conEvacuation
tinued a steady fire for some time. None
in a Hotel.
TO REMOVE CAVALRY.
ventured to penetrate the woods until
Now York, September 19.—Col. Kim- daylignt.
A pool of blood was found
Havana, September 19.—All the mem- ball, the deputy quartermaster general
where lie had fallen irom tho
today,
comhas directed that the transport Mississippi tree after
of the American evacuation
bers
being shot. No clue has been
shall go to Montauk Point tomorrow and
came ashore from the steamer
found today.
mission,
take the third cavalry to New London,
this morning and'ore now inResolute
Conn., where the regiment will take the
stalled nt the Trotcba hotel at Vedado. train for Fort Ethan Allen, the station
All are well. Major Allison sprained his of the regiment before the war.
ankle, but the injury is not important.
SPAIN IS INDIGNANT.
Rear Admiral Luis Paster
Landere,
was
who
the
of
Madrid,
September 19.—There Is conoriginally
port,
captain
siderable indignation here at the fact that
elected a member of the Spanish evacuthere wore 123 deaths during the voyage
ation commission, has, owing to sickness, among the 1000 Spanish soldiers who havo
been replaced by Admiral Mantorola, and just arrived in Spain on board the Spanfor Spain tomorrow, owing to ish transport San Ignacio de Loyola from
will sail
The Spaniards attribute this
bis ill health.
Santiago.
of
Senor Fernandez de Castro, civil gov- heavy death rate to the “inhumanity
obliging the sick
of Havana, is indisposed and did the Americans in
ernor
make
room
in
not come to his offioe today.
Spaniards to embark and
Oapt. den. Blaneo has ordered that the the hospitals for Americans.”
cattle
confiscation of the few
remaining
the
in the island shall be suspended in
NANCY GUILFORD IN CANADA.
Matanzas province, where it
threatened
September 19.—Nancy A.
Montreal,
to
beoome a death blow to all possible
in hiding in Montreal and
is
work
in the fields.
The
necessity that Guilford two
days at the Place Vigor
be taken in Pinar del Rio stayed for
similar steps
and other provinces, is imperative, tbo hotel under the name of N. A. Goodrioh,
the Bridgeport authorities have
been ruined or the work but as
crops having
of gathering them delayed through laok officially intimated that they do not want
of oxen. Advioes from the interior re- her, the police are making no effort to
port that hospitals are being established locate her.
commiton many estates and that relief
tees have been organized in several towns
OF COURSE THEY DID.
and
villages to attend to the requireAbsolutely Pure
Cincinnati, Ohio, September 19.—Secments of the Cuban troops who are in a
and
Generals
Sternborg
sad condition.
retary Alger,
The steamer Alfonso, XIII., will sail Luddington, Major Hopkins and others
More
for
Spain tomorrow. She will carry 291 returned from their inspection of the
of the military
of documents
at Fort Thomas this afternoon
boxes
Makes the
hospitals
also have on board and reported that
She will
archives.
they found everything
Gonles
Corrall.
oi
Gon.Pablo
division
the
more
in excellent condition and no serious
cases in any of the hospitals.
BLACK HILL RESERVE.
HamilSecretary Alger left for Camp
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
19.—The Presi- ton, at Lexington, Ky„ tonight.
prevailed

a

cars

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda

convenient,
iacd lighter

and

Washington,September

healthful,

ASTHMA GUN BE CURED,

one

Physician Will Prove This to
Sufferers in Portland Thursday

Noted

Continued from First Pa{».

The progress of modern medical sci- total.
¥125,460 27; payments, ¥64,510 80;
has led to the discovery of successful total balance, $60,848.41.
then
methods of treatment for most of those b The committees were till 0 appointed.
toa. m.,
incurable. The session adjourned
maladies once regarded as
of offioers will
election
the
morrow, when
Asthma has always been regarded as be- be the imjiortaiit business.
the follonging to this obstinate class, baffling 0 The Odd Fellows today adopted
which was sent to Presthe skill of the greatest physicians. Thou- lowing message
ident MoKinle.v:
sands of sufferers know by their own ex- "
Boston, Mass., September 19.
been 1'he Hon. William McKinley, President
perience that little if any relief has
of the United States, Washington, D.
afforded them by the methods heretofore
O.:
the
Sohiffmann,
Dr.
Rudolph
employed.
The Sovereign Grand Lodge of the Innoted physician, has, after a llfe-lon g dependent Order of Odd Fellows, in anstudy of Asthma and kindred diseases, nual session in the city of Boston,Mass.,
send greetings to you and to the soldiers
discovered a remedy which not only gives
and sailors of our' army and navy, with
instant relief in the severest oases of
congratulations upon the glorious victory,
but
Bronchitis,
and
whioh their valor has aohieved in the war
Asthma, Hay Fever
cases
whose
with Spain, and to the 6ick and wounded
has actually cured thousands
with
our
heartfelt sympathy
hope for
h td been pronounced incurable. Ho comtheir speedy recovery and restoration to
in his remedy, that home and
confidence
is
his
plete
family.
the public
(Signed)
to overcome the skepticism of
Fred Carleton, Grand Sire.
remeother
of
growing out of the failure
J. Frank Grant. Grand Secretary.
this
paper
dies, Dr. Schiffraann requests
lhursday, Hepto announce that all day
BANQUET LAST EVENINGtember 22nd, he offers a liberal sample
free An
box of “Sohiflmanu’s Asthma Cure"
Enjoyable Ending of the Business of
of charge to all persons applying at H.
the Bay.
P. a. (ioold’s drug store, 577 Congress
19.—The day’s sesBoston,
September
street He believes that an actual test sion was
enjoyably closed by exercises in
fact
in
and
wUl be the most convincing
a social way, the banquet complimentary
the only way to overcome the natural to
the sovereign grand lodge members
Asthmatics
prejndioe of thousands otrelief
and their ladies,
by the grand lodge of
vain.
in
who have heretofore sought
Music hall, being the
Persons living out of town will receive Massachusetts, at
--at paid, by writing direct
package fr;s
distinguished event.
mann, 315 Rosabel street,
to Dr. R.
At the tables about 600 persons sat and
as
no
ijtfore Hept. 30th,
St. Paul, 1 i
were
there
as the wives of Odd Fellows
that
after
e
obtained
free sample>/? your name and ad- in evening gowns, the scene was quite
date. Scnsi
a cn a post card.
dress plainly ■.
brilliant and animated On the platform
sat the officers of the soverein and grand
ence

PORTLAND POST OFFICE
OFFICE HOCKS.
Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted.) 8.00 a.
9.00
m to 8.00 p. m.: Money order department,
9.00 a.
a. m, to 8.00 p. m.: Registry department,
B. to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
to 7.00 p. m.
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.

a. m.

Sundays

9.00 to 10.00

a.

m.,

Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—In
business section of the city between High and

India streets at 7.00. 9.00 and 11.00 a. m., t.00 and
in other sections at 8.00 a. m., l.CO p. m.
Sunday delivery at Office window, 9.00 to 10.00
Collections from street
a.m. 1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Sundays, (100 p. m. only.

6 p m.:

AJIRIYAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

and IntermeBoston

ind
at

Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive

and 7.45

10.46 a. m„ 6.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close
a. m., 12 in. and 2.30 p. m.
Eaetern. via Maine Central Railroad Arrive
2.00 and 5.30 a. m., 12.30 and 6.00 p. m.; close
10.15 and 11.30 a. m.. 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m, 12.su and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.00 and
10.15 and 11.30, a. m., 4.15 and 9.00 p. m.
Farmington. intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
12.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. m. and 12.15
p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
12.50 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 1130 a.m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
6.00

12.45 p. in.; close at 12.15 p. m.
island Pond, Vt„ intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway— Arrive a« 7.00,11.45 a.m., 6.00 p. m.; Sundays 7.00
a.m.;close at7.30 a. m., 12.30 and 7.30 p.m.
Sundays 7.30 p. m.
Gorham, -V. 11.. Intermediate offices and connections, via Graud Trunk railroad—Arrive at
7.00 and 11.45 a. m., and 6.00 p. m.; Sundays 7.00
Sun7.30 p.m.
a. m., close at 7.80 a. m., 12.30.
days at 8.00 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 7.00, 1L45 a. m. and 6.00
Sunday close
p. in., close at 12.30, 7.30 p. m.
7.36 p. m,
Sveanton.
Vt., intermediate offices and con-

nections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.10 p. m.; close at 7.45 a, m.
Bartlett. K. H., Intermediate offices and con-

Arrive at 8.40 a. m. and 8.10 p.m.; close at 7.4C
a. m. and 12.30 and 7.80 p. m.
Rochester. -V. II- intermediate offices and connections. via Portland * Kochester railroad—
Arrive at 1.43 and 0.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
and 11.46 a. m.
Cumberland MUls, Oorham. and Westbrook
ISaccarappa) Arrive at 8.46 a. m. 1.45 and 6.00
6.30 p. m.
p. m.; close 6.30 and 11.45 a. m. and
South Portland and Willard—Arrive at 7.30.
8.00 p. m.; dose 6.30 a.m., l.OOand
1.00 a.m.
2.00 p.

the
Salem Cadet baud and the invocation
by Grand Chaplain Rev. J. W.
Venable of Hopkinville, Ky., and was
directly followed by speech making.
The chairman of the banquet committee, E. Rentley Young, P. G. R., extended the welcome to the visiting.Ouu bellows and their friends and inj so doing,
introduced the toastmaster, Hod. Alfred
S. Pinerton of Worcester, deputy grand
sire of the sovereign grand lodge.
Mr. Pinkerton received a grand ovation and Ills remarks were frequently app'auded, especially when he referred to
_

phia,
war.

intermediate
Boston, Southern arid Western,
offices ana connections via. Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.16,
6 <io ana 11,00 p. m.; close 7.45 a. m., 12.00 m.,
B OO and 9.00 p. m.; Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m„
close 4.30 ana 9.00 p. In.
Boston, Southern and Western,
diate offices and connections, via

lodge and their wives, they beiDg the
The banquet proper was
guests.
preoeded by a concert programme by

chief

Fast

m.

Plsasantdale and Cash Comer—Arrive 7.30
and 11.15 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.; dose 7.30 a. in.
and l.oo and 6.00 p. m.
ISLAND MAILS.

Peaks Island—Arrive at 10.30 a. m., 2.30 p.m.;
dose 8.30 a. m., 2.30 p. m.
Long am Chebeague Islands—Arrive at 9.00
a. m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Cousin's Island-Arrive at 12.00 m.; close
2.30 p. m.

iirand feire JMCiiersoii oi rmukuviwho was grand sire during the civil
of the hisHe

spoke particularly

torical connections of the Bay State and
of the reunions of the South and North
during the recent war, and when Massahave fought shoulder to
ohusetts
men
shoulder with boys from the southland
under the leadership of Lee and Wheeler.
He welcomed again in behalf of Massaohusetts, the visiting members and friends.
Hon. HeDry Cabot Lodge, junior United States senator from Massachusetts,was
introduced, to respond to the toast, “The
President of the United States.”
The feeling upSenator Lodge 6aid:
permost in all our hearts just; now, I
think, is one of profound gratitude to the
brave men who
ty land and sea have
fought the battles of the country and
carried the flag to shining and unbroken
victories. To them we all turn with deep
thankfulness. But if our
and heartfelt
first thought is of the sailor and soldiers,
the thought of their comclose behind
in chief and the heavy burden
mander
that
has
rested upon him. From the
ranks of Amerioan citizenship, we take
a
president, lift him to one of the lofty
pinnacles of human greatness, and at the
or
end of four
eight years return him
quietly to private life. During his tenure
of office he is clothed with vast powers,
greater than those exercised by many
With the vast power goes
monarchs.
see the glU>
equallresponsibiiity. Airmen
ter
of the great
prize, too many forget
what it entails upon its possessor.
“Our theory is that when a President
is elected, we all, no matter how we voted, accept him as our President and the
representative of the nation. When the
war came, the American
people without
regard to party, rallied to the President
of the United States, with no division of
any sort.
“It is the highest praise which can be
accorded to a chief magistrate to say that
he has proved worthy of such trust at
such a time.
“The people and their representatives
make and declare war, but the President
alone carries it out. It is a fearful responsibility. In his hands rest the honor
and safety of the country and the lives
of her soldiers and its sailors. Victories
by sea and land reflect glory upon bis
administration, but he knows that failure
or defeat or
mismanagement must
ultimately recoil upon him alone even
whep he has done his best and is no wise
to blame.
auu

iucu,

»»uou

“b“***i

be stands alone. Congress declares war,
but the President makes the peace which
must be submitted to the Senate and the
the moment the
Consider for
people.
STAGS MAILS.
gravity of that task. The honor of the
its future and all
Itowory Reach—Arrive at 5.30 p.m.; dose at country, its welfare,
2.00 p. m.
stake. He must consider the wish of the
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville—Arrive at American people and our relations with
7A0 a. in. and 6.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and other
He must look into the
nations.
2.00 p. m.
future; above all he must take sure that
Duck Pond, Pride’s Comer, Windham, A’o.
of
the cause
humanity is ailvanoed and
Windham, Raymond and South Casco—Arrive
that the freedom we haTe given to othat 10.30 a. m.: dose at 2.00 p. m.
ers by our arms is not lost and betrayed.
Such are the grave questions with which
President is now dealing. He has
our
led us through a triumphant war of unHe is now leading us
broken
viotory.
He has shown in all these
back to peace.
patience, tact, wisdom,
trying months
We may
statesmanship in high degree.
to his commissioners to
Which attracted so much atten- tru6t to him and
millions
relieve
will
a peace which
tion at the NE W ENGLAND FAIR make
of fellow beings from oppression, be coneutt now be seen at our ware,
sonant with
justice and at the same
rooms, in conjunction with our
the righteous wishes and
time, satisfy
and
stock
extensive
of
by
elegant
aspirations of the American people
to them the victories
making fruitful
won
by their army and navy. We have
Btorm of war
a brief
through
passed
will affect the future history of
which
the world which hasslifted up the United States to high renown in the eyes of
all the nations. We are proud,very proud,
And otb^r Celebrated
cf our soldiers and sailors, prouder than
we now
ever of our dear old flag, which
freshly among the
inscribe, gleaming
glorious names of old Manila, Santiago
of pride
-AJN'Dand Porto Rico. With hearts full
health and
ana
gratitude we wish all
in these
prosperity to our honored leader
the comroander-into
events,
great
Ail are cordially invited to inUnited
of
the
the President
to
chief,
spect these instruments.
States, to William McKinley.”
Hosea M. Knowlton, attorney
Hon.
responded to the toast, “The
general,
Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,” in
Mr.
behalf
of
Gov. Roger Wolcott.
Knowlton at length told of the charities
517 Congress St.
Tel. 812-2.
of
the Commonwealth as exemplified
T. C. itlcGOELDRIC, Mgr. and typified by the recent visit of the governor in the dedication of a
monument at
eodtf
aug29
Antietam, commemorative of the valor
of her sons
who “died fnr her 36 years
He said that the fame of Massaago.
chusetts
was world-wide.
Her great
commerce and industries are but results
of her great
In speaking for
charity.
Massachusetts’ regard
for her sons, he
said the commonwealth has never forgotten and never will forget those who bled
13.
her service or those who
will open
and died in
and are
under her protection,
lived
For catalogue send to
It
was
at Antietam they fought
whether
or at Santiago or Porto Rico.
W. E. SARGENT,
Mayor josiah Quincy responded to “The
Principal, Hebron, Maine.
jiyJ8eod2ta

THE PIANOLA

STEIN WAY,

HARDMAN,

GABLER,

PEASE,

iEOLIANS

II, STEINEBT 4 SOUS G0„

FALL TERM

HEBRON ACADEMY,
Tuesday, Sept.

hat she has had many merchants who
their
nade
such a use of their money,
nuniflcence
and opportunity that they
rememare
were called
pTinoes; that they
bered for their great benefactions.
It is to the glory of Boston merchants that
hey have done much for the advanceuent of the institutions of learning and
He
harity.
spoke of the commercial
haracter of the people of Boston and or
ho great advances which her commerce
] ms made in the last century.
Men of Boston, he said, are to lie found
Be
n all ports of the commercial world.
t ■poke of the oharucter of tho government
if the city, stating that the oity is keenly
the duties and opportunities
dive to
1 if the present and
future; it is not standng still, blit is marching to the time of
future..
We
'the
value, said he, our
< ild
and just renown, and are trying to
nake a record for tho future.
Rev. Edward Everett Hale, D. D., re: funded to the toast “Lend a Hand.
that never before had he adHe said
Irossed an audience promising delegates
of the 46 states of the Union
each
rom
ind Canada. We do not know eaoh oth1 ir,
said he, until we shake each other’s
muds and realize that all are members
if one great union.
of Texas
Fred Carlton
Grand Sire
grand lodge,
ipoke for the sovereign
in order by C.
M.
•ie was followed
Husbee of Raleigh, N.C., for “Fraternity
md Loyalty.
Grand Master Hon. Charles Terrill for
tho grand lodge of Massachusetts; Past
James P. Sanders for tho
Grand Siro
Representative John
ceterans; Grand
if.Burton of North Carolina, “The Genius
if Odd Fellowship;” Grand Representa
;ivo Wallace G. Nye of Minnesota, “Our
sweethearts. Wives and Friends;” Grand
Fuller, “The EnPatriarch Charles C.
lampment of Massachusetts;” Grand
Clapp,
Representative from Ohio, Milo S.Thomas
“The Patriarchs Militant,” and
Onfrom
representative
grand
(Voodyatt,
;ario, “Our Brothers of Other Lands.”
read
from
was
letter
Stephen
A
G’Meara, who was to have responded to
“The
Press.”
:he}toaet
Col. Henry A. Thomas was the last of
;he speakers,
responding to the toast,
‘The Subordinate Lodges.”
It was aDnounoed that the election or
the sovereign grand lodge
iflicers in
held at 11 o’clock Tuesday
would he
and
that there would be no
norning
ueetlng on Wednesday, the day being derated entirely to the parade.

KICKED EASTERN
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of the

He said
Hity of Boston.”
had so
[lories of Boston is that sho has all remerchants, great in
nany great
benevolence
I poets of
honor, integrity,
I
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SIRE CERE FOR EPILEPSY.

his profession, residing
in this oity
The appointwith nis wife and family.
ment of Mr. Goody, to this responsible
position will meet with general favor.
are no other candidates
known to
bo seeking tho appointment.
Mr. Allen Kiarstead and wife have returned from their wedding tour to Sussex.
N. B., his former home, and are to rodde

There

Bolt Causes Bad Fire in ftorih

Beer-

ing-

Just Read What Dr. Greene's
Nervura Did in This Case.

Sawyer street, Woodfords. Mr. Kierstead resumed the duties of his position
yesterday, with C. H. Thompson t he
on

A. sr.-CROOK’S HOUSE AND STABLE
BURNED DOWN.

Owner

was

Grooming: His

Horse in the

Stable When tbe Anlms J Kicked
tern Over

Setting Hay

on

Stable Destroyed

and

a

Lan-

Fire—House
Before

Help

Could Arrive.

—..

Fits and St.

grocer.
new
The work of
placing several
hydrants in the vicinity of the Daerinu
city farm, and at Nason’s corner is about
Several residents in that
completed.
locality are also having their houses con-

It 1« the

nected for Sebago water.
The Portland Railroad company hove u
crew of men at work ou the Westbrook
Deering at Nason's
division through
bed ain
corner, in clearing up the road

Mr. Crook was in the stable and had
his young oolt out on the main floor
clearing out its hoofs, preparatory to
harnessing the animal for a oarriage
The oolt hud a sore hoof whioh
drive.
and startled the
Mr. Crook out into

oolt,

who

kioked

violently,

knocking

laid out along the street preparatory
settlDg the same.
The Portland Railroad company’s on

Dr. Greene’s Nervura will cure them.
Parents, therefore, whose children
manifest
such
any
symptoms of
like
nervous
impending
disorders,

irritability,
moodiness
rregular appetite, headaches, dlsstness.
listurbed sleep, restlessness, loss of
memory and interest in things, face pale,
eet
cold,
fidgeting with
flDgers,
witching of eyelids, face, limbs,
or
dioulders,
jerking of head, should at
>nee give this specific cure, Dr. Greene’s
Vervura. It is perfectly harmless, being
made from pure vegetable remedies,
wonderful
iu their health restoring
nervousness,

to

at work at

w

ing

avenue

to setting over their feed wires at tho
point. This work has been made noce=sor.

by the widening of. Forest avenue ou
onto the floor.
the establishment
of a new street on.
he
was
was
whioh
The lantern
using
sidewalk line.
and
in
his
fall he
setting on the floor
The fence surrounding the vacant h
struck it, breaking it and oausing the
on Forest avenue ou the westerly siie u
light to ignite a quantity of hay on the Deering Point has been moved in on o
floor. Mr. Crook want at once to the door
the lot to make room for the widening ot
of tire barn and gave the ory of fire. The
the street and the sidewalk at that plu.i
alarm was sounded from box 25, whioh
Mr. Arthur W. Hooper, son of K. h
is a mile and a half from the soene of the
Hooper, Central avenue, Deering Center,
fire.
a member of the Maine Signal
corps inAir. L. J. Smith of hose 4 heard the cry
UVCU UUliiU JCBtUlUBJ liwu* iuvuvuuB)
their team bad been hauled
and
after
bis recent return from Cuba. Mr. Hoopi
hose house, and., sent to the
out of the
lg looking nicely after the bard oampaiui
nearest hydrant, whioh was over a half
THE YELLOW POND MURDBR.
through whloh ,he_has passed. His heali
the
the
then
mile from
alarm-was
fire,
ratht
is good, although he is looking
1 Possible But Very Doubtful Clue from sounded.
The department made a quiok
He has for some time been wearin
thin.
new DUYcui
run, espeoially the Woodfords companies, a
beard, but this he removed on his rewhich ure located three miles away, they
turn to the states.
1ft—The
Conn.,
September
in
16
It
distance
minutes.
Bridgeport,
making the
: orenoon
in,the Yellow Mill nannlMiT ftlmnt QSftfi fpfif, nf hnsfl Ln ruAP.h

Mr.JCrook

remedy.

Deering Point near D
digging post holes preparator

are

powers.

over

AUTUMN

COSTUME OF POPLIN FROM HARPER'S BAZAR

developments

?ond mystery were of the most meagre
iharacter.
The remains of the viotim, now fright3 uliy
distorted from the effeots of much
the embalming fluid, are
exposure, and
till above gronud and this morning plans
vere made for an early interment at the
notwithstanding the burial
j oor farm,
held up by order of Medical
irocess was
!

J

examiner

Downs,who

has not yet reaohed

decision as to the wisdom of permit, ing the burial of the head.with the dismembered portions of the corpse.
The only tangible piece of information
New
hus far obtainable today caused
iaven to once more loom up as a highly
mportant center of aotivity i,in oonnecion with the tragedy.

J
]

New Haven, Conn., September 19.—The
of the New Haven police deIn a
j lartment are busily engaged today
has been
t earoh for a young woman who
1 niesing for some ti010^011 d who may have
! wen the victim of the notorious BridgeCapt. Cowles of the de] iort tragedy.
“It is true that we
1 ective
foroe said:
ire looking
up a New Haven girl as a
Yellow Mill Pond
of
the
] losslble viotim
uystery. This girl, whose name I candisclose just now, has been missing
: lot
I letween two and three months. She was
1 lie daughter of New Haven parents and
ve
are
told she was in trouble at the
She was
1 Ime
of her disappearanoe.
1 ibou t 21 years of
age. It may turn out
have
refer
I
to
whom
the
may
1 hat
girl
I ieen the viotim of the Bridgeport trngdy, but probably not.”
< letectives

1

NOT RAY OF LIGHT LET IN.

UPTURNED DORY FOUND.
whioh were
burning buildings,
burning fiercely before the hose could be
Salem, Mass., September 19.—A cappnt in readines3 for use. The fire spread sized dory was found floating in the harrapidly to the ell of the house whioh ad- bor
today and from its description, it is
joins the ^stable and at once communibelieved that its former occupants were
cated to the house. The neighbors gathEdmund Sanborn of Beverly aud Fred
and with
hard work
ered promptly
islblilartfn of""this city and that both
managed to save a large amount of the
the wator yesterday
were thrown into
The
winter clothing of the
furniture.
during a heavy puff of wind and
in
in
a
chest
was
away
packed
family
drowned.
and could not be reached in
the attic
Sanborn and Martin left here yesterday
season to save it. Mr. Crook managed for Great Misery island and started b ack
to get the colt out about noon, They have not been seen
after much exertion
since and tlieir friends now believe that
of the stable, but his carriage, a double
their bodies are somewhere in the bay.
biand
valuable
two
and a single sleigh
Sanborn was thirty-two years old aud a

Yellow

Mill

Pood

penetrate e

Murder

as

as

Im-

Ever.

Bridgeport, Ct., September

19.—With

expiration of a week since the disoembered portions of a young woman
in the Yellow Mill pond, the
1 ras found
j lublio are as much in ignoranoe as to
^ he

t

he

Identification

of

the

viotim of the

when the discovery
( f the mutilated corpse was first made.
Chat the polioe are "also completely at
6 ea in the matter is apparent from the as1

ragedy

as

they

were

iduity with whlch^theyEchase up apclues, and tonight they do not
] larent
that
j lesitate to admit
they are| al
much In the dark as ever.
1 nost as
Although every clergyman In the city
1 tad an invitation extended to them to be
j iresent at the burial service this mornnot one attended, and the distnemi ng,
1 lered portions were lowered into the grave
field without the slightest
] n Potter’s
eligious service.

1

SUITS THE QUEEN TO DEATH.
Madrid, September 19.—The Queen Re-

has replied to the circular of Count
iluravieB, the Russian foreign miniser,
proposing the reduotion of the ex-

( lent
j

armament of the powers and the
Daintenance of real and lasting peace,
; ler majesty praises the Czar’s project
, tad promises to
sand a delegate to the
iroposed disarmament conference. It
; s stated that Senor De Ojeda, Spanish
: ninister to
Morocco, will be appointed
commission,
of
the peace
ecretary
; lenor Montero Rios, president of the Sen, ate
and
president of the peace commis
had a conference
, ion,
today with the
, lensive

jueen Regent.
FAT MEN FOUGHT.
New York. September 19.—Gus Ruhlin,
ihe Akron, Ohio, giant, met Eddie Dunklorst, of Syraonse for a 25 round bout at
< latoh
weights before the Greater New
fork A. C., tonight.and out-fought and
boxer for 22
lut-pointed the Syracuse
ounds, but was unable to knock him
The referee stopped the bont in the
mt.
to
!2nd round and awarded the light
Dunkhorst was holding fat and
tuhlin.
230
Rnhiin
about
pounds.
gave
veighed
Dunkhorst
took
lis weight at 195.
mough punishment for half a dozen men.

Food

Buy,
isy
to
Cook,
isy
isy to Eat,
isy to Digest.
to

«Easy

uaker Oats
At all grocer.-,

■lb.

pkgs. only

44H

the

PLAIN AND PLAID WOOL COSTUME

of velvet between insertions of ecru point
Venise.
The tartan is used also to face the high
turn-over ouffs, and the cravat bow is of
plaid. The small tailor sleeves have tin;
caps of the plain poplin, and the fancy
de

great varietyshort, medium, and three-quarter length
ac—to suit all figures. Many of them
cording to Harper's Bazar, show a series
of revere, and are belted, with
basque
belt is of cat steel.
effects, produoed by fancifully shaped hip
The skirt
moulds the hips and has a
pieces—another one of the season's modes. box pleat holding all tbs fullness behind.
A French gown of the new oorded pop- Very narrow at the top It gradually exlin in marine blue Is combined with a pands and sweeps outward In fan effect.
At the bottom is a Source, flaring at the
poplin velours plaid of military gray and front and sides without ruffles,
the width
shadowy tones of rod, a touch of tartan at foot being four yards. The upper linbeing very fashionable in the new f all isb Is black velvet piping.
The
hat of lattioe satin In blaok Is
costumes. The coat corsage of plain blue
brimmed
with puffy loop* and bow of
whioh were in the stable were single man, while Martin was thirty-six has its oollar
cycles
the baok, and
square in
blue
velvet, through which Is thrust
gray
The stable was a new build- aud had a wife and two children.
consumed.
off to wide revere in
be- a jewelled
front,
sloping
buckle, while behind is a
having been ereoted about three
ing,
low which are short revers that taper to bunoh of cnrled quills in dull shades of
also
was
house
The
completeDEWEY THANKED HIM.
years ago.
the waist line, faoed with plaid velours, red, blue and gray.
Quantity of material for gown—blue
ly repaired and remodelled at that time.
19.—Master Fred the vest beneath being of cream -colored poplin, 0 yards;
Lowell,
September
plaid poplin, 4 yards;
Mr. Crook’s wife and son, with Mr. F. Wilmot, a pupil of the Green Grammar
poplin, trimmed in yoke effect with bands iream poplin, 8-4 yards.
immediate
and
their
Admiral
wife
a
letter
to
and
sohool
wrote
E. Lovejoy
Dewey
at the
in attendance
were
theatre last evening and knew
the fire until their return
nothing of
The furniture that was saved has
home.
been stored in Mr. Lovejoy's stable, and
Crook’s family
spent the night
Mr.

few weeks ago and he received the fol-

neighbors,

a

Jefferson

United States

lowing brief reply:

Naval

Force

on

Asiatic

Autumn coat

are

iu

ANCIENT TARS AT SNUG HARBOR.

styles and the new Is even stronger In
than In that ot
the matter of safety
power, and It will strike any old gunner
old

Miss Carrie Van Allen, Bristol, Conn.,
says;—
“About two years ago X was taken
very suddenly sick, without any apparent cause with a fainting spell, and from
that time have been subject to them,
sometimes every week, often two or
three a day after which I would feel simply miserable. I would not bo able to
sit up, and could not rest if I lay down,
and it seemed as if something would
shut my breath off. I could not draw a
breath without a groan and would start to
I would frighten myself and those around
mo.
My appetite would fail and then
chills would follow.
“We had often heard of Dr. Greene’s
N'ervura blood and nerve remedy; in fact,
had known of some cases under our own
observation where it had done wonders.
[ was so tired of medicine that the sight
it a bottle and spoon was revolting to
ne. I said X would not take another drop
it anything, but my father prevailed upm me to try a bottle of Dr. Greeene’s
Servura ana see what the effects would
I did so, and have taken five bottles
oe.
rad I feel like a new person. I consider
myself better today than I have ever
been In seven years.”
Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., oan be consulted absolutely free
in regard to any case, personally or by
letter.

Cavite, Reminiscence of Gunnery In the Old Navy
Station, Flagship Olympia,
Philippine Islands, August 14, 1898.
and the New by Able Seaman Crawford.
that way.
Fred Wilmot,
Green Sohool,
Lowell, Mass.:
oar
“The first rifled gnn we had In
Little
Friend:—Thank
Dear
My
you
there.
your letter ana
good (From the New York Mall and Express ) navy oame on daring the war. It was
very muoh for
the Parrott, bat was soon found to have
was about a
It
year ago that the wishes.
Just about 800 old asamen are resting
Siuoerley yours,
the habit of bursting so fixed on it that
Hutchings house, looated just below the
GEORGE DEWET,
there after oountless battles with the
the navy department had to order it off
Rear Admiral, U. S. Nav y.
Crook house, was almost completely detars
you'll find whu the vessels. The Parrott was a muzzlebriny. Veteran
fire.
stroyed by
know the world as well as the born New
loader, too, but a far more dangerous
Mr. Crook’s property is known as the
BOON TO COUNTRY EDITORS.
Yorker knows the streets of Gotham.,
burster than the smooth-bores we used
The
house
and
Amos Winslow plaoe.
from
to
and
morning
they gossip
night to have.
Y., September 19. P. T.
Ithaca, N.
By odds the safest and truest of
furniture is valued at
buildings with
Dodge, a patent attorney at New York like a bunch of magpies. "Sure, sir," as the
they came
guns In those days, and
of Washington, has presented one of them put it, "it’s a bit of disabout $5000. Mr. Crook was seen last oity aud
the Parrott, were the nine-inch k Hundreds of Ohildren and adnlte have worms
evening, but could not state definitely to Cornell university the original Paige comfort, with it all, to be tumbled out of after
^
are treated for other diseases. The eymp- ^
and fine,
trusttypesetting maohlne, the only one of its
Shut
toms are
abo.ut his Insurance, but said that there kind ever built. It was constructed at hard deoks and fsea-fare into this swell Dahlgren eraooth-boree,
indigestion, with a variable ap- J
offensive
foul
hard
and
were.
breath;
tongue;
they
J petite;
^
was about $3500 to cover the loss, which a oost of nearly two million dollars.
It ohuroh and these big halls with their plo- worthy pieoes
full belly with occasional gripings and pains %
on the
“We
had
these Parrotts
about the avel; heat and ibohing sensation In >
with the exception of the furniture is consists of over 19,000 parts and in every ters and polished, inlaid floors, and fine
about the anue; eyes heavy and ^
the
rectum
and
detail beautifully perfect in its work*
Wateree,” he rattled on “that was lost at
loss.
dull; itohing of the nose; short, dry cough; L
a total
beds. It takes a new hand a
ing. It is considered the most expensive grub and
grinding of the teeth; starting daring sleep; £
on the
Arica in an earthquake, and
all out signal was sounded at
The
slow
fever; and often In ohildren, convulsions. J
and
in
to
feel
at
the
world.
time
home
of
with
airy
long
maohinery
piece
Nyaok, too, and they would be forever
10.30 o’clock. In the absence of Chief
all this grandeur.
bursting on our -hands. One went to
Engineer F. B. Moody, who was called
They are mostly tars of the merchant
LEE’S ('AMP IN GOOD CONDITION.
_o,ff.ornnnn
to
Boston on hnsipieoes while we were on target practice at
marine, nearly all whitened rellos of the
2
PIN WORM
aoted under the diWashington, September 19.—Lieut. Col.
Callao, Peru, and lots of the boys ware
of
ness, the department
but
here
age
seafaring,
M. Maas, chief surgeon seventh army olipper ship
killed or wounded. An old.ohap like me,
Smith L.
rection of Assistant Engineers
stumble
across
and
there
men who
made a report to Gen. Lee
you
corps, has
these
so familiar with
mishaps with
whioh show the excellent condition of the have done service on the war
and Wilson.
frigates of
our former guns,
class of
is the best worm remedy made.
Fla.
Col.
Mans
reJ
at
Jacksonville,
camp
Sam and sailed with chieftains of nearly every
Unole
It has been in us© 46 years,Ji
reads of
thinks It a fairy tale when he
gards Jacksonville as a most hea ltbftii
ie pnrely vegetable, harmlese and effectual. >
seas
of
blood
our
in
DEERING.
the
through
navy
Where nc worm; are present it acts as a Tonic, %
location for a camp.
that naval thunder of broadsides at Sanand corrects the condition of the muoousmem- l
civil war. One of these, with 47 years of
brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive a:
disaster. I was
and not a single
tiago
cure
for Constipation and Biliousness, and a val- £
ooean 1 ife to his credit, 27 in the navy of
IN
COLLISION.
SCHOONERS
of
MAINE
are
Walker
Skowhegan
nable remedy in ail the common complaints of J
for the rapid firing and
Mr. and Mrs.
enough
prepared
is
Thomas
Price 36o. Ask yonr druggist for it. ^
United
P.
the
ohildren.
States,
Crawthe guests of their daughter, Mrs. C. L.
the awful execution, bnt the safety of our
Boston, September 19.—The two masted
N
Dr. J. F. TRKJE A CO., Aabnrn, Mequarter- irmia nnriar Annh a itmin is an eve-nnaner. )
of Machias, Me., was ford, able seaman, gunner and
treatment for TapeWorma. Write for free pamphlet S
schooner
Morrills.
avenue,
Regina
Forest
Special
Goodridge,
the
in
a
modern
for
this
of
here
towed
two
***************&**********
tug master
warship
morning, by
M13S Nellie Hall, of the Windham road.
“AH this amazingjrevolntion in gunThe Regina wag damaged by
Leader.
years before age drove him to the quiet
of
Mrs. E. M. Watkins
few
Morrills and
collision with the schooner Lizzie Carr of
nery has been the work of the past
Snug Harbor port.
Thomaston, Me.
Forest avenue, Morrills, are spending the
I mean the change from shortyears.
And a typical old tar be Is,
too, with
week at Duck Pond.
range smooth bores and muzzle-loading
his swinging stride, olose-oropped bunoh
STILL MORE GOING.
of the
breechThe regular monthly meeting
rifles to these wonderful rifled,
of iron-gray beard and keen bluo
eyes.
Deering school committee will be held on
Washington, September 19.—The war Crawford can load a landlubber full of loaders of tremendous range and penetraWednesday evening.
first one I remember was a
tion. The
department this afternoon amended the
sea yarns under the old (and new
the
house on orders relative to dlspatoh of re-inf ore?- lighting
S. W. Elder is having his
six-inoh rifle that Was plaoed on
to the Philippines, so as to inorease styles. Why notf He fought in the Hartments
was of breeoh mechanForest avenue connected with the street the number
1161
by
privates and 36 ford with Farragut at Few Orleans in Dolphin in ’8». It
the
Sebago Water company. officers. These arc made up of four commain of
ism, the whole product being a mixture
the days of muzzle-loading, smooth bores,
Messrs. Williams and Cutts the Woodfords panies of the 23rd Infantry and recruits
of English and Amerioan skill—a sort of
transition to the
for the 10th Pennsylvania, first Nebraska passed through the
half and half. Even that date we were
plumbers are doing the work.
and first Colorado. These troops made np modern rifled terrors of our warships and
of
on a small
of
Rev.
The intentions
marriage
not indepondent of Europe
under General
King, was
the expedition
practloal gunner under both regimes.
scale of gannery like that.”
Harry W. Kimball of Skowhegan, to Miss whioh recently left San Francisco on the
but
was He served with Commodore Sohley on the
to
Portland has Arizona for the Philippines,
Bertha B. Waterhouse of
“Was it difficult for the seamen
stopped by the department’s orders when Baltimore as quartermaster, and talks work into the change f“ was asked.
been recorded in the latter city.
Deering two days out and returned to port.
the
old
and
the
about
new.
clearly
guns
people will remember Rev. Mr. Kimball
“No,” sail Crawford, “this breeoh
“Yes, it's a tact,’’ said Gunner Craw- mechanism is pretty muoh all alike; learn
as the son of Dr. Kimball of this
city,
AGUIN^ LDO TO THE WORLD.
ford, “that one shot from the Oregon’s one and
who practices dentistry in Portland. The
you have it all. It came harder
<S Hubbard
13-inoher more than equals the
whole
All
genuine Lamson
son is now successfully
located as the
19.—The
followon the officers, because they had the reNew York, September
of
for
the
matthe Hartford; or,
the trade mark of that house
battery
have
iats
And
instruotlona
onr
of
men
of
the
been
Congregational
reoeived
at
churoh at ing despatoh has
the
pastor
sponsibility
ter of that, the battery of the best of our
beat
The wedding is to he an
any < in the inside. For sale by
learn surprising quiok, sir;
Skowhegan.
office here of the Associated Press:
on
old war frigates. I’ve served
every
seamen orews on earth in that.
No
naval
Ootober event.
Dealers.
Philippines, September 19.— station around the world and seen the
0
Manila,
augl9eod3m
naval seamen get the constant
gannery
FOR
NEW
JUDGE
MUNICIPAL The Filipino government desire to inform guns from everywhere in operation, and drill of oar men
The standard Is high.
and
ths
COURT.
government
people
best
the Amerioan
gun
our 18-lnoh terror of today is the
The blame is heavy for bad
work, and P. Crawford, sir,’ I sang out in a differ
rumors circulated regardof all the navies of the world. Second to there’s
The eleotion of Judge Geo. C. Hopkins that the many
big
praise, too, for a fine shot, at ( nt tone of volca 'Finest I ever saw,’
between
relations
the
strained
it I would rank the English improved the same time.
as the Deering representative to the legis- ing the
We were at target prao- , ras the captain’s 'hearty praise.
I only
Amerioan foroes are base, Armstrong and then the Krupp. Both
lature, necessitates at an early date the Filipino and
tloe onoe In the Straits of Magellan, and , aention this to show how the boys
are
to
the
both
of
enemy
it
hasn't
its
sladers
in accuracy and penetration
appointment of a successor for the Deer- malicious
I had oharge of a gun. It was at
1200 j
into rivalries that prjstimulated
truth
and
are
;ept
any
are without
A petition is now parties,
match on earth.
ing Municipal court.
yards, and we were blazing away at a ( uce such splendid results in our naval
of p rejudicing
“Now. there’s one great moral taught rock. One of
in circulation and is being largely signed circulated for the purpose
my men’s aims went wild,
for their rennnery.
Manila
Filipinos
at
the
of
bombardments
Powers
recent
Governor
to
the
the
appeal
by
asking
appoint John
and the captain bawled from the bridge;
“Don’t believe a word of the tales they
of
and
oruelty
“and
and Santiago,’’ ha continued,
J. Goody, Esq., a young lawyer residing lease from the oppression our
Craw‘Who
shot?’
‘Thomas
P.
fired that
and
of
( ell about American crews b> ini terrorpeople
relations
The
we
on Spring street,
continue to be Europe has caught it quicker that
Woodfords, to the Spain.
ford, sir, I sang oat, for I was tesponsi- ; zed and looking on the officers like a lot
yours have been and will
that rapid
all
Mr. Goody is a
have ourselves With
position.
young man of of the most friendly natwa, and we have
ble for the shot ‘You might as well have ( f slave-driving czara Home are liktd
of
suburbs
the
shot
and
of
rain
from
of
a
continuous
shell,
our
foroes
about thirty years
firing,
age a native of Port- withdrawn
thrown a brlok,
was the captain's com- , aora than otherB, of oonrse, but it’s sel
of our
evldenoe
as
an
additional
1600
discharges
numbering at times ovsr
land, but for several years now a resident Manila
c om you find a naval officer that the boy
pllment.
in the great
confidence
from one vessel, not a single one of our
He
of this city.
attended-Celby Univer\ ronldn’t follow into the jaws of hell. Mo
I
the
took
“It
me
and
sights
nettled
,
modern guns has bu rst 1 They have got
sity and while in Waterville studied law
those
I drove the shell 6 laves oould ever do the work of
this gun business down now to a point myself for another try.
in the affioe of a well known law Arm. He
asn under Dewey,
Schley, Sampson,
CORE A COLD IK ONE DAT
so fins at the Washington and Watervliet Into the rock’s bull’s-eye and the explo10
was admitted to the bar of
Ronnebeo
and the rest of those great comarsenals that Europe is staggered with sion went off like a sunburst. ‘Who tired 1 ■hillp
coqnty apdafiPB afterwards returned to
aandera”
Thomae
the
orled
the
that
shoW’
the
between
oaptaln.
I
showing. The contrast
Pdfl&amrwSfre hei*ba tad-in the practidfe
Master

—
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Only Snre Tore for These Nervous
Trouble*.

Any physician will tell you that the
cure Epilepsy,
medicine which will
Hysteria, Fits and St, Vitus’ Dance and
nervous attacks, is truly a wonderful

alarm

ing.

Vitus Dance Also

Yield to Its Magic Power.

the tracks.
of fire at 8. SO last evening reballasting
Tho street commissioner's men net
fire
a
to
department,
called the Deering
gaged in taking up the plank w»u t
lively blaze at North Deering, on the front of the residence of Mr. Cbenery Oi
M, Crook, 554
premises of Air. Alfred
Spring street, Woodfords and in its pi e
Main street. Mr. Crook is a hairdresser,
are to fix up a oinder and gravel walk.
the
of
at
the
shop
being the proprietor
Tho curbing to be used for the side Wall
Preble house, Portland, and resides with
Forest avenue at Deering Point < n
along
his family at Allen’s corner, North Deerthe easterly side has arrived and is belt g
The

-..

] WORMS!
TRUE’S IELIXIR
\
—--

Lamson & Hubbard

Fall

Style, 1898.

Leading

A™«^YdO

IN FAVOR OF CHEAPER ELECTRIC

MISCEIXATrEOrS.

__

LIGHTING.
■'
Beauty and Power.”
The secret of a woman’s
power is in her complete
womanliness, both physThis
ical and mental.
does not mean perof outline
».• \faction

regularity

nor

of features. It
does not mean
wit, nor talents
accom>

.nor

It
jplishments.
that

'means

physical

at-

tractiveness
tha( comes
from
perfect

bodily

condition and the
of disposition
cheerfulness
bright, happy
which only complete health can insure.
A woman with a bright eye, clear comin the cheeks and
plexion, mantling colorand.
manner has a
buoyant elastic step
natural attractiveness that no artificial
agency

counterfeit.

can

A woman who is afflicted with the mortifying misfortune of a dull, sallow, pimply
complexion or that listless movement and
attitude which provokes only disgust and
revulsion in the opposite sex, ought to avail
herself of the purifying, invigorating power
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
which makes a strong, healthy stomach
and digestive organism ; purifies the blood
and imparts a natural stimulus to the excretory functions ; insures healthy weight,
clear skin, bright eyes and the animated
manner and bearing of perfect health.

A lady living in west Virginia, Miss Anna
Callow, of Kyger, Roane Co., writes: “It is
with pleasure I write you after using a few
bottles of Dr. Pierce’s ‘'Favorite Prescription
and ‘Golden Medical Discovery,’ and I trunk
them valuable medicines for female troubles
and weaknesses. I could hardly go about my
work I had such inward weakness and constant
me so that I
misery In the womb. It worried
would give out in walking a short distance. I
hurt
me all the
and
had a bad cough
my lungs
time. I got very thin, my complexion was bad,
in
the
so
would
heavy
and my eyes
evening
get
they seemed stiff in the lids. I could hardly
move them.
Many persons were alarmed about
me, I looked so Had and had such a cough ; they
I
were afraid I would go into consumption,
felt »o badly every day that I had no life about
I
in
all.
shall
bottles
ever
five
used
I
only
me.
speak in praise of your grand medicines. They
are blessings to suffering females:'.’
Another good thing to have in the house
■

is

vial of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.
biliousness and constipation

a

They

cure
never

and

gripe.__

To the Editor of the Press:
I have read with considerable Interest
the artiole
in
a
number
recent
of
the
Mr.
Press
signed by
W. F.
Milliken,
president of the

Consolidated Electric Light Co., which
municipal ownership and lighting. In common with most of our oitizefes I am interested in the question now
before the taxpayers of Portland as to
whether we shall have our city lighted at
or
a
Jpss price than we are now paying For
continue in the old expensive way.
om; I cannot accept Mr. Milliken’s arguments, as they are necessarily those of a
prejudiced person interested in retaining
the business at the present rates, which
are generally conceded to he high for the
his figures to the conpoor service given,
trary notwithstanding. We should naturally expect at this time that those interested in the Consolidated would take just
this attitude to make the taxpayers believe they are getting most favorable
rates and good service when it is well

opposes

known that sush is not the case.
As I understand it the Consolidated is
today bonded for about 1300,000, which is

generally

penses and depreciation, we have for
years been paying dividends on about
8350,000 of common stock, which is entirely “water” if the bonds represent the
value of the plant. Now the absurdity
of asking Portland people to believe they

getting

low prices when every one
knows who has taken any pains to find
out that the price of house and store
lighting just across the bridge in Ueering
is about one-half what our citizens are
paying for the same thing. In addition
to the difference in price there is a great
are

difference in the quality of light furnished.
On several occasions recently
when visiting friends in Deering I have
noticed

INSTRUCTION.

ut^uun,

THE

: :

particularly
bu

uiuorcu u

uuiu

the pure
uud

white

j'ouuh

tip-

pearance of the incandescents in onr city
stores. ,Oar attention is not called to this
fact in our homes as rates for honse lighting in Portland have been so high as to

: :

VIRGIL
CLAVIER

prohibitive. Now what oanseB the
great difference in price between Peering
be

In Peering uthere are two
competing companies, both basing their

and Portland?

SCHOOL
WILL OPEN

believed is all the entire proper-

ty is worth or cost. In addition to our
citizens paying interest on this sum, besides all the fixed charges, running ex-

'.

«

Saturday, Sept. 17tli*

current obtained’ from water
In Portland we, have but one
oompany, which produces its power from
coal, and up to the present time bas had

rates

competition,

rates.

PIANO PLAYING.
Special tra nlng in
Piano Technic,
memorizing:,

Theory,
History,
Interpretation.

PUBLIC RECITALS BY STUDENTS:
The Kinder Class
for this season will begin SATURDAY, Oct.
20 half hour lessons
isth. at 10 o’clock a. m.
*6.00. No practice required at home.- Apply

immediately.

FRANK L. RAN KIN,Director.
Baxter Block.

SEMINARY,

Deering,

IVSe.

For
65th year begins September 6, 1893.
catalogue with full information send to the
H.
S.
REV.
WHITMAN.
President,
Deering. Me.
Jly27d8w

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S

School of Shorthand and Typewriting,
EXCHANGE

93

13th year

STREET,
maine.

*

Portland,

begins Sepfc. 1, 189S.

HENRY

aug24dtf

HUMPHREY,

Teacher of Piano. Orgau and
Theory.

52; Y. M. C. A. Building, Con? Sq„

re"m

(FORMERLY BAXTER BLOCK.)
1I»'

sep 14

and Systematic Instructions in
dlw*
I’fanr forte Technic.

MISS ANNA C.

WILLEY,

Teacher of Piano and Organ.
ax FARRIS STREET

sepl5d2\v*

BANGOR and
PORTLAND. AUGUSTA,
HOULTON. ME. Actual business by mail and
railroad. Office practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers furnished to
business men. Free catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, Pres., Portland, Me.

sepio_•

PORTLAND

_dam

ACADEMY.

Fall T«rm begins Sept. 12th, at rooms In
Pupils of both sexes reBaxter Building.
Private pupils are received afternoons
and evenings. For further particulars inquire
MISS ETTA A. FILES, Principal.
of

ceived.

120 Free St.

Portland, Aug. 27, 1898.

aug31U3w

FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD.
Simplex and Kindergarten.
MISS FLORENCE E. WOODBURY
announces that she is prepared to take pupils
lor Instruction In the Fletcher Music Method,
wnich is specially designed to give a fundamental musical educat on to beginners in, suck a
manner that a lesson is to a pupil a pleasant
pastime, rather than an irksome task. ‘This
method is cordially endorsed by the Sneer England Conservatory oi Music, M. Anagnos, director or the erkins Institute and many other
promiurnt musicians and educators.
For full information apply to
..n

Miss Florence E. Woedtoiry.
11

weekly at the parsonage.
CONSICKNESS AMONG FIRST
NECTICUT VOLUNTEERS.
reA letter was reoelved in Portland
cently from one of the members of Co. K,
First Connecticut Volunteer regiment,
whioh with Co. F. camped out during the
Fort

Preble

out of the
1

he Schools Are Crowded and

Fetter

Is the

government’s

servioe.

commodations Needed.

Miss Blanche

Saturday for

a

Hoyt,

of

Hoyt street,

two weeks’

We

are

determined

left

relatives in Everett, Mass.
Portland
were
The schools of Booth
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Dyer have returned
crowded as at the present time.
from passing a few days at Standish, the
is
consideraThe number ln.attendance
of Rev. and Mrs. David Pratt.
bly larger than at the close of the spring guests
it_m
r\
ci_5xu_j -a__T_i
term and the supervising committee are
from Salem, Mass.
have
returned
troubled not a little to provide suitable
Mr. Charles Richardson has accepted a
There
been
have
accommodations.
[many
on the Boston & Maine railroad.
new comers along the line of the eleotrio position
Miss Mildred Thompson has recovered
roads, and it is only a question of a very
from her illness and resumed her studies
short time when tbe buildings will have
at the Elm street school.
to be enlarged.
Mrs. Leroy Merrill has returned to her
The conditions at some of the school
home at Conway, N. H.
atas
the
such
to
are
deserve
buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bessy of Farmfor
tention Of the health board. Take
are being entertained at the home
ington
instanoe the School street primary sohool.
of Mr. Jesse Dyer.
There the air in the rooms is foul beoause
Mrs. Eugene Palmer, of Palmer street,
ventilation and
of the lack of prepay
left Saturday for a four weeks, visit with
breed
sickness.
later
must
sooner or
relatives at Chicago.
in this school-house
There were
Miss Alice Swain has returned from the
two large rooms but these have been dihome of her brother, Mr. Milton Swain,
vided by partitions without due regard to
never so

originally

Deering.

sanitary

The regular service of the Y. P. S. C.
E. of Elm street church was held Sunday
evening, conducted by Mr. Charles W.
Smith. Topic: ‘‘The Triumphs of Chris-

tianity.

t

Peering St., Portland, Me,

who alone Is authorized to give instruction in
ami Use t&o materials of the Fletcher Method.

sepl3eodlm

=

Abvantages Yon Gain

roll np

to

our

sales

higher and higher. Our prices will
Our great display of

meet the

most economical tendencies.

CLOTHING
-—

MEN,

FOR-

YOUTHS,

BOYS

UNO CHILDHEN

Does surpass any and all of onr previous efforts. Onr store is tilled with new and
choice line of goods for Fall and Winter. Fvery department in our establishment

replenished

with

new

desirable

We

always in the lead and
the present season we are determined to eclipse all our former attempts* We want to
sell more clothing, and we are ready to meet all yonr wants with the best goods at the
lowest possible prices. We have not space enough to enumerate the many styles and
different grades of clothing we offer, but suffice us to say that we have
has been

vaoation with

MISCEEI^ANEOUS.

BY DEALING WITH US.

at

PLEASANTDALE.

Ac-

ill Other

to

Capstone

on the hill near
South Portland.
The First Connecticut regiment which
at Camp (Alger,
has
been
stationed
Virginia, during, the summer, is now
back at its former rendezvous in Niantic,

spring

|

IlgISCTIXANEOUS*

-QUALITY

goods.

are

Men’s Fall Suits from
Men’s Winter Overcoats from
Men’s Odd Pants from
Boys’ Long Suits, age 14 to 19 from
Children’s Suits, age 4 to 15
Pants from
Children’s Knee Pants from

$4.98 to 25.00
$3.98 to 35.00
98c to $8.00
$3.50 to 18.00
$1.75 to 10.00
75c to $5.00
21c to $3,75

Boys’ Furnishing Goods, Hats and Caps, etc.,

Onr assortment of Men’s and

is

complete

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Smith and Mr. Russel Hamblin of Bridgton passed Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hamilton,
Summer street,
The monthly business meeting and sociable of tho Y. P. S. C E. of Elm street
church was held Monday evening at the
with

home cf Mr. and Mrs. J, \Y. Minott.
Mrs. Tralton cf Chcbeacuo island spent
part of the past week with iricm’.s lit the

IRA F. CLARK &.

“Depot.”

Peering
expensive;
Mrs L. S. Lombard and Mils Oct1
nearly 300, if not more, and new ones terday.
Lombard have returned
homo f>c*.
are being
constantly added. The people
Rev. Mr. Ford, pastor of the Knightpleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. Juil
there can affo rd to use electric lights and
ville M. E. churoh, was taken quite ill
do, the people in Portland cannot and
Lombard, Hiram.
early Sunday morning, and as a result
don’t.
Mr. Ed. Travers of Maohias. was
in
The Consolidated people are opposed to a there was no preaohing at the churoh on
Pleasantdale Friday calling on friends.
municipal plant. Why? There are but a Sunday last. Yesterday Mr. Ford’s conMr. Edward Rogers and son Harry, o:
very few of our citizens interested in the
j
was improved.
Consolidated Company, and yet they are dition
aro in town as
Buffalo,
guests of Mr.
ohurch
had
a
of
the
The Ladles Circle
solicitous for fear the city shall make the
Frank Rogers.
Ed. is an old resident < f
mistake of attempting to do anything on very pleasant meeting at the parsonage
the "Depot,” and after fifteen years ah- j
its own account to reduce expenses and
on Wednesday last.
save money for its taxpayers and users
sence finds many changes both in the vilThe Sunbeam Society will hereafter
of light, which latter class includes everylage and among his many friends win
at
2
o’clock.
such
an
exnfternouns
is
not
meet Saturday
body. Electric light
are glad to
weloome him
back to hi.
all
onr
what
of
but
thing
people The next meeting will be at the borne of
pensive
native place.
should hare the benefit of it, and the day
I) street.
Hazel
Laura
and
Webb,
is not far distant when, with the great
Mrs. Andrew Whittier and Miss Violet
Willis F. Strout, of the Cape eleotrio
strides that hare been made in electrical
linn.n
mill laana t.IiSaA An
tic till- were in attendance at the Rochester Fair
at
have
it
and
who
shall
improvements,
last week.
pi ices within the reach of every one.
nual vacation. He goes with the Canton
Now the strange part of this is that the
Quite a large party of young ladies at
on their trip
O.
O.
I.
V.v
Ridgaly
Lodge,
our
offer as presented to
oity government
tended the performance of Jack and the
attend
the
a.*will
vuuiuouuuu
mo
iictY
where
to
Boston,
they
cuiupauj—hjjo
uy
Beanstalk, at the Jefferson on Monday
luminating Co.—does not contemplate meeting of the Sovereign Grand Lodge. night.
i
Mr. Granville Libby has been quite ill.
having the city go into municipal light- It is
expected that something like 25,000 sunering irom the
enects ol a severe com.
ing as enlarged upon by Mr, Milliken in
his article. Instead of tHis the plan is or 80,000 men will be in line the day of
A very enjoyable young people’s meetthat the city shall own its own poles and the great parade Wednesday next.
ing was hold at Brown’s Hill, on Saturwires, which would cost from $75,COO to
Mrs. Lavina P. Libbey is
visiting day night. A large number were present
These meetings are very interesting and
$100,000, according to whether the presmt friends in Gotham.
confor
be
used
underground
pole system
profitable and the time is well spent
without
duits (which
any
question
Capt. Frank York was moving yester- listening to the lesson explanation under
should be maintained in our principal
day into the house on East High street, the leadership of Rev. J. H. Roberts. All
are cordially invited to be present.
Serstreets) and buy its current wherever it
M. E. church.
can get
it the cheapest, as it now does nextjto the People’s
vice begins at 7.30each Saturday evening.
A. H. Littlojohn, a former employe of
its coal and other supplies. The new
Miss Julia Paine of Steep Falls, is the
company offers to pay a live per cent an- the Cape eleotrios, left for Boston yester- guest of her sisters. Mi s Margaret Paine
nual rental for the uss of these same
and Mrs Lewis Knapp, Kelsey street.
day, where be expects to enter the emMr. Will Williams, Elm street, who has
poles or conduits for running their wires
to furnish light and ploy of the West End railroad.
on or through them
been ill for a few days has rosumed his
Geo. Harding has secured a position work,
power to consumers, 1. e., aft9r they become the
property of the city. In this on the West End road in Boston. He was
Mrs. Will J. Barbiick has been enterway the city would be under no expense
taining friends over the Sabbath at her
for interest on its equipment bonds, as recently with the Cape electrics.
heme on Evans street.
The Lovell bicycle factory is in full
the rental would take care of that charge
Mr. Harry Small is visiting his cousin,
and more; and the further income derived bluet, and it is expected
that 12,000 Mr. Clinton Helmold at Clinton, Mass..
from the rentals of these poles and conMr.
Small is one of the eflioient clerks al
will be turned out the present readuits would be more than sufficient to wheels
Knapp Bros.
to the wooden build-

One Price,

so

seplSdim

WESTBROOK

Kev. W. L. Nickerson, pastor of the
Baptist church at the Heights, has organized a Bible study,; whioh meets

Conn., arriving there ten days ago.
Quite a number of the soldiers are ill
and some of the members ,of Co. K are
very sick wtlh typhoid fever and not exkan.
pected to live.
Many of the boys had to
We shall be interested to hear more be
brought to their homes in Connecticut
from the Consolidated Company on this
from Camp Alger in;;a special
hospital
subject. They may be able to explain
why we are not entitled to the oheapest train, and a number,are at the various
can
obtain.
and
we
light
power
hospitals in the state.
Yours respeotfully,
The boys are expecting to
be given a
ANOTHER TAXPAYER.
thirty days’ furlough within a short time,
at the end of whioh they will probably reSOUTH POHTLAm
turn to the state camp and be mustered

with consequent high
What this competition will do is
rules. The sooner these matte rs
saown in Peering by the recent reduotion
receive theaotion of the proper authorities
in price of street lights from $21.50 per
the health of
the better it will be for
incandescent light to $16 per annum, the
teachers and scholars.
former.price having prevailed for several
James Reegan and Qeorge Pierce who
years. This was'entirely due to the low committed the recent burglaries in South
bid recently made by the new oompany,
found guilty by a jury
who lost the contract although their price Portland and were
in the oriminal court of the county, were
was the lowest offered.
In the face of all this we are assufed yesterday senteuc. d by
Judge Bonney.
that onr rates are as low as are enjoyed
years in state prison
elsewhere, and an elaboiate argument is Reegan got eight
made to prove this, together with a list and Pierce six years.
We
of cities as badly off as ourselves.
Pay day at the fort is later than usual,
need not go as far as Topeka, Kansas, for this
month, but the long looked for cash
do
we
have
to
is
to
rates and services; all
is
box
likely to arrive some time this
to
ascertain
across
Peering bridge
go
these facts. I am told that there are only week.
about 50 houses in Portland fhat are
The steamer Forest Queen of the Casco
lighted by electricity, simply because it
the marine railway yesthere Bay line was on
while in
is
no

Our Speotalty, Is instruction in

on

power.

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. Matthew
Woods.
The funeral of Mrs. Luoretla Doughty,
widow of the late William Doughty, was
held yesterday at 3 p. m., from her late
residence, No. 85 Pine street.

|

MISCELLANBOtJS.

|

MISCEIXANEOUS.

where they will oontlnue the work of unloading mines.
Mrs. Ldla Woods Jordan, who has been
under treatment at the Maine General
Hospital, has returned to the home of

in the cities quoted by him I ask
the citizens in ail fairness what these
figures have to do with us in Portland.
Local conditions are not the same in any
two places. It is nothing to ns what it
cost to produce light from ooal in Tope
ka, Kansas, or Wakefield, Mass. Ihose
oitles are not paying our bills. The plain
question is how cheaply can we get our
lights and power, and this point determined there ie nothing more to be
said. It is not a question of companies,
but of expense to the oity.
Portland is
remarkably situated, in cio-e proximity
to plenty of water power all up and down
the Presumpsoot river, and if we canutilize
th is power, as they are doing in Leering
and Westbrook, let us by all means do so,
and not govern ourselves by prices paid
in Marlboro, Mass., or Houston, Texas.
I notice a very significant paragraph in
Mr. Millikan 'a article which seems to apply particularly to the case in hand. It
ie a quotation from the Volksblatt of
Cincinnati, and reads: “The oitizens
furnish capital in the shape of taxes, and
if the money is wasted they ars simply
bled for more." It looks to me as though
we were doing this very thing at the present time in regard to our street lighting.
If one of our aldermen at the last city
government meeting is quoted correctly
the Consolidated Company is paying
taxes on only |95,000 as representing the
val uation of their entire plant, whereas
it is supposed to be worth some S300,000,
and is capitalized at 1650,000, on which
the taxpayers are paying dividends. This
looks very muoh to me like “bleeding
the taxpayers,” as quoted by Mr. Milli-

ailing

are

Spot

CO.,

Gzzh

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS 4 FURNISHERS.
OOOOOOOGOOO#®

-inn.....

maintain them and cover the

item of de-

preciation. The city is offered current for
$25,000 against $13 774 paid last year for
the lighting of our streets and public
buildings. Isn’t this quite an annual
saving—$18,770, nearly one-half the present price on an investment of $75,0u0 to
$100,000? The outlay which the city

son.

OF

FINE WOOLENS
IN OUK

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.
We open up the season with a superior
Fall and
line of Woolens for
Suits
Winter Overcoats,
and

Trousers.
Our stock represents the products of
the best Foreign and Domestic Looms.
A11 the Novelties in Scotch Goods and
Fancy Worsteds are in single pattern
peices. The styles are confined to us and
Wo shall be
cannot be duplicated.
pleased to show these Goods to all who
are interested and incidentally to take
an order for your Fall and
Winter

In addition

The residence and orchard of Mr. and
Mrs. John Barbour was a blaze of varicolored light on Thurs ay evening.
The
occasion being a lawn party under the
auspices of the Epworth League of the M.
E. church.
All through the orchard
pied as an office,
able
addresses
were
Three very
made by Chinese lanterns were swinging and settees were found among the open lanes
Mr. Russell, tbs Canadian evangelist, at
where a pleasant
spei-t
evening was
the Bethany Congregational church on listening to recitations
bv Ralph Sawyer,
were
Miss
last.
Bessie
very
Miss
They
May
Sunday
favorably
Shorey and
received, and the wish was general that Skiiings, the entire congregation joining
in and
Ice cream was
Mr. Russell’s voice might be frequently served singing America.
in front of the house and games
heard by the congregation.
In
until a late hour.
indulged
Mr. Harryjfc'i'aylor is painting his resiLieut. Carmichael, 7th Artillery, and
dence on Evans street and adding blinds
which
has
been
detaohment
stationed
the
which add
much to the fine appearat Fort Scaramell returned to Fort Preble ance of the very
The residence of Mr.
house.
W. F. Robb is
yesterday.
presening a line

ing already constructed it is proposed to
erect a brick wing on the ensterly side,
standing parallel to the room now occu-

would make on its poles and conduits
would thus be saved to them in five years
If
less in reduced cost of lighting.
the Consolidated Company, as represented
desirous
of
the
by Mr. Milliken, is so
city’s welfare as to keep them out of the
electric lighting business, and at the
same time out of
trouble, or vioe versa,
they will certainly favor this plan, as it
means
great saving. It is the city's
plain duty to secure its lights at the lowest possible cost to each citizen, and I do
not doubt for a moment but that our
The Engineer detachment left yesterpresent city government will see to it
that this is done. To simplify this thing day for the eastern part of the State,
Jet the city buy the present pole lines of
the Consolidated Company and pay say
$40,000 to $50,000, ail that an old line
would be worth, a fair price. This is
certainly not an enormous amount of
money to invest in so important an enterprise; there is no one item, with the possible exception of our public schools and
a
fire department, for which the city can fo
wisely use the money paid bv the citizens
imtiie shape of taxes. I believe almost
FE
every taxpayer would be strongly in favor
of such a course; we would not then be
tied down to one company for prices, but
soap
the
would be free over our own poles to buv
from
grease
our current where we could get it the
chijapest. but should of course allow other
pots and
pans
companies equal rights on city poles for
—leaves them
competition in house lighting.
;
If Mr. Milliken was not connected with
and sweet.
the present oompnny would he not be as
">•
muoh interested in this very thing and
Ill
in
work as hard to bring it about as anyone
Fiit * CO.
else? Most assuredly be would. As regards his comparison with rates pre- Grocers sell.it
Philadelphia
or

SEASONABLE DISPLAY

Dish-washing

disagreeable

duty?
LS-NAPTHA
fairly drops
plates,
brigh;

e:-an

on

M...

....

o.iia
grammar deMr.
C.
while
at
Cash's
Corner
IKiitin
K. Gurney will take the sume position,
Miss Wadsworth takes the Evans street
school lor the year.
■

tas same teacu-.i
lor will take the

HAVE RISEN IN PUBLIC ESTIMATION.

_

o
You can buy them at the Foundry,
©
©
© FOOT OF CHESTNUT

HASKELL&JONES,
TsaiSoE’s,
GLCTJ!?RS AMO FURNISHERS,
septla

monument

nlready
appearance, with the upper bay windows,
and when completed will be one of the
linest places in the town.
The many friends of Mr. Hemmings of

he is
Ligonia, will be sorry to know that
He has
suffering seriously from asthma. and
it Is
some years
been failing for
feared that he may not be ablo to rally.
Mr B. F. Hayden and classmate, Mr.
C. W. Rwncllett, S. P. H. S., ’US, have
entered Bowdolr»«s freshmen. The gentlewho predict a
men have many friends,
pleasant college course for them as they
cannot fail to win friends
and
are popular
wherever they are.
The late warm wentner has evidently
trees and (lowers a r.cw lease ;
by given the
Mrs. Harry ji-.yio- an i el”- i
of life.
|
Frank Cart ’r lime n.-Se’ in.sirs
for t:-.o second
o.uva hloaiiiO.I

lAtlantic
Ranges!
8
8

Outfit.

Square.

§G
§2 PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.§
At Foundry Prices.

_

dtl

REPAIRS OBTAINED QUICKLY.

B

OTDnilP
A
I HU Nil
Ul IIUlVV

~

WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY
—

Slvnllil

_lift

I
■

LA03E8, BEFORE YOU HAVE YOUR

H. Guppy & Co., Agcuts, Portland, Ale.

When you

want school

UPHOLSTERING

furniture, and tl

See

best, get the

ADJUSTABLE
165 Devonshire St.. BOSTON*

DONE

JtSr. Vinins's Select Stuffs
from $1 to $10pery<l.

your'ltome.

All work done at
Fine Grade Work a
tresses made to order.

“CHANDLESt”
u

septio

MOOGOOOOOOOOSQOOOOQOOOOO®^

the test of years,

ana have cured thousands of
teases of Nervous Dismises, such
,as
Dizziness,Sleeplessness and
&c.

the circulation, make digestion
perfect, and impart a healthy
All
drains
and
losses
arc
checked
permanently. Unless patients
vigor to the whole being. condition often worries them in
to insanity, ConsumDtion or Death.
are properly cured, their
per box; 6 boxes, with Iron-clad Iegai guarantee to cure or refund the
Mailed sealed. Price
for free. book.
Address, PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, 0.
money, $5.00. Send
(\

©

Debility,
Varicocele, Atrophy,
They clear the brain, strengthen

lAfllM 8

fjhjy W

Theyhave stood
—

5

©
o
STREET, ©

A. E.
-iu.i'lt.1

|

Specialty.

jx.Or

Turkish and

S'/’i'Ium street

Hair Mat-

VlfflffO,

118 Pearl street.
Rear of Memorial
seui»

STEPHEN BERRY,
$ookr fed and d'ead, <$?iivfe,f

Portland, M®.
dlruo
Church.

H. E. r/S"LL8

JPi«a,:O.C> T13.3C3.©!-.
Order

bLito

Ihandler’* MmJ
Ooacross 8trj«».

»t

¥

./

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

with whloh they do their
The fact that the board will not
work.
have the power to oompel the attendance
of witnesses may hamper it somewhat,
though tho opinion seems to be that that
It Is not
has been exaggerated.

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
lhe Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rata of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly)
published
«
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents for
months; 25 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of thoir
papers changed as otten as desired.

be

or

Publio sentiment

as

it reaches

Wash

troops
to demand that all the volunteer
be discharged from the servioo immediately and sent home. Within a week two
influential Boston journals, of opposite
politics havo strenuously maintained that

The presb.'
TtJESDAY,

Fore-

Democrats

They Defused to

Vote for the War Revenue

BUI.

job.

by painting in lurid hues the sufferings,
to
undergone by the volunteers appear
endiscouraging
at
least,
indirectly
be,

to

make

campaign an aggressive
other things he said:

the

minority party ever passed through a war
session of Congress with so mnch credit
present Conas did the Democrats of the

“The only important vote which
fress.
oast it, oould
lieved at the time

we beever

we

become the subject of reasonable controversy, was our vote against the war reveevents
have completely
nue bill; and
vindicated our course in respect to that
We opposed the passage of that
measure.
bill because we believed that it authorized
or
lnMrem-unauus
an unnecessary sale
bonds, and the condition of the treasury
proves ooneluslvely that we were right.
December
in
When Congress convenes
next, it will find that the surplus in the
million
hundred
one
the
above
treasury
dollar
gold reserve, will exceed the
amount received from the sale of bonds,
thus demonstrating that there was no
necessity for the government to sell its

ThBre have been no less than four “poslistment.
itive" identifications of the dead girl
It is as certain as anything can be
fband in Bridgeport, and yet who she
that the flag cannot be kept flying over
really was Is as iCiuch a mystery as ever.
the Philippines without stationing troops bonds.

unanimously
Gen. Wheeler has been
renominated for Congress, and is going
to be unanimously reelected, as no candiWeil,

date has been put up against him.
he deserves the distinction.

My. Piatt announces that

he ilnds Col.

thorough-going Republican.
Mr. Platt did not make bis discovery, or
at least did not announco it, until sevRoosevelt

a

eral hundred thousand
found it out.

Republicans

had

Chairman Bynum of the national committee of the gold Democrats has resigned,
usefulness of the
on the ground that the
gold Democratic party is at an end. Mr.
Bj num points oat that the surest and

best, way now to preserve the gold standard is to vote the Republican ticket, and
he ii:'imates very plainly that he intends
a the future.
tod
government has advanced
one siep nearer to a revision of the Dreyfus case by appointing a judicial commlsto study the caso and decide what
son
shall be done. As the opponents of revision wore opponents of the appointment of the commission, it is reasonable
to infer that the commission plan is rench

'i.

garded

as

favorable to

The American

opposing

the

a

new

trial.

Agriculturist, wbioh is

annexation cf

the

in number.
Now where are these troops to come from.
Public sentiment insists that the volunthere

approximating 100,000

teers shall not bs utilized because they
enlisted for fighting and not for police
duty, and the entire regular army dees
not rsaoh much above two thirds of the
requisite number, not more than enough
Cuba and Porto
to

properly garrison
Rico, if the volunteers are not to be used
of time we
there. Possibly in course
might enlist onough regular troops for
the

purpose, but the revelations concern-

ing the condition of the troops in Chiokamauga, and the outcry that has gone
a very
up on account of them, have had
depressing effect upon the recruiting business, and it would take many months, if
not years, to lnoreae the regular army to
necessary size. There are some volunteer troops at Manila now, but they
can’t be kept there a great while, for a
pubiio sentiment that insists that the
volunteers shall not be sent to Cuba and
tho

Porto Rico is not going to permit them
to remain long at Manila. We are still
on the threshold of our expansion polioy,
and yet we are already confronted by
what appears to be the insolvable prob
lem of how to supply the armies that are
needed to carry it out while nobody is

willing to

Philip-

pines and other sugar growing countries
on the around that their competition will
be disastrous to the beet sugar industry,
quotes from a letter written some years
ago by Congressman Dingley, in whioh

enlist._

REFORMS IN CHINAEmperor Issues Long Explanation of His
New

Policy.

19.—A remarkable
series of
Imperial edicts has been pubThe
lished duriDg the last few days.
officials, and
ediots have startled the
making a favorable impression upon the
sugar growing interests in the United old
who are usually
foreign residents,
States, now so successfully inaugurated.”
as to the practical value of such
sceptioal
Mr. Diugley would not wish to revise
orders.
that opinion today of course, for nothing
the
addressed to
The Emperor has
has
that
would
alter
the
happened
a long
explanation of his new
people
effect of the competition of these sugar
polioy, declaring that in many respects
producing countries; and holding this western civilization is superior to the exwould
naturally be led
opinion he
isting order in his dominion and anby his well known desire to foster home
nouncing his intention to adopt its good
industry to oppose the annexation of the features and discard the bad ones.
a
Philippines. Up to the present time, we
The most radical edict establishes
believe, ho has not expressed himself for postal service throughout the empire. In
Pekin, September

“unquestionably any action
which would result in the free admission
of sugar produced in Cuba and tbe Philippines would prove disastrous to the
he said that

the neoDle to co-onerate with him in making the newly estabmark that the great conservative relig- lished
a
success,
assuring them
system
ious element
favors annexation,
and that they will thus aid in s;rengthening
that it is
entitled to
great weight, the resources of the empire.
followed
fresh ediot
extending
A
indicate that
seem
to
he
might
the
to everybody
right to
practically
was less opposed to annexation than he memorialize the throne, a privilege herewas when he was looking at it from an tofore lestricted to certain classes.
The latest edict commands that monthetenomlc standpoint purely.
rendered to the governly accounts he
receipts and expenditures
ment of the
be
The only issue involved in the congres- everywhere and that these accounts
sional election this fall is the issue of a published.
The Emperor directs that the edicts be
sound currency against a debauched curthe
in order

V__._a.

_.1_

LU_

of

the present
gold standard
against a silver standard. Every Democratic state convention has endorsed the

rency,

Chicago platform, some of them pointing
with especial pride to the currency
plank,
and every Democratic candidate for Congress is practically committed to the free
and unlimited
coinage of silver.
A
Democratic House cannot actually alter
our present standard, because
President
McKinley stands in the way, but it can
threaten it and by so doing excite distrust in business and financial circles ana
oteok the rising tide of commercial
so
and industrial prosperity; and
everybody
who votes for a Democratic congressman
will be contributing to bring
about this
much to be deplored result. Hy keeping
the currency i ssue out of sight, the issue
which alone is involved, and raising an
outcry about the treatment of the soldiers
the silver people hope to hoodwink enough
people to give them control of the next
house. Their success depends entirely upon their success in concealing the real issue and substituting a false one.
President MoKinley has found five men
who are willing to serve on a commission
to investigate the management of the
oommlssary andjjniedlcal departments oi
the army during the recent war, and it is
believed that the other two will soon be
Whether their investigation
obtained.
will satisfy the public depends of con^e
upon the impartiality and indepon tnos
of the members oi the board and um

it

the Krtineror asks

posted throughout

country

“Our Republican friends cannot exoust
themselves by saying that they could not
forsee the early termination of the war,
reasonably
beoause evory man who was
condition of
well informed about the
it
was
impossible
Spain, understood that
for her to continue a long and expensive
Owing to the greater distance
struggle.
between her base of supplies and the seat
of war,
it was certain that it would require the expenditure of at least a dollar
and twenty-five cents on the part of Spain
to meet the expenditure of every dollar on
the pait of the United States. It was certain, therefore, that if the war oosts us
two hundred million dollars, it would
cost Spain two hundred and fifty million
and where could she raise any
dollars,
such sum as that? Torn with civil strife,
her
her throne olalmed by a pretender;
people Impoverished, she oould not levy
additional taxes without
precipitating
bread riots within her own borders; and
her only meani of carrying on the war
This she could
was to borrow money.
not hope to do because her bonds were alon the dollar
oents
at
thirty
ready selling
in the markets of the world and had she
attempted to borrow two hundred and
fifty million dollars, she would have beeu
compelled to issue elg.it hnndred million
dollars worth of bonds. Before she could
have sold one-half of that amount her
credit would have fallen still lower and
her bonds would not have commanded
twenty oents on a dollar,
raise
“With an adversary unable to
money by taxation nnd powerless to borthe war was in sight
row it, the end of
The Repnblioan
before it was begun.
leaders in Congress know this as well as
did
not
know it, they
or
if
we did;
they
are net wise enough to be entrusted with
this government.
the administration of
But, with thi knowledge that war must
end
that
with all their
and
soon
knowing
wastefulness and extravagance it would
not oost probably over JWOO.OOG 000,
they
proceeded to enaot a law wiiich imposes
in
and
mllion
dollars
hundred
one
fifty
annual taxes upon the people and authorizes the contraction of a five hundred
mllliou dollar debt. Upon that monstrous
proposition, almost every Democrat in
Congress voted “No," and onr only regret
today is tbat there was a single one of us
who felt called upon by his sense of duty
to support it.”

*-'**'•

Wiuvv/iu

ministry insisted
representative should go in
the

settlers’ [case

that their
order that

should be fairly

re-

presented.
RUSSIA STILL OUR FKIEND.

September 19.—A
Hartford, Conn.,
special to the Times from Narrangansett
Interview
with Count
Pier
gives an
Cassini, the Russian ambassador in which
he said among other things: “There has
in Russian
been absolutely no change

They

are

people

he endeavors to
welfare, which he is

may

expecting

see

a new

assignment

Trustees.

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.

originator of “CASTORIA," the

the

was

same

MAJOR PETERSON SICK.

Brunswick. September 19.—Major W.
London, September 19.—The doath is O. Peterson of the First Maine rogimenl
of
Hon.
Sir
announced
Right
George is at home ill and threatened with typhoic
Gray, aged SO years.
He came home to vote on eleotioi
Sir George Gray was governor of New fever.
Zealand from 1840 to 1854 and again from day and went back that night and wa:
1881 to 1867, governor and commander in taken sick in camp.
He returned to tin
chief of Cape of Uood Hope from 1854 to
next day and took to his bed
from village the
1861 and premier of New Zealand
and bus been in it ever since
1877 to 1891.

l

These bonds are secured by a first and only
all the property of the Indians,
Illinois and Iowa Railroad Go. at about $16,000
and are to be Issued for ihe purpose
nding the present bonded debt of the
Uompany and to capitalize expenditures made
out ei net earnings for construction and improvement.
The mortgage has been drawn by our Coun.
let Messrs, lloadly, Lsuterbach & Johnson,
arid all legal matters pertaining to this issne
haVo been under their supervision. Under Hie
terms of the mortgage the bondholder* have
the right to eleot two members of the Board of
Directors of the Company.
Mr. Edward Mc’NeiU, formerly receiver and
general manager of the Oregon Ballway and
Navigation Co., has examined (ha property for
us and reports favorably apon Its physical condition. Copies of his report may be examined
at our offices,
mottgage upon

PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,

DR. SAMUEL

I,

Principal and interest payable
In Gold Coin of present standard of weight end fineness.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS 'OUR RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,'’ AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

that

on every
has borne and does now bear
y/fr/j
the fac-simile signature
wrapper.
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been used in
the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty years.
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
on the
the kind you have always bought
yytr/t
and has the signature of
wrapone has authority from me to use my name except
No
per.
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. H. Fletcher is President.
—>

^

JACK

«le,

Company reports that the average net
earnings for the past fowr years were #184,261.40 and the net earning* for the year
ending Jane 30,1808, alter the payment
of operating expenses rentals, tax*,, etc.,
interest charges
were #220,080.20; tetal
The

•125,000.
For further Information we c*H attention to
letter of Mr. T. P. shontt, the President of
the Cotnpany, copies of which ffi*? be obtained
at oar offices.
Application will be made Ip hare these bonds
listed upon the New York and Boston Stock
Exchanges.

Do Not Be Deceived.
the life of your child by accepting
substitute which some druggist may offer you
he makes a few more pennies on it), the inof which even he does not know.

endanger

Do not

cheap
(because

a

gredients

"The Kind You Have

Bought”
Always
OF

BEARS THE SIGNATURE

Having already said 92,000,000 at

the

bonds, wo offer tbs remaining unsold
bonds 'at 102 1-2 and accrued Interest. Deliverable and payable on or about Ootoher
above

1st, 1898.
Subscription boohs will

be

opened

at

at

ton o'clock

on

reject
er

any applieatien and to make smallallotments than amounts applied for.

Redmond, Kerr
41

&

Co.,

WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

Lee, Higginson & Co.,
44 STATU S

The Famous Original Bostonians.
BABNABEE «s MACDONALD, Props.

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

17 EXCHANGE

ST., PORTLAND. Hit.

die

sepl9

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

|
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CUMBERLAND FAIR MAINE
will be held

SEPTEMBER

MUSIC

*

Portland,

Races for Tuesday will be 2M class and 2.»6
class.
Wednesday 2.37 class and 2.21.
fl3w®wkyii
scp7

*

FESTIVAL.

Oct. 10.

28tb. SECOND

and

27th

12.
1898.

11,

SEA80N,

W* K.

CHAPMAN, Conductor.
The sale of single seats for the concert will
at
Cressey, Jones & Allen’s Music Store
begin
on Tuesday morning, Sept. 20th, and continue
the
until
opening day of the Festival. Select

the boston star course

your seata early and avoid the crowd.
MADAME GADSKI will sing every night.
Great artiste on every programme. Immense
chorus and grand orchestra.
Bvenlng prices, Sl.OO, 1.50, 2.00.
Matinee price#, 75c, B1.00,1.50.
HOMER N. CHASE.

Is represented fn Portland by

MRS. L. A. PALMER,
with headquarters at M. Stsinsrt ft Sons’ Mu■le Store, SIT Congress street
a
Send us your address and fou will r^oelvs
fuu parbeautifully Illustrated prospectus with
KktertAlnCoarse
Star
tin,ten
tlculars.
m,st Co., 33 Hroifleld St„ ■essou. aUgtOtf
_

Business Manager.
nl
Dong Distance Telephone, No. 328-2.
■eptodtf
_

BS^P—<Nbm——■—i——^„„

rlSAKClAL.

AUCTION

F. O.

NEW LOAN8.

SALES.

BAILEY & CO.

Aietiftiwn uACmiugaioi IMufci
SaleirMM At
r. o.

E&okMt* Street.

bauk

c. w. aaun

■«rh»

$26,000
US. New 3 Per Cent Bonds.

tt

WOODBURY

IMMEDIATE DEL1VHRV.

$10,000

&

MOULTON,

BANKERS,

CUMBERLAND COUNTY 4’s.

Cor. Middle &

$10,000

Exchange

Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

20 YEAR 4 PER CENT FIRST HORTGAIIE BONOSThis Issue Is secured by a flrst mortj**; on
the land and bulldtbfLon Congress and High

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
aug24dtf

streets. Portland, which cost tUO.OOO. Me Inand
present rental of
surance Is
stores and offices Is OViK feooo per annum.

fSS.ooo,

Information on application.
above three Issues are to *600 pieces.
We recommend all of the above securities as
ABSOLUTELY SAFE, and offer lb addition
grade bonds, In limited
tbe following blgb
amounts:—
4's
U. 8. Bonds, 1995,

M. STEINERT & SONS GO.

er

Charles F. Flagg,

Direction of F. L. PEBLEY.

“THE SERENADE."
Friday Nlglit and Saturday Matinee,
Saturday Night. “ROBIN HOOD.”
9
m.
Sale ot seats commences Wednesday at a.

INTEREST charges. Legal opinion and fullAll of the

TRUST, BOSTON.

«

NEXT FRIDAY AND! SATURDAY,

our

Thursday. September DM, and close at 8 p. as, or earlier, on
the same day. the right being reserved to
offices

BEANSTALK,

Brilliant and Beautiful Slag# Produottea of the Age.
All the Feeturee as assn in Boston and New Fork,
Seats on Sale Thursday at » a. m.

the

MUSIC DEPARTMENT.
We are dally receiving from the leading pub.
lUhera, the latest novelties In Sheet MuiTcand
Muslo Books.

4’s
Portland Water, Gold,
WE CARRY
Portland Ballroad, Gold, 4 l*3’e
Maine Central, 1st Mtge, 4’s
MANDOLINS,
GUITARS,
4’s
Pori. A Rumford Palls,
4’s
VIOLINS,
BANJOS,
Union Pacific, 1st Mlge,
6’s
New York 4c New Eng.
And all kinds of small instruments, and Musi5’s
cal supplies in great variety.
West Chicago St. R. K.
S’s
Joliet Railroad, Gold,
GOODS.
GRADE
HIGH
First Nstionni B ulk Building,
Belfast 9’s taken in exchange.
Hmsonable Prices.
Corner Eicluiiivr and Middle

MERCANTILE

the
Every Mother should hflvc It
'-house for colds, coughs, colic, crcrU[V
For
morbus.
cholera
bites, burns,bruises,
,||!l IIS U
nm
a>T!tnYlYC sprains or strains it is the sovereign cure.

^

^

fl
■

k

\

m it

**

AMU

Trust

amaeed at its power
It soothes
ever after.
■
■ II Iflp
IA |IB IBPkSV
I 1111
every ache, every lameness, every pain,
H
RP—
MB1I RIIYIIhI 7 H every muscular soreness everywhere,
Johnwhether internal or external, and in nine cases in ten speedily relieves and cures.
the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashson’s Anodyne Liniment was originated in 1810, by
inflammation.
and
irritation
with
all
ailments
accompanied
ioned
Physician, to cure

1.1g\| I |MjSP Iqj

~

All who use it
and praise it

are

The Real Danger

following
U. S. Govt. New 3’s.
Maciiias Water Go. gold 5’s.
Newport, Maine, Water Go. gold 5’s.
Banger & Aroostook R. R. 1st

ggSBS?4”
"*

SiiPrli
fnyperaon.
g A M !m#*u»=
^

for

City of Ellsworth 4’s.
Boston Terminal Co. bonds.

etc., and is the chief danger therefrom.
Internal inflammation frequently causes outward swellings; as instances familiar to all we
mention pimples, toothache, stiff joints and rheumatism.
no outYet the great majority of internal inflammations make
as
show, for which reason they are often more dangerous;
appendicitis, etc. For full infor-

W

We also offer $25,000 Washington County 4’s, that are exempt
from taxation in this State.

example: pneumonia, peritonitis,

0

YOUR
«•

HOUSE. WITH OUR

I’AMOITS

|

C

■»

We estimate free!
We

guarantee results!

Because

we

manufacture we

Do not wait for cold weather.
once or send a card and
see you.
our expert will

_

c

3

£

£
c
C
^

§ PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO, fS
o
Q

|o

1'oot of Chestnut Street.

AVc Retail “Atlantic” Ranges and Parlor Stoves at Onr

C

\y>rks.

CITY OF PORTLAND—NOTICE.

Opening of Evening School.
The free pabllo Evening Sohool of tne City of
Portland will open at the Jaokson School
House. Green street on Monday evening, Oct.
ard. 1*98. at T.90 o’oleok and continue In session every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and

1908*1912
of Portland 4« dee
“
1907
of Portland 6s
“
191*
of Deertag 4s
FrfiaVvveamgs Beading, writing and arlth"
1917 mefle together with soma of the more adyanced
Ctty of Biddeford 4>
studies will be taught. There will be classes
Town of Yarmsntb, GOLD 4sdne 1926 for both sexes under tbe direction of experi’*
1914
4*
teachers. Those who have not had the
Nenced
Uerrtmao Co,, L
of an early education are particular“
1916 advantage
4*
O.
ZsnaesTillo,
of
City
ly invited t» attend^ MILLIKEN rrincjpai.
“

City
City
City

“

190»
1946

MC&OWAN,

JOSEPH A.
SobooL

C

18ooooooooooooo»oooooooo^ooc

Chairman Erenlng
sepigiswriw

Correspon- PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R,

application.

on

dence Solicited.

Special

OF THE

....

8WAN ft BARRETT,
Me.

FOB TH®

__22—

Casco National Bank
incorporated

above bonds are

Tuesday, Wednesday

1824.

SEPT. 20,

Co.

—FOB SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON AGO.,
BanKers.
Portland, Me.
““

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid

TIME

s

WTtwood,
Cprd,

DEPOSITS.

$4.50 Per

Draft* drawn on National Provincial
of England, London, In large or
Bank
small amounts, lor sale «: current rates.

Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMM.L Pms^sU
MARSHALL R. G03IR3.
febldtl

Cashier-

22 and ’98.

sept!9_lUc_

on

Current Accounts received on lavoraWe
terms.
Correspondence solicited from Individethers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking bnslof any
seas
descriptioa throng1» this

21,

& Thursday

admission to
Excursion Tickets, iucludine
as follows :
Park and Hall, will be sold as
70o
From Portland and Woodfords.
Westbrook Junot.“5®
®8°
••
Mills.
Cumberland
080
••
Westbrook, .
Grounds
Fair
the
for
Portland
Trains leave
1.10 p, m.
at 7.30 and 9.45 a, m„ 12.30 and
at 10.20 a.
Returning leaving Fair Grounds
and fi.OOp. m.
m., 12.67, 3.40, 6,16
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

CAPITA!* AND 6CIIW1M

guaranteed

feb28

FAIR,

....

GORHAM, ME.,

-or-

This company supplies Peering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the

82 Exchange St.,

AT

narracansett park,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

DUE 1928.

by Portland Water

....

CUMBERLAND GO.

186 Middle St., Portland,

)iya'

Service

—

c STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

We also heat by Stenm, Hot V
C
Water or combination.

We give full value for
every dollar we receive-

T.jC. MedOULDRIC, Mgr
8epl3tu,tbu,aat-tl

BONDS.

$90,000
—

3!

Everyone.
SIT Congress St.

....

give you the greatest bar- V
r
gains.

to

Tel. 818-9.

Prices

BONDS

can

Call at

Halt Price

aug9 dtt

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

1 Atlantic Coal Furnace
*

SOUSA’S MARCHES AND 2-STEPS.

aug6

Cleveland City By-, Gold 6a
Union Pacific R. R. Gold 4i

PRICE ON APPLICATION.

SONGS

POPULAR

ALL

PORTLAND TRUST iOMPANY.

Mortg. gold 5’s.

00000000000000:00000c oooooc

§ EQUIP

bonds:

offer the

disease in each case. Inflammation i®
you have conquered
manifested outwardly by redness, swelling ana heat; inthe blood vessels, growth of
of
wardly by congestion
unsound tissue, fever, pain and disease. The
™
form
one
vital organs
complete plan mutually dependent; therefore inflamthe

Co.,

Ftxiiand. Maine,

Streets.

Famify

Cincinnati, September 19.—Secretary
Alger arrived from Detroit today, accompanied by his aide, Major Hopkins. He
found awaiting him here,
Surgeon General Sternberg and General M. P. Ludthe
United
of
ington, quartermaster
The secretary’s visit is tc
States army.
of
earupi
begin in u suries of inspections
His attentior
and hospitals in the west.
will bo given to the camp and hospital at
He 'will go next to
Fort Thomu3, Gn.
^
Lexington, iiy.
It is almost settled that Gen. Shaffer
will return to San Erancisco and resume
SPANISH TROOPS ORDERED HOME.
command of the department of California.
Such is his desire and no doubt it will
September 19—Tho ministei
Madrid,
he compiled with.
of war, General Correa, has issued in
The probability that a number of gen- structions for the return of the Spanish

SIR GEORGE GRAY BEAD.

#3.000,000
#2,800.000

Continental Trust Co. ant Joseph 0. Oliver,

der tlie plan which is in contemplation
They have
for the distribution of troops.
been at Montauk, but the breaking up of
officers
leaves
many
the
camp there
Gon. Miles, with whom
without
duty.
with
they conferred, has been very busy
his scheme of re-erganization, but it hus
makes
which
a
point
not yet reached
obtainable any definite information as to
where troops or commanding officers will

The sick an
troops in the West Indies.
to leave lirst, and tho archives, especial
]y those relating to the war will b<
brought to Spain with their arms, umruu
nition, flags and materials stored in Cube
and Porto Rica

Brlaoger’s Bs|>l Production of Extravaganza

The Most

payab'e April 1 and October 1.

Limit Of IMS..
Present authorised ia.ee,

un-

eral and staff volunteers will be dispensed
with
has caused discussion among those
he among the number to he
who may
Most officers desire to remain
dropped.
influence is being
in toe service anil
brought to bear to keep them on the rolls
of the war department.

fay bros. a hosfobd,
Lessees and Managers.

TOMORROW AT 2.30 AND 8.

CCUFON BONDS of the DENOMINATION of $1,090
WITH PRIVILEGE of REGISTERING the PRINCIPAL

Morine.

tho colonial

IflCsfilfiCj

First Time la Portland of Klaw *

Subject to call at HO and accrued Interest

Johns, N. F., September 19.—The
British royal commission to inquire into
the French shore question started today for a cruise along the treaty coast.
The colonial government has scored a
signal victory by inducing the commissioners to accept the co-operation of the
colony’s representative, Receiver General

sentiment or policy toward the United
States, nor does there exist a reason for
promote their
within
such a change
my knowledge.
making.
Russian policy does not conflict with interests of the United States in any part of
GENERALS WANT ASSIGNMENTS. the world,
more
in China than in
no
September 19.—Major England. Russia seeks only peaceful and
Washington,
Bates and Sumner, who were friendly relations with all other nations.”
Generals
prominent in the Santiago campaign,
THE INSPECTION BEGINS.
reported at the war department today.
that the

Interest

St.

CUlUUiai

TUCATDE

TONIG-HT AT Q.

October 1,1898. Doe October 1, 1948

Dated

CRUISE ALONG TREATY COAST.

The commission did not wish to have

ICCCCDCflll

Indiana, Illinois &
Iowa Railroad Go.

present

“For months Republican
politicians
and Republican editors have talked and
written incessantly about the mistakes of
the Demooratio minority in Congress, but
now that they are required to speoify our
mistakes in order to divert publlo attention from their own, they find it
impossible to make good their
repeated and
reokless assertions. In order to escape the
just and universal indignation which has
been aroused against them by the suffering inflicted upon the volunteer army
through the incompetency or the dishonesty of those whom they have placed
the
in power, they have been searching
Congressional records and raoking their
brains to And some damaging acoueation
But
which they can sustain against us.
they have not found it; and they will not
Demooratio
record
of
the
The
it.
And
sesparty throughout the last and trying
sion of Congress is absolutely above all
it
with
the
not
say
purcritloism. I do
for mysolf,
pose of claiming any credit
but as a matter of simple justice to my
Democratic assistants I denlare that in all
this
government, no
the history of

JCrrCnOUII

AvmEXicim.

OF THE

Among

one.

$2,500,000
FIRST MORTGAGE 5 PER CENT
REFUNDING GOLD BONDS

man

Democrats mean

_AMpgmunra.

^

Danville. Va., September 19.—CongressDailey spoke at Chatham, the county
seat, today, in the interest of C. A.
Swanson, Demooratio nominee for Congress, from the Fifth district. People for
it
reason
miles
that
for
around were in thej big crowd to
and
one
an open
wouW,
hear the Texan.
seems likely that the open and publio
In his speech today, Representative J.
method will be adopted.
W. Bailey of Toxas made it plain that the
behind ol osod
public
gation
doors. Certainly an inquiry which had
secrecy abont It would
an appearance of
not command the publio confidence that
will

tional.
the government was violating the spirit
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per of the contiuct with the volunteer, if not
insertions or less,
Three
week.
each
square
the letter, by holding them in the servloe
$1,50 per square.
and classed to do garrison duty in Cuba and Porto
type
in
Kotiaes
nonpareil
heading
each Kico.One of them thus puts thecase:“The
with other paid notices. 16 cents per line
volunteers enlisted to tight and now that
inserUoaPure Beading Notices in reading matter type, the lighting is over they are entitled to
All this reminds
V5 cents per line each Insertion.
their
disoharge.”
adverof
sentiment
tho
fronts, To Let, For Sale and similar
tho
of
one
for
tfcemeuts, 25 cents per week iu advance,
mice
which
the
of
convention
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverwas
unanimous in favor of balling
tisements under these headlines, and all adverthe cat, and equally unanimous that no
he
will
charged
in
advance,
paid
not
tueewnts
member of it should take the risk of tyat regular rates.
nock. EveryIn Maine State Press—$1.00 per square ing the bell to the felino
for
lor first insertion, and 60 cents per square
body, wo are assured, wants the flag kept
of new territory, bat
each subsequent insertion.
up over every foot
Address all communications relating to sub- nobody wants to stand at tho base of the
Portland
scriptions and advertisements to
Its being hauled down.
Street, staff and prevent
Publishing Co., 97 Exes1.'
Even the religious editors, anxious as
me.
Portland,
so
far
they are about the heathen, have
manifested no disposition to enlist tbsmonlvHs or to encourage others to enlist for
On tho contrary, many of them
tnis

SEPTEMBER 20.

Accurately

casted Future When

HKANOMX.

MlSCELLANEOtB,
_

difficulty
yet known whether the board's investi-

ington appears to be overwhelmingly in
Advertising Sates.
favor ol holding everything over which
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for me the flag has been raised. At the same
week; $4.00 for one mon'k. Three Insertions time publio sentiment as it reaches the
other day ador less, $1.00 per square. Every
newspapers and is voiced by them appears
third less than these rates.
vertisements, one
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month,
of a cob
"A square" is a space of the width
umn and one inch long.
one-third addiSpecial Notices, on first page,

Tells How

|

MISCELLANEOUS,,

MR. BAILEY SCORES A POINT.

thoroughness

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Cash.

all hard wood.

j. H.

WIOUNTFORT,

Portland and St.
Wood and Coal Dealer, corner
seplTdlw*
John Streets.

WATCHES CN INSTALLMENTS.
I

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
i of new model Watches will he sold on easy payAll
All Styles.
ments at reasonable prices.
Prices McKENNEY. the Jeweb.1. Monument

Square-

bard’s dog,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

who

was a

star

A PATRIOTIC LETTER.

performer,

immensely tickled over the
somerset from the ladder, play“A Hot Time in the Old Town” on

Oi\ POST OFFICE STEPS.

and were

Queen’s

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK.

|

ing

Erlanger’s the trombone. There will be another
great spectacular extravaganza, written performance tonight, and Wednesday,and
entitled
“Jack and the a special matinee for the children.
Barnet,
by
Patrons of the theatre should remember
Boanstalk,” lian been the talk of the
of that
this season at the Jefferson the ourgreat oities of tho country, on account
manner in which itjhas tain will go
the sumptuous
up promptly at 8 o’olook,
and costumed, the myriad and there will be no exception to this
been staged
eleotrical and mechanical effects*intro- rule. 4,ast evening when the performance
the nHfflo
duced, the superior character of
begun the houBe was about half seated.
wealthiof
the
and
great
Mr.
Sloaue
by
Oi; oourse this was unfortunate, but the
female attractions employed in the chorus.i management feel that the patrons of

of those
“Jaok and the Beanstalk” is one
the theatre will like the new rule as soon
to please"all as
becomes known that it is to be adextravaganzas that is bound
tastes. Every one admits that it i&-sh&r hered *Tiot
that it is nonsense
nonsense, but agree
THE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
remarkably .bright and atin a
served
tractive form that appeals to both eye and
Mr. Homer Chase and Mrs. W.R. Chapwith merriment. It
It overflows
ear.
were present in Receptionjhall yesman
in
accordance
with
this
year,
contains
morning when the advance sale
terday
to
appeals
patriotio of course tickets for the great October
the times, some
sentiment made popular by tho late war,
Musical Festival, were put on sale. The
especially In Sin bad’s song in the first conditions that prevailed were the same
well-known
The
act.
choruses, marohes, that marked 1 the advance sale last year.
ballets and illusions that have been en- The choice was auctioned to the highest
joyed in other cities are all seen on tho bidders, not because Mr. Chase expected
great stage of the Jefferson in perfection to reap a larga sum in premiums, but
and profusion, and the’play runs with
because;he felt that it was the fairest.way
L
xi_.a
igreat smoothness, especially for so early

i|"

flUIVU

V/*

HU

KMV

Will Be

Open

Held

Brooklyn.

lew Days for

a

Portland. September 20, 1898,

Contingences.

as

Rose Snow is very
sweetness.
and
attractive as Queen of the

J

A auicoi

TT_T7-I1uuiij

Mrs. S. C. Collier of Cincinnati, Ohio,
while the Colonial Dames were fitting out
the hospital ship Solaoe, made a night
shirt, in the pocket of which she placed
her card and a little note, thanking whoever received the shirt for their service to

.. ~
~

C(nkn/I

lrannQ

■—-/

4

the house in a roai. Nellie Lynch shows
her agility and her command of muscle,
Jessie Villars is
as Little' MIsb Muffet.
her makeup of Old Mother
strong in
Hubbard, and the other characters are

a long time past.
The former conductors have done excellent work this summer and the results
will be seen next month.

wounded sailor, who wa9 the only man
injured on the Brooklyn, in the destruction of Oevera’s fleet. It will be remembered that the fyeoman of the ship was
killed.
The following is a copy of the
a

interesting letter:
Westerly, R. I., September 14, 1898.
Z Dear Madame—I received yonr present

We would suggest that those who wish
choioe seat apply as early as possible at
Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.
This
is a list of the first nine follow-

the

last.Contre
year is for September

Slst.

FOR NAVAL RESERVEPlans to Put It Under

National Control.

|

a

The

New York

Herald of

AWAT

GOT

Strong
and

Healthy
Strength

L

through

Johann
Hoff’s

MALT EXTRACT

'■is the pioneer and standard—introduced
■^in 1847. All others are imitations.
Johann Hoff: NewYork, Berlin, Pari3.
■

...—

with much success to some of the

leading pianists and teaohers.
Sixty miles sail

September

21st.

on

Winnipesaukee on

How Is that?

BEFORE

HARVARD PLATS BOWDOIN OCT. 5.

Cambridge, September 19.—The Harvard football schedule as announced today includes a game with Bowdoiu college at Cambridge, October 5.

TO THE

quest

a"MilS

a

OFFICERS

coroner’s

In-

Coroner Bradbury deeming it advisable
to hold the case open a few days longer
In the hope that the investigating officers
may find some more tangible olue than
has yet been discovered.

heavier

clothing,

thicker

underwear

stockings
wooly.

Six witnesses

Woodchopper Now Coonected
North Saco Murder.

With

city
Deputy Sheriff Frith
City Marshal Burns of Saoo were making
diligent searoh last night for the tramp
who is suspected of being the murderer of
Ivory F. Boothby, the North Saoo farmer.
The tramp whom Warren Nason of Bar
and

of this

were examined by the
The only inand his jury today.
formation in the case in addition to that
already
published came from John
Meserve of Bar Mills. Mr. Meserve, who
is a olerk in the store of J. W. Meserve at
Bar Mills, was in town this morning, and
he told the officers a story that resulted In

Mills gave
a
ride from Buxton to Portland, the next day after the murder, and
who claimed to be in quest of work, was
Been ui a. so

tnis afternoon in front

oi w

Portland post office.
The person who saw him sent word to
the sheriff’s oflioe, but did not take the
precaution to keep watch of him. When
Deputy Sheriff Frith reached the place
where the tramp had been he was not in

sight. Searoh was made in every direction
lending to the railroad stations and
wharves.
The officers reached the!! Union station
a few minutes after the 3.80 train had left
The Saco authorities were
for Boston.

telephoned, and they got word to the
the latter making a
Dover officers,
thorough search on tho train without
finding an} body aboard whose appearance
correspond with the description of the

visited the shop early Sunday morning,
somewhat under the lnflnenoe of liquor,
while the
but had
hastily departed,
customers were in the midst of a discussion of the North Saco murder case.
A dispatch from North Shapleigh says
that George B. Crellin, who went to the
logging camp there as a tramp, four
work as a
was given
weeks ago, and
_„

V.--

_

---ll----•/ »

1

He told
without paying his board bill.
some of his companions that he intended
to walk to Portland, and to ship from
The
there on some sohooner if he could.

diepntob further says that the published
description of the tramp whom Warren
Nason gave a ride to Portiand tallies exactly with the feature and dress of Crellin.
He was a French Canadian.

Thought That the Murderer Was la Town

Yesterday.
Possibly the North Saco murderer

was

in Portland yesterday. It will be remembered tbat the officers traced him to this
city Saturday and made search for him
here. They knew the goneral description
of the tramp in question from the man
who brought him to Portland. With this
to work
from they searched high and
low, but failed to locate him.
Yesterday
morning a tramp who anto the desoripion of the man wanted, entered Donovan's barber shop and
made enquiry for several people, none of
whom lived in the vicinity. One of the
swers

in the shop remarked that It was a
to be searching for people.
queer time
He said tbat a man came to his door early In the morning, but he didn’t go down
to 6ee who it was. It might have been a
tramp who would call him out and shoot

men

him.

Hearing this the tramp showed signs
and hastily took himself
of exoitsment
This was about
10 o’olook in the
off.
fr»Tflnnon:
a man called at the Gilvad
made inquiries about the
station and
He askad if the express leaving
trains
Portland at 8 p. m., stopped at Gilead
went through to Canada. He
and if it
the train did not stop unless
was told
flagged: This night it did, however, and

; Friday night

the man when asked if he wanted a ticket
and disappeared. He was
said nothing
not seen at Gilead again. He was about
80 years old, dark
5 feet 8 inches tall,

oomplexioned

and

spoke with

a

foreign

accent.
When this train arrived at Berlin Conductor Harmon and the brakeman found
He
tramp on board and put him off.
made

just

resistance enough to

oause

them to notice him and their description
tallies with that of the agent at Gilead.
The
man
has had [ time to reaoh the
Canadian boarder even if helhadjto walk
all the way, which is improbable.
These facts
have been ooramunioated
to the Biddeford authorities.
Saturday afternoon during the shower.
Reuben Brackett of CuniberlandiForeside,
went out to his stnble and there found
a man
eating a lunch. He got into conThe tramp told
versation
with him.
him he was from Portland and that he
in search of work.
went on his way.
was

Cater the tramp

a

man

height, and weighing about 1&0 pounds.
He wore a dark striped suit, but had on
and new shoes. It is not
thought by the offloers that he was connected with the Boothby murder.
a

new

hat

on

anything
Every

the cars

looking

are

our

serviceable.

Everybody’s make,
weigth and quality.
have

Better
our

line,

of

every

look at

a

buying

as a matter

Thursday, and also corresponds
the man whom
with the appearance of
Ernest Geary and the two Merrill children
met on the Watson mill road the night of

from the Dover city
and four of his officers
the train oame in,
were on hand when
three of the party remaining outside to
watch the train while the other two went

in

cheapest home

made that

land,

through

represented

the

or

of the tramp tallies exactly
with Warren Nason's description of the
tramp to whom he gave a ride to Port-

telepbouio message
marshal, that he

ask for

can

Underwear.
sort that has merit

ty’s in choosing. You
whim as
can gratify any
You
can
to price.
get
the finest imported goods

description

late for the Saoo officers to look through
the train but a message was sent to City
Marshal Fogarty of
Dover, requesting
him to Intercept the train in that olty and
arrest the suspect If he was aboard.
At 5.30 Coroner Bradbury received a

you

stock and it makes such
a variety that the difficul-

bridge there and walked up along the
Hollis side of the river to the Portland
and Rochester railroad bridge, near the
Saco river station.
Mr. Meserve said he observed the tramp
quite closely and could surely identify
him if he should ever see him again. His

xuis lniuriuuiaun uamo uuu

about

got

Fall

to it is

the

sheriff’s office at Portland that the suspeot had been seen in that city today and
was believed to have taken the 8.80 train

between.

We have

you get there you
to Saco it you want to.”
“I don’t wont to goto Saco; I have
enough of Saco.” was the tramp’s response. Then he added that the night before he had started for
Portland, and
when he reached the cross roads where the
church is he got on the wrong road and
came to the falls, (Salmon Falls) crossed

comes

course.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
KILLED WHILE COALING STEAMER
[SPECIAL

PRESS.J
19.—Thos. Holden,
one ot
the crew of the fishing steamer
Wm. A. Wells, was instantly hilled at
Pemaquid Beach, this morning while assisting in coaling the steamer. The stage
upon which the coal was run out tipped
in some way throwing Holden to the rail
of the steamer and then overboard.
He
about

was

fifty | years old and single.

Millard Blalsdell, another of the crew
had his nose severely Injured by the aooident.

[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.}

Biddeford, September 19.—Mr. J. R,
Libby of Portland came out here, this
evening, and purchased C. A. Lacroix’s
dry goods store. Mr. Libby will run it
His
put oil the Portland train at Wells as a branok of bis Portland store.
station. A messenger was sent over there brother-in-law. Mr. M. G. Larrabee will
on Conductor Gilman’s train, and he re- be its manager.
turned at 7.15 with the Information that
THE KENNEBEC CENTRAL.
the man who was put off the train was
Kennebunk passenger,
an intoxicated
Gardiner, September 19.—The annual
train and was meeting of the Kennebec Central railwho bad got the wrong
The
road was held here this afternoon.
without money to pay his fare.
City Marshal Burns is in Portland to- treasurer’s report was read and acoeptsd,
showing that the dosing year had be»n
night, in conference with the sheriffs.
good
j The trip to Winnipesaukee
Try it on September 31st. Cost $1.50.
a

one.

OPENING OF BREEDERS’ MEETING.

Four

Races

Good

the

on

Track.

most

profitable

association on their own traok, witnessed
two of them being for
four good races,
two year olds and the others for the 8.40
trotting and 3.11 pacing classes.
The youngsters.showed up well in their
two classes, five of them faclDg the starter
in the trotting class, and three heats in
this class were trotted in good time.
The 2.11 pace was a grand fight, Nellie

Bruce taking the first two heats with apwhile Helen Duplex just
parent ease
managed to get outside the dlstanoe flag
in the first heat.
The fast daughter of Duplex not only
took the next three heats and the raoe,
but lowered ber record from 2.10 1-4 to

Results:
New England Futurity for foals of ’9S,
trotting, purse $2000—Idomta, first; Crystalline, second; CoJ. Del Mar, third. Best
2.08 3-4.

2.21 3-4.

H. P.

cn

Septem-

FOR EAST
FORD.

BRAD-

Washington.September

19.—The follow-

ing
fourth-class postmasters
pointed today:

Maine—East
Houston.

Bradford,

woro

Martha

apV.

Looks like narrow cross tucks of color. For
Waists. You’re sure to like them. See a few in
our Congress St. Windows Nos. 4 and 5.
ROMANESQUE.

A

GRANITE POPLIN.

new

ffect
in striped silk, where many cole

Roughish

grouped in eye harmony.
Cerise with black, blue and green
with black, with dashes of while.
Producing a brisk, smart conseorsare

Taffetas,

having

il-

SUIT INC.

ENCLISH

59c

goods.

Monotint

is

$1.50

Broadcloth—German Henrietta,

quenoe. Width 24 inches.
Price? Never mind the price, you'll
not care a rap for that when you see
tne

which

surface

luminated, 40 inch.

NEW BLACKS. Diagonal
whipcord, three effects, unlike any
previous thing, S3.39. 1.50

a

pencil cord A inch apart. Across
the surface several colors.

TARTAN PLAiDSILKS
ideas
crystalized in
France; the prolific colors seem
to dwell together in harmony.

These

were

made in

Germany.

Scotch

SATIN

on which ii
glossy
geometrical effects, very
75c
chic,

A

woven

DRESDEN Silks; across a
light colored
ground bayadere stripes indifferent width traverse, splotches
of chine
printed warps are

40inch,
$1.25
Black Poplin, 40 inch,
6234c

EPANGLINE,

scattered here and there.
The description sounds like things
you’ve seen before, but these you never

ENGLISH
STORM
SERGE.

of black and

INCH BARS

color

BROCADE.
surface

alter-

nating; the bars separated by a
chenille traverse cord; groups of
set brocade figure give variety
to what might be a mechanical

and

color

Customers will
find

com-

changeable and
plain colors.
Dollar goods at
75c

as

plain China
Silk, evening shades.
24 inch

We’ve had many calls for a good
China Taffeta at this price but
never struck it before,
50C

SATIN DUCHESS, white,
$1 00, $1.25, $1.50

A

has a broadcloth

Drap

into a better

light.

the

Lining

been

moved

It is at the

Wear a corset when you are
“
dressed up.” Wear a Nazareth
Waist for Women when you
•want to feel comfortable.
wear them all
Some

people

the time.

Black, 27 inch,
$1.19
The above are only suggestive
of the multitude of new Silks
that came in Saturday.
Autumnal Dress Goods—Xew.
VENETIANS

Department

has

Free Street end of the store.

many

CHINA.

weave,

Well worth 75c.

Changeable
and
plain,

half a dozen

firm

of

It is

finish, the colors are blue
black, width 42 inches,
50c

NOTICE.

maybe

this fabric.
a

be

praiso

snug

effect.
Price? It's nothlnc to compare with
the beauty ot the fabric.

TAFFETAS.

Much could
said ia

We have them.

KREMONIA.

A

concen-

trated Ammonia praparation for the skin,
the toilet, the bath and half a
hundred cleaning

new

uses.

Whitens

and softens the skin, giving It

weaving;
weight, with a,

a

velvety feel, destroys perspiration odors, gives vigor and tone

d’ ete surface.

For tailor suits.

to the system.

blue, green, cadet
blue, seal brown, 43 inch
$1.25
Bussian

A

lady demonstrator

is here

to illustrate its many uses.

FISHING SCHOONER ASH ORE.

Rookland, September 19.—The fishing
schooner Maud Mullen, Captain Tumor,
went ashore
Sunday evening on Seal
Island ledges In the thiok fog and is a
total loss. The vessel was bound to Portland with a
trip of 50,000 pounds of

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. K. LIBBY CO.

mixed fish.
The crew oonslsting of fourteen men,
were taken off the wreck by
the fishing schooner Lizzie Maud and arThe vessel was
rive at this port today.

partly

insured.

PORTLAND MAN AT HEAD.

Cincinnati, September 19.—The Royal
Order of Scotland held its 21st annual
convention at the Scottish Rite cathedral
100 members were
here today. Over
present. This lodge is the only one in
the United States and is under the jurisdiction of the Provincial grand lodge at
Edinburgh, Scotland and one of the oldThe provincial
est orders in existence.
lodge of America has jurisdiction over
The regular routine
Hawaii and Japan.
of business was transacted at the morning
session, after which recess was taken
the
until 2 p. m., when the degree of
order was conferred
on 15 candidates.
The head of the order is Judge Josiuh
H-yden Drummond, H. L. F., Provincial
Grand Master of H. R. M., Portland, Mo.

paoing, purse $700—Helena
Duplex, first; Nellie Bruce, second; Norwin G., third. Best time, 2.08 3-4.

POSTMASTER

Dividends were

deolared at 6 per cent.
The following offioers were elected for
the ensuing year: Weston Lewis, Pres-

2.14 3-4.
2.11 class,

Winnipesaukee

one.

ident;
Winslow, treasurer; H. S.
Webster, olerk; Weston Lewis, A. C.
Raadvllle
Stilphen, J. S. Maxcey, J. C. Atkins
and F. S. Thorne, dlreotors.

ReadviUe, September 19.—The opening
day of the annual meeting and fair of the
New England Trotting Horse Breeders’

time

a

not an

They came Sast Saturday.
They out-beauty those of any previous season. Some of the Silks are peculiarly unique,
unlike anything ever produced before.
For instance a white taffeta ground, across
the surface are woven in stripes of baby ribbon,
in colors, pink, blue, green, etc., etc.

binations in the

MR. LIBBY BRANCHES OUT.

to-

ordinary advertisement.
Moreover a few of you
may have overlooked it.
Therefore we make bold
to tell you again of these
new Silks and
Dress
Goods that came to us
last Saturday.

TO THE

Bristol, September

wanted
They found nobody
tramp.
aboard who e appearance
corresponded
with the description of the tramp.
his Saoo
and
Burns
City Marshal
offloers searched every train from Portland. They learned that a man had been

is

Yes, but this is

saw.

for the muoh-

Go to Lake
ber 21st.

about 30 years
whom
small
old, clean shaven, except for a
mustache, dark complexioneil, medium
calked as

up to $1.25 which
pays for the best, except
silk with a price station

you preici- or »»«»
can take a direct road

Canada.
ly
Mr. Brackett describes the tramp with
he

that

tele-

again

news

day.

and

from

one—and

n

New England Futurity for foals of 90,
pacing, purse $1000—Bride Elect, first;
Cold Cash second. Best time, 2.28 J-4.
Tyro stakes, 2.40 class, trotting, purse
$2000—Edna Simmons, first; Nigger Jack,
Best time
third.
Cuticlene
second;

to

decent

in

the murder.
Late this afternoon, just after the fonr
o’olook train for Boston had gone, word
was received by
telephone from the

graph

more

styles

paper—is like giv-

yesterday’s

ing

and

We begin at 25c-that’s little enough for a

way to Portland and Gorham.
‘‘No, that ohuroh is at Bnxton lower
corner,” replied Mr. Meserve. “That is
nos the nearest way to Portland, but yon

Boston.

ordln-

ani

advertisements—in the

same

knitting.

anywhere

Mr. Brackett dishad
covered that his horse and wagon
Tho horse
been stolen from bis stable.
the wagon was an
was a fast mare and
The
of the Conoord pattern.
old
ons
put up a large bag of grain,
thief had
to
which would indloate that he intended
on a long drive, most liketake the horse

Yesterday morning

and

He asked Mr. Meserve to direct him to
the nearest way to Portland. Mr. Meserve
the stranger
pointed out the way, aDd
to a
wanted to know if that road led
ohuroh and in
square where there Is a
front of it a big guideboard pointing the

Tor

THE SACO MURDER.

qualities

pointed toed shoes. He had a picked chin
His ooat, a straight
and very red lips.
cut garment, hUDg loosely on him and
looked to be several sizes too long.

way

but it’s not

ary advertisement.

our

of course, but in such a
variety of weights and

to be between 80 and 85 years of age, was
dark complexionsd, bad black hair, wore
a dark mixed suit, a dark slouoh hat and

Dual]

of

for men, women and
children.
Black mostly

being

go

one

little

a

bit

a

To repeat

now

opened the store, a rough looking man
entered, looked around a little and bought
five oents worth of cookies, paying for
He
them with a twenty-five oent piece.
was dusty and tired looking. He appeared

can

VV

An enormous stock of
Fall Hosiery is ready

summoned before the inquest.
He testified that about 5.45 o’clook last
Thursday morning, just after he had

his

iFl JW/ fYes.

f

Septem-

you
thinking
about
a
little
seriously

the North Saoo murder ease was
this afternoon, though
verdict has not yet been drawn
up,
on

coroner

Search Made for Him All Day and Evening but It waa Erultleea-A Shaplelgh

cool

II ^3^

ber weather sets

IRRSS.J

Saco, September 19.—The
practically ended

Last night the Saoo marshal and
says:
If tbe recommendations of Capt. J. H. Deputy Frith made a circuit of the railBartlett, retired, ohlef of the naval aux- road freight yard3, docks, cheap lodging
At Donovan’s
iliary fleet and superintendent of tbe [houses and restaurants.
coast signal system,are adopted, the naval barber shop on Middle street they were
militia of the country will be under na- informed that a man dressed as they had
tional control and will Include a signal described the suspected murderer, had

Be

applied

in Port-

COULD REACH HIM,

_

Johann Hoff’s Melt Extract

on

land Yeste: day.

■

good

Tramp

S

yesterday tramp.

ing Mrs. Hammond, who bid the highest
premium for tickets yesterday: E. A.
Noyes, H. W. Swasey, Kev. Dr. Fenn,
E. L. Dyer, Fred E. Allen of Portland;
George D. Emerson of South Berwiok;
‘‘Love’s
the
beautiful
duet,
Thieves;
Mrs. Dr. Gehring, Bethel; A. L. Burmixed
corps among its organizations.
Estacy,” with waltz refrain; the
bank and Wm. H. Scott, Portland.
Capt Bartlett is now preparing reports
chorus and the drinking song by Kirber
There were a number of names on the
will submit them to the seoretaiy
and
in act two, the delightful gavotte suDg
list for course tickets who were not repre
within the next ten days. I understand
“Once There Lived a Pretty
by Mary,
to
acand
at
sen ted
yesterday’s sale,
that he believes that the militia should
waltz melody by
the catchy
Maid;”
commodate them Mr. Allen will reserve be trained as they have been in the past,
that they should have better faciliJaok, “Mistress Mary Quite Contrary,” a few
seats, whioh he will hold for two except
ties and opportunities to serve on modthe grand finale, with obligato by
and
the
order
of'these
to
par- ern
days, subjeot
men-oi-war instead of antiquated
Jack, are delightful. The choruses and
As the ooaet signal system was
ties. The names on this list are given vessels.
ensembles are all excellent.
a
greet extent by men
Mrs. M. M operated to
A. A.
herewith:
Allen,
trained by naval militia officers, he will
The ballets, the Birth of the Firefly and
Mr.
Mr. Fanning
Burbank,
Bailey
urge the formation oi a corps comprising
the “Blackbird” ballet are superb. In
E. Boothby, signal men and telegraphers, who shall
Charles E. Baker, MrB. F.
the Firefly ballet the stage is at first in
A.
L. Bell, be available in connection with the coast
Miss M. E. Bradford, Mrs.
Then numberless little
dense darkness.
system in time of emergency, the
Mr. -ti. A. uomn, air. JOUI1 n.u. warier, signal
be supervised by a chief, whose
lights appear in all possible colors, and Miss G. W. Duncan, Miss Emma R. Dag- whole to
should be looated In Washingquarters
the
outtill
exquisite
gradually develop
gett, Mrs. Louis W. Edwards, Mr. J. C. ton.
lines of a bevy of beautiful girls are reSecretary Long is deeply impressed with
Jordan, Miss E. F. Johnson, Dr. Alfred
the advantages of the two services and
vealed, moving to the sound of music.
Mr. Willard O. Kimball, Miss M. his
King,
until the
report will have a great deal to say
The development continues
Helen Morrill, Mr. H. M. Marling, Mr. regarding their value, and what should
of
maze
in
a
are
many
whirling
danoers
W. B. Moulton, Mrs. O. Baker Mitchell, be done to Improve them.
colored lights,
dazzling, brilliant and
Miss M. McGregor, Mra L. J. MoKenThe best Lake excursion Is dow n for
exquisite in effeot. The Blackbird bal- nev, Mr. Ralph S. Norton, Miss Minhie
21st.
September
let comes about alter this fashion: The
O. D.
O’Connor, Miss Powell, Mr.
forty thieves are the lienohmen of the Stinohfield, Mrs. F. T. Sawyer, Mrs. J.
SUPERIOR COURT.
4.
v
giant, and‘r the giant anticipates eating C. Stephens, Mr. H. J. Stack, Mrs. Har/
y'
four and twenty blackbirds baked
the
rison Turner, Miss Charlotte F. Vail, Mr.
BONNET.
JUDGE.
BFORE
When the pie is opened, howin a pie.
C. V. Woodbury, Mrs. P. L. Watts.
The following sentences were imposed
ever,four and twenty pretty girls, dressed
namesakes
feathered
their
Monday:
to resemble
A SPLENDID REHEARSAL.
entering
one of the
James H. O’Neil, breaking,
appear, and proceed to dance
18 months in state prison.
A large rehearsal was held at Kotzsoh- «nd laroeny,
most picturesque, dainty and fluttering
James
Keegan and George Pierce,
mar hall on Monday evening by the Festidances ever seen on the stage.
burglary at South Portland, Keegan eight
loss
imof
ballets
was
other
in
state
val chorus. Mr. Chapman
There are many
prison, and Pierce six years
present years
are and conducted.
He aroused tbe chorus in state prison.
portance introduced, but the dances
Miohaei J. Minnough and James T.
all exceedingly pretty and executed with to much enthusiasm and as tbe time for
two
Brogan, asault and battery, each
the
of
near
all
were
draws
concerts
stage
pictures
the
much skill.
Many
great
years and six months in state prison.
and
Frederick F. Pidgeon, forgery
feast for the eye, notably awake full of interest. The great artists
a perfect
are
three months in jail.
descent of Jack on the beanstalk are arriving from Europe, the visiting uttering,
the
from
Wm. Camptlela, larceny
person,
are engaging board and lodg- ten months iu
from the giant’s cliff at the end of the ohoruses
jail.
three
at
like
a
festilaroeny,
looks
much
Thomas
attempt
it
and
second act.
Byan,
very
ing
The audience last night was one that val and a great one too. Mr. Chapman months in the county jail.
and
seizure,
Charles Sylvester, search
rehearsal last night was the
the capaoity of the house. said the
fully tested
*100 and costs or sixty days in jail;
and best one ho ever conducted in Portland.
in
almost
months
six
enoored
everything,
*200
They
nuisance,
andoOstso?
4
jail. Committed.
oalled the curtain after each aot. They
Peter Naught, illegal transportation of
THE BOSTONIANS.
were carried
away with Mother Hubintoxicating liquors, fined f50, and oosts
The Bostonians will
present “The *80.43. Fine and oosts paid.
James Reynolds of
Bridgton, assault
Serenade’’ at the Jefferson theatre, Friand battery, fils month* in jail. Byan
day night and Saturday matinee, and it made a
in
his
stating
own’behalf,
plea
is safe to assume that this tuneful opera, that he had a wife and five children, and
would let him off this
will again attract large audienoes. The that if the court
become a good citizen. It
Bostonians have no better work in their time he would
of the ofHojr,
statement
trom
the
appeared
repertoire ana no otner opera presented that Byan had mad a considerable tronble
by them offers such a complete oast of in Briitntnn through getting drunk, aDd
Music lovers will remember that the court decided that a little punishment
stars.
in his case would be benefloial.
“The Serenade” deals with the flirtations
David Ahearn, nuisance, lined $200 and
of
the
baritone
a
of Alvarado,
dashing
Fine and oosts paid.
coats $16.54.
Fines and costs were paid in lhe followRoyal Opera, and Dolores, ward of a
In order to escape the ing nuisance oases.
jealous hidalgo.
James Robinson, $300, oosts $17.47.
attractions of the baritone, the watchful
James McBrady, $20Q costs,- $15.31.
in
his
castle
the
to
Dolores
lord takes
John B. McPherson, $200, oosts $13.62
John E. Carter, $200, oosts $14.61.
mountain, but the baritone disguised as
Dennis A. Carey, $200, oosts $19.49.
a postilion,
BesBiged
goes with them.
B. Molntlre. in a search and
Robert
the
unin
the
Duke,
castle,
by brigands
seizure case, filed a demurrer and gave
in
bis
his
rival
harbors
own
bale.
wittingly
is not always a
house. Other oomio incidents come about
ON IO PITTSBURG.
tbrough Romero, a monkish bandit, a
natural inheritance.
The
The pilgrimage of Portland Oommanand
and
tailor,
love-lorn
stage-struck
shortest road to strength
dery to the Triennial Conclave of the
a broken-down tenor, who, warbling the
Grand Encampment of KnightsTemphealth is
and
detested serenade in the presenoe of the
lar, to be held in Pittsburg next month,
the
and
for
rival
are
mistaken
are
Duke,
the stomach.
Keep the
the White
its Itinerary
embraces in
is
than
shifted
action
The
incarcerated.
in their autumstomach right and assist diMountains,
magnificent
an
a
and
monastery
to the
grounds of
nal grandeur; Niagara|Fall8,;withJ> .day
gestioa by taking
adjoining convent, and Alvarado who, and- evening at America’s greatest catahas found refuge ih thejformer, learns of
where will (gather the
An escape by ract; Pittsburg,
the presence of*IJolores.
of Knights Templar in
assembly
largest
discomfiture
means of a disgnise and the j
of the order; Gettsburg, the
the history
of the Duke is told through a number of
scene of the greatest struggle at arms of
distribuare
whioh
melodies
delightful
our national
conflict, now a national
ted to suoh well-known artists as Henry
the passage of the
Ferry,
Harper’s
park;
Clay
Bnrnabee, Wm. H. MacDonald,
the Blue Ridge, one of
through
Potomac,
Halen' Bertram, William K. Philp, Wm.
the most stupendous scenes in naturo;
Broderick, Ueo. Prothingham, Charles
two days at the nation’s
R. Hawley, W. H. Fitzgerald, Josephine Washington,
beautiful capital and its hundreds! of
Bartlett,Harry Brown, Carolyn Daniels,
of interest.
Lloyd Rand, S. L. Studley and others. places
with your meals.
"Robin Hood” will
be sung Saturday FUNERAL OF FEEMAN GREENOUGH
9
night.
The funeral of the late Freeman Greenthe Strongest
Sandow,
Eugene
ough took place at 2 o’ciook yesterday afMr. W. H. Carter, the organist, of St. ternoon
from his
residence 287 Spring
Man in the World, says:
Jhe
Luke's cathedral, has completely reoov- street.
Dr. Blanchard officiated.
Rev.
secret of my strength Is perfect di8red bis health and is aboutj to resume The ceremony was in charge of Atlantio
[ use Johann 'Hoff's
gestion.
teaching. Besides giving instruction in lodge, F. and A. M., of which Mr. GreenMalt Extract, and find that it
piano, organ and theory, he will make ough was a member. The pall bearers
assithe
greatly aids me in
proper
a
specialty of the Macdonald Smith were also from the lodge. The interment
milation of food.”
/ <’<;
■system of touch and tecnio, whioh he has was at Evergreen.
all adapted to their representatives
Among the charming musioal numbers
“I've Sold
are:
My Cow," sung by
Jack; the first chorus sung by the Forty

fSPECIAI.

Miifh Wanted

their oountry. She has been visiting this
city and yesterday received a] letter from

uvuitua

Jaok, is exceedHepner
ingly attractive in face and figure, and
her singing, while not of the highest order, is still sufficient for the part. Miss
Hepner has won her place by hard and
succeeding Miss
conscientious
work,
Madge Lessing in the role. She is bright
and sparkling. Mr. H. C. Blaney as old
King Cole, carries much of the movement
of the burlesque on his shoulders and
does it exoellently, besides singing most
Miss Marie Celeste as Misacceptably.
tress
Mary, quite contrary, sings with hard and have been for
TTS

the

which you sent me, while in Portsmouth,
Va., hospital, and wish to thank you for
the same. I thought perhaps you wonld
learn that I am now out of the
like to
hospital and almost as well as ever. I
was very kindly treated while in the hospital. I had to be taken to Norfolk and
be examined by a specialist and exposed
to the X-rays. Under its influences they
discovered a piece of shell which was
left leg,
embedded in the bone'of my
which was extracted. I am very glad to
to
serve
this
able
think that I have been
a just
glorious oountry in its fight for
I am glad they have been succausa
UIBJJUCV
cessful and am ready and willing to go
Mr. Chase says he feels deeply gratified
through the same again in the same
at the result of
the sale. At least 500 oause, and am also thankful that I was
season
were sold at premiums the only one wounded at the destroying
tickets
of Cervera’s fleet, with the exception of
ranging from $3 to 25 cents. On and Yeoman
George Ellis, who was killed on
after today seats for single performances the same
ship. I am on a ten days’ leave
be
on sale at Cressiy, Jones & now, visiting
in
will
relatives
Westerly,
Allen’s in the Baxter block. The indi- but I will be back on my own ship, the
In a tew days.
cations are that the auditorium will be Brooklyn,
Hoping you will excuse me for the libercrowded during the festival.
ty I have taken in writing to you, I reLast evening Mr. Chapman arrived to main
Yours very sincerely,
conduct the chorus at Kotzschmar hall.
James Burns.
is
There
great enthusiasm manifested
all
Harbor excursion for
drilling
The
among the ohoruses. They are
iU

in the season.
Miss Louise

funny

on

two seasons Klaw and

For

much

Written By the Only Man Wounded

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADYKRTISEMKNT8.

INQUEST PRACTIOALLY OVER.

POPULAR HAT.
The Dunlap.
Merry

Is

tlie

only

Agent.

We carry the best assortment of
low and medium priced llats in the
market from

Bows at i$5c
at SOc.

DEATHS.
In this olty. Sept. 19. Michael
79 years. 1 < months, 25 days.

H. Vaughn, aged

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk
liom tin late residence, f>t> (juobee street.
At the Eye and Ear Infirmary, Sept 19, George
11. Sturges, son ot the late Capt. Ueorce li. and
l.ou'sa A. Sturges. aged Go years. 7 months.
In Falmeuth. Sept. 19, Albion 1‘. Field-, aged
73 years. 4 lmuitlis. 27 days.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from Ids late residence, Falmouth.
services of the i.ve Elvira W.
wilt be held Wednesday afternoon at 2
at Fairfield, Me,

[The'funeral

Knight
o'clock

In this line we claim to have the correct thing.

$1.80 to $3.80.

Our Shirts are up to

date.

See

our

$1.00 grade.

HATTER and

RJIEflSraW

1 ¥ I Lml

and Four-in-hands, etc.,

J

237 aud 239 Middle Streets.

FURNISHER,

1

FOR

j

SOUND

DV PHOTOGBAPH.

Webster’s Invention and the

Prof.

sel could be recorded ou other vessels carrying such an apparatus the probability
of a collision would be very much le^SBuea
if the collision itself were not rendered

MAINE
Converts Sound Waves Into Waves ef

and Then

Measures

Them

j'roves There Is No Such
ual

verting

An Improved Cleaner.
That

does

away

wear and

with

!?

tear.

DIRT AND STAIN S--NOTH IN G

REMOVES

MORE.

/\

/\

DIA

MONDS
considered the most \
stones, yet even they \
/ depreciate in realizable money \
y'value upon the death of their owner, \

/are

/precious

\\ with

NOT SO
policy of Life Insurance. /

a

\ When the death of

a

person in-

occurs, the investment
\ attains its greatest,
est cash value.

\ sured

/

/

prompt-/

\

Silence—Work of

^

Thing

the

as

[Life
I

Insurance!

.

Company,

J
jMainc.
VPortland,
J
/

?

\d\

REASONS

/ ",g1T M U LT IP LI E
/why Union Mutual Policies/

/are best.

It (s enough

to state that

An all requirements they
\in all privileges they
\in all teems they

are

are
are

\

moderate,/

generous,/'
timely,/'

\ in all values they ate/
\. liberal
Aek for /

\

fuller facts.

19.— Mrs, Osburn
Mills, Sept.
(New
Cobb is quite sick at this writing.
Port. A. G. Webster ot Clark UniverThere was just rain enough Sunday to
sity has perfected a scientific instrument lay the dust.
to
considerably
which is likely to add
Mr. Charles Nason who moved to East
existing knowledge^of the phenomenon of Gray last spring has moved back to Dry
the
sound. At the recent meeting of
Mills.
American Association for the ;AdvanoeMr. Edwin Parker returned from Boston
advaned
Prof.
Webster
ment of Science,
Saturday.
sound?”
How loud is a
:he question,
Mrs. W. M. Dow,who was very siok for
answer he
When no one] was able to
a few days last week is improving a_little
brought, into view an apparatus which at this writing.
comserved as an absolute standard of
Cumberland
Pomona
The
County
parison. Hereafter it will be possible to Grange met with Pleasant River grange
say just how loud any sound may ^be, not We dnesday, Sept 14, with Worthy Master
waves
■jy guess work, but by means of
Bickford in the chair. The secretary bereflected
made by
light. Incidentally ing absent, Mr. Mitchell of New Gloucesthis
Prof. Webster remarked that with
ter grange was appointed secretary pro
nstrument it my be possible to chase the
The roports of the different granges
tern.
scho to its source and And ont all about
were then made and remarks for the good
t; that a modiAed form of the instru- of the order by Messrs. Morse, Sweetair,
ment might te installed on shipboard to Hunnewoil and others. Dinner being anoe used to denote the
approach of other nounced, a recess was taken until 1.30

Dry

York Sun.)

p. m.

is the agency that has been called
in to increase the knowledge of sound. It
is by means of photography that Prof.
Webster measures all sorts of noises, from
the roar of an explosion to sounds so lo w

l£

AmTVYhereas, by reason of the death of a maof
jority of the last elected board of directors
said corporation, no legal meeting of said board
it
be
can be held and no legal action can by
taken in the premises.
written application
a nd Whereas, upon the
of three members of said
corporation duly
made to Charles Q. Tolman. esquire, of Portland aforesaid, a Justice of the Peace for said
coimty. the said Justice has issued his warrant
under seal to me as one of the signers of said
application, directing me to call a special meeting of ihe stockholders or said corporation 10
be Held at the time ana place and for the purnotice
poses hereinafter named, by publishing
thereof in the Portland Daily Press, a newsseven days
at
said
Portlanu,
paper published
be.ore said meeting.
Now Therefore notice ia hereby given that
such special meeting of the stockholders of
said corporation will be held at the office of Ardon W. Coombs, No. 86 Exchange street, in
said Portland, on Monday the twenty-sixth day
of September, A. D. 1898, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon lor the following purposes:
1. To see whether the stockholders will vote
to elect at said meeting, all officers required by
the by-laws to be elected at thej regular annual
meeting, and to elect all such officers,
To see whether the stockholders will vote
2.
to sell and convey to the Portland land Cape

Elizabeth Railway Company, a perpetual ltalit
common with said Portlanu Dry
Dock, and its successors and assigns, pver a
strip of flats twenty-two feet wide adjoining
Jutland Bridge in South Portland, in said
County of Cumberland, upon the easterly side
thereof, and extending lrom land owned by the
estate of John B. Brown and others, nortnwardly to the harbor commissioners’ line, together
with a right to construct, maintain, use and operate Its tracks over and along said right of
way, and for that purpose to drive necessary
piling and erect the superstructure thereon,
of way in

that the sama shall be done in such a
manner as not to interfere with the right of way
over the same reserved to saia Portland Dry
Dock, and Its successors and assigns. And also
to tix the price and terma of such sale and to
authorize some person to sign, execute and deliver a proper deea of such right of way.
Dated at satd Portland this T twelfth day of
nn*
r'rH one thousSeptember, iu the year if
and, eight Hundred ana

provided

BROWN.
dtd

sep!6

SMOKELESS
POWDER

Cartridges”
No Sinoke.

High Velocity.
Siigiit Recoil,

t.iglit Report.
Now that the

shooting

season

is

on,

sportsmen should see our line of Laflin
& Rand's Smokeless Shells for Field,
Marsh and Trap Shooting.

M. PERKINS El GO,,

N.

8 Free St.

septlGdtf

GMAS. F. JONES,
|»!A\0

TCIAIXG,

:

10 Charles St., Portland, Me.
& Allen

Late Cressey,
Music House.
Jones

sep!7eodlra*

CROWN and BRIDGE WORK
and Irregularities a Specialty.

EIGHT

YEARS’

Open livening*.

DR.

ELLERY

EXPERIENCE.

Prices .Moderate.

P.

BLANCHARD,

DENTIST.
Hoorn

augl

25-36-87,

Y. M.

li. A., Congress Sq.

G3m

DAMARISCOTTA.

Light

Damariscotta, Sept. 16—Everett Wilson
has improved the looks of his house by a
Damson and
Chapman
coat of paint.
did the work.

Benedick Berry returned from Boxport
thatjthe human ear Ands it impossible to Saturday.
Mrs. N. 0. Hall goes to Boston today
ietect them, and which therefore pass
to select her full stock of millinery.
The
device
under the name of silenoe.
at the
There will he an ioe oream sale
has proved that there is no snch thing as Methodist parsonage tomorrow evening,
to
the
of
the
repair
parsonage.
Sept. 17, proceeds
silence in the ordinary acceptance
Clifton Chapman and mother of Boston
berm.
What men call silence includes all

have been spending a week with his Uncle
Mr. John Reed.
H. W. Clifford went to Boston, Wednesday for a Short Stay.
Henry Merrill and Iwife have returned
home to Somerville, Mass.
George A. Huston and Miss Roxy Hall
were united la marriage Wednesday, Sept.
The
few 14, by Hev. Z. V. Evans of Camden.
not positive. There are probably
ceremony took place at the bride's father s
sounds that can escape this new inven- Mr. A- A- Hall In Newcastle. The oouple
tion, for its maker has proved that with it left on fhe afternoon train for a week in
he can detect and photograph the noise Portland.
Mr. D. H. Northey has s.eoured Mr.
made by a draught of air passing through Homer J.
Dlokey to take charge of his
all
a room.
blacksmith shop and Jwill attend to
which Prof. Web- kinds of carriage repairing, also horse
The mechanism
at which the
noises below the limit
human ear will register sound, but silence
full of sounds that
pass unis really
noticed, except by some delicate perception
like that of Prof. Webster’s apparatus.
In other words, silence Is comparative and

inOne of the principles
volved in this part of the process is hundreds of years old and was discovered oy
Sir Isaac Newton. To illustrate [it suppose that light is admitted through a pinhole shutter into a very dark room. Introduce Into the panel of light any opaque
body, as a knife blade, for example, and
observe the shadow which it oasts on a
that the
white soreen, and we shall see
edges of the shadow are fringed with colored light. The light in passing by the
edge or back of a razor or a blook of
marble or a bubble of air in glass is iu
This is
eaoh case affected the flame way.
because light always is inflected, or,
more properly speaking,rofraoted, when it
passes by the edges of bodies. But it is
rarely observed in ordinary circumstances
various
because when light comes from
directions the colors composing it overlap
and are reduced to whiteness. Any transgubstanoe of excessive thinness reeots brilliant odors,.
Examples are [seen
in thin laminae of air ooou pying cracks
bein glass and ioe and the lntergtioes
tween plates of mloa, also in thin films
of oii ou water and alcohol on glass, but
most remarkably iu soapy water blown
into very thin bubbles.
The same effect Is produced if a lens of
slight convexity is laid on a plane lens,
and the two after being plaoed together
by n soiew are viewed by reflected light.
Rings of color may be seen ranged around
the point of contact. The smallest rings
are broadegt and most brilliant and each
colors of the speotrum
one contains[the
order? These are oommonly
in their
called Newton’s rings, because Sir Isaac
Newton first investigated their phenomeThis principle of inflection,
na.
then,
and a modification of the instrument
used in producing Newton’s rings are
used in the new apparatus for measuring
sound. Within a small square box Prof.
Webster has plaoed several mirrors and
prisms in such a manner that Newton’s
rings will be projected against a moving
sensitive photographic plate. On one side
resonator,
of the box is a globe-shaped
inside of which is a sensitive diaphragm
made of a very thin glass plate.
this
The slightest sound will cause
diaphragm to vibrate. On the inner side
of the diaphragm is attached a very small
circular mirror weighing a fraction of a
When a sound, however slight,
gramme.
enters the resonator or receiver of tha
conseinstrument the diaphragm and
baokquently the small mirror vibrate

Sarent

__.3
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email

haam

shoeing.

Auburn
are stopping at K. R. Castner s for a day
or two.
Mis a Helen "Castner of the West End
Hotel is at home fOr„a week.
R

T?dv»l and

This unavoidable question has
to be
answered honestly by
Portland people
after they have read the opinion given below by Mr. G. T. Perry, a freight
conductor on the B & M. R. R., who
lives

CORNISH.

Friday.

Mr. Frank Remick, of Chicago, has
been visiting friends here. He was a
former resident of this town.
Rev. Mr. Lawton and Wife of South
Portland were in town Thursday calling
Mrs. George F.
on ther friends, Mr. and
Mlllw ard.
Mrs. Ella Howard of Hiram has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sarah Edgery.
Mrs. Jennie, wife of George F. Merrill,
died at her home on Maple street Friday

Patience

Mrs.
Spow and daughter Agnes, who have Wen here on a vaoatloh,
have returned to Portland.
Miss Rose Parker of Portland is here
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John

Parker.
Carrol Southard of Oakland, Cal., Is
visiting bis grandmother, Mrs. S. J. L.
O’Brion.
THE GORHAM

2.24 pace with 12 entries, and the three
minute class trot or pace, with ten entries. All of theBe classes with the exception of the first include many Portland
horses.

TAYLOR BOUND OVER.
Henry H. Taylor, who was brought
from Boston by Deputy Sheriff J. C.
Ayer of Cornish, for passing a forged
check, was arraigned at Cornish on Saturday morning. Taylor pleaded guilty,
and was held In the sum of $253 for his
appearance at the next term of
preme Court in York County.

the Su-

can

far
the kidneys, for the seoretions were
toojseanty and altogether too frequent.
The only medicine that ever
helped me
was Doan’s
Kidney PlJls. I had read
several notices in the
newspapers about
in particular
one
interested
I made up my mind to try them and
procuring a box at the drug store at the
junction of Middle and Free streets kept
by H. H. Hay & Sons, I started on the
contents of It. In the course of a couple of

them, and
m«.

I
days I felt better and encouraged.
kept right on using them. I have not
felt as well in seven or eight years as.I‘do
at night
at present. I enjoy my rest
right throngh from the start to the finish.
The backache is gone and the seoretions
of the kidneys are corrected.
I want to recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills to ail the boys. If they use
them
they will not he disappointed."
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers, price,50 cents. Mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. If., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
no substltnte.

27,600 FEET ABOVE THE EARTH.
The Highest Balloon

Ascent But One

Ever Made.
Prof.

and Mr,

Iiereon

Frozen at

a

Spenser

Nearly

Temperature of 29 Degrees

Over Five Miles Above
Coast—Grew Fatnt

England's South

Till

They Inhaled

Oxygen—Good

Compressed

Scientific

Results.

(Special Cable Despatch to the New York Sun.)
London, Sept. 17.—Great interest has
been excited by the remarkable
balloon
iscent by Prof. Berson of Berlin and Mr.
Spencer, an aeronaut from the Crystal
Palace, on Thursday. The large balloon

hydrogen,

llled with

reached a

height

of

17,600 feet—more than five miles. Prof.
Berson carried a complete equipment of
instruments for all manner of purposes,
the observations and soientific results
most satisfactory. This altitude has
mly once been exoeeded, and
that wts
ay Glaisher and Ooxweli, in 1862, |when
;hey asocended 37,000 feet. Mr. Spencer
were

lays:
“When the balloon was let go it shot
straight up at a perpendicular rata of
1,000 feet a minute for 10,000 feet, and an
»ir current bore It In a southeasterly

direction. When the balloon was
’eet high it took a southwesterly
When we were

over

18,000
direc-

saw

the Isle of

Dogs

dots.

ooast

of

town on Saturday.
Mr. William Seabury of Chebeague and
daughter, Mrs. Maud Titcomt, visited
friends and relatives in town the lattter

part of last week.

Mr. Ralph G. J. Pendelton of Chioago,
arrived in town on Saturday, called here
by the illness of his mother.
Arthur Goss of Deering, visited
Mrs.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Buoknara one day the latterlpart of last week.
Miss Lillian Riggs, Mrs. Lewis Sawyer
and Mrs. Ellen Durgin of Woodfords,
called on friends in town Saturday.
Mrs. John Barter of Boston has reoently
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Winslow.
WIT AND

I

do

sour

about a quarter of a minute I felt
the same feeling of giddiness creeping
Prof. Berson
Then
me.
over
oalled
again: ‘‘Spencer, oxygen!” I inhaled the
same
had
the
and
sensation
as
axvgen
before. Finally £we reached 27,600 feet,
which was not quite the record of Glaisher when he was nearly asphyxiated.
In
my opinion, we might have gone much
higher without ineonvenienoe, as 1 ng as
we inflated our lungs with oxygen.
Bnt
there were only four bags of ballast left,
and therefore I warned Prof. Berson that
it was not safe to throw any more away.
At 27,500 feet the thermometer showed
29 degrees below rero. We felt limp and
weak. We shivered and trembled although
wrapped in lots of flannel. The cold was
shooking. All the metallic articles, the
ballast bag hooks, the steel tube of the
lompressed pxygen, and other metal subThe
itanoes were coated with Ice.
sky
intense blue. The sun was so
was an
not
look
dared
nt it.
dazzling that we
We made the descent at terriho speed
in the upper altitudes. When the ballast
bagp were thrown out to steady the talloon, the sand scattered in the air
and
played around the flttings of our car. It
was only when we were within iO.OOO feet
of tho earth and in a warmer atmosphere
that the balloon began to descend steadily
We alighted gently In a field of stubble.”

Since 18611 have been a great sufferer from
catarrh. 1 tried Ely’s Cream Balm and to all
Terrible headaches
appearances am cured.
from wnich I had long suffered are gone.—W.
J. Hitchcock, late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A
Gen., Buffalo, N. Y.
“Yes. we lost that good girl that I
about.”
•
“What was the trouble?'’

told you

"Wliy she left the water running in the bath
tub. aud it leaked through and she caught cold
She said she wouldn’t stay in a house where
they didn’t have water-tight floors.”—Cleveland
Plata Dealer.

-At

as

boy of about 15 years,
FOSTER, AVERY &
CO.,

Outfitters._,_

16-1

of energy and tusinsss
OR WOMAN for
to travel
MANability
established fitrn. *50
F. W ZIEGLER &
all
and
expenses.
month
a
CO.. 226 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Ta.

aug30Tu&F8t-thenW&S18t

for an island
WANTED-Farmer
vnth experience In
W
cows

in Casoo

Que
the care ol
preferred. Address with references •‘B’.
Ray.

Argus office.

14.4’

Tlie best
Elgin and

street.

ISPl

TO LET—Two story bouse and
lot
feet of land. Inquire at 210 B
STREET. City.
19-2
SALE—First class house on Cumberland
street (west of State), 15 rooms, 2 baths
and steam, for one or two families, very choice,
sightly location; lot 50 by 150. To be sold at a
bargain if applied for at once. GEO. F. JUNK1NS. under United States Hotel, Monument

FOR

Square.

17-1

FOR

Oak and Pine Edgings for Kindlings.
BIRCH,
dry and under cover. A.D. MORSE, 23
Plum

Tel. 5Q-2.n-1
SALE—Woodfords, on electric line and

street, City.

FOR

one of the most deslrabe streets and neighborhood, house of 11 rooms In perfect repair,
new furnace, 38.000 fset land, corner lot from
which 4 lots can be sol i; must be solo Oct. 1st.
w. h. waldron & co., iso Middle st ut-i

SALE—12
piORdouble
team

express harnesses, 3 sets
harness, 8 light driving harSome of these are a little shop worn and
will be sold low. JAMES G. McGLAUFLIN,
55 Preble street, head of Portland street 19-1
CIOR SALE—Farm of 50 acres, all In grass,
•*- has cut 100 tons hav per annum. 4 miles
from Portland on electric line to Yarmouth,
best soil in Falmouth; will exchange for house
In Portland or Peering :a good bargain for cash.
W. H. WALDRON It CO., 180 Middle St 16-1

Shirvans, Carabaghs

TiOR SALE—First class foot power Lathe, 9
T Inch swing. 60 Inch between centers, automatic feed, adjustable tool o irrlage, adjustable centers, chucks, etc., suitable for metal or
wood turning. Circular saw arbor and table ;
just the machine for an amateur or small machine shop. Address, GEO. F. GOULD, 86 Ex16-1
change St.. Portland, Me.

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.
i®" Middles Street, Portland, Me.

Wild, LEM D you a good banjo if you wish
I o take lessons of me. Only 60 cents a lesAddress GEORGE A. LIBBY, No. 6
son.
Woodford street, Woodfords, or inquire of
Will Libby with Oressey, Jones Si Allen. 20-1

I

WANTED—These who desire board In a prill vat'e family to know that 1 can accommodate a limited number. Ladies $2.23 and gentlemen $2.75 per «eek. Apply to MRS. C. M.

Pioa-peot gt.

Mortgages
$5000

20-1

We

at 6 per cent interest.

FREDERICK S.

VAILL._17-1
19-1

UP-TO-DATE

TO

hood

Forty words Jnsorted u4«r this
one

w«ek for 85 cento east* in adrfcnoo.

rgro
A

LET—A very desirable rent west of State
street. 8 rooms, sunny exposure, all mod-

improvements. Call at G, F. JUNKINS,
Real Estate, under U. S. Hotel.
20-1
LET—Lower tenement No. 34
TiO street,
of Morning street,
corner

Congress
7

rooms,

pantry, bath and wash room, hot water heat,
on line of electric cars.
Apply to R. C. LIBBY on premises, or A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
street.

20-1

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
Call and see it. McKENNEY, the
Monument Sq uare._mar!9dtf

market.

Jeweler,

LET—A flat of 6 large rooms; Sunnv and
pleasant. Inquire on premises, 31 DEER
STREET14-1

TO

rro LET OR SELL—Tile fine new residence
89 North St. Everything modern; fine corner lot, just the place for thrifty young business
map. it. H. SHAW, 92 North St.14-1
TitOR RENT—Lower flat, 98 High street, all
T
modern improvements, on line of horse
cars, slate, set tubs, heat with hot water. Inquire of W. H. STEVENS.
_20-1

from $20 up.
I guaronly the best of trimmings used.
M. M. NANSEN, Merchant Tailor, 11 Temple
*
13-1
street.

ness
antee a lit and

IirANTED— I am now ready to buy all kinds
Y» of cast off ladies’, gents’ and children's
clothing. I pay more than any purchaser in
the city. Send letters to MR. or MRS. DE
GROOT. 76 Middle St.2s-<
TO LOAN on first and second mortgages on real estate, life insurance policies ana notes Or any good security. Real es481-2 Extate bought, 'sold and exchanged.
change street, I. P. BUTLER,aug23-4

MONEY

WANTED—All
and bags to

persons
call on

in

want

E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress sheet, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame

pictures.

11-3

cash prices
or
fixtures ot
aDy description or receive the same at our auction rooms lor sale on commission.
GOSS &
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
19-4

LOANED
first and second mortMONEY
gages, real estate, life insurance policies,
ana
on

good

collateral security.
Notes discounted; rate of Interest 6 per cent a
year and upwards, according to security. W.
F. CARR- room 5, second floor, Oxford Buildl^
ing, 185 Middle street.

Eighteen years successful practice In Maine.
UPDII

■

I wf I 111
al^i
I 111 M
g | V I V &»**

“Diseases.

without
'fmated
detention

pain or
business,
Easy; safe; no Imife. Cure
Guaranteed I or No Pay.
ironic

Dl*lCuT.FISSC
nil P*
ffc

Sk %
answered. Consultation ** I
Send for free pamphlet, g i
Portland;
Saturdays
only.
At U. S. Hotel,

|

FREE!

LOST AND POUND.
_

West End Hotel and Union
J Station a lour leaf clover diamond pin.
Finder will be liberally rewarded byreturning
samo to WEST END HOTEL.l°T

IOST—Between

forenoon,

probably

J Middle
IOST—Wednesday
Congress streets,
Charm. Finder return to J.

a

or

on

Masonic
F-. WAR-

Chapter
rewana.
REN, 188 Congress street and receive

Morrill’s aud Riverton,

FOUND—Between
lady’s bag and purse
Owner
have

GEO.

can

i’. LARKABEE,

4k

418 1-2 Congress street,
septi

CO.,

Portland. Me.
T.Th&stf

WANTED.

containing a sum
samo by applying

bond

Forty words inserted nnder this
one

week for 26 oents. cash la advance.

business.
trade
Congress street. For partloulars address,
with references, PARTNER, P. Q. X.. care
Daily Press, city,20-1
\\r A NTED—Man and wife, without children,
T t
to rent farm of fifty acres at Lewiston,
Maine; owner and family would board two
months la summer. Address M. C. O’BRIEN,
Box 74, Lewiston, Me.17-1
WANTED-Grooery
PARTNER
One of the finest locations for cash
on

will pay the highest
NOTICE—We
for household goods
store

sal A

DALTON

All

of trunks

663

notes, bonds

a

or
to

Pride’s Cor, Me., and

CCHOONER WANTED, over 30 tons, In exchange lor forty acres rich garden land,
specially adapted to celery and tobacoo. Flowing wells are obtained on lands similarly sin.
ated, and when wells ars obtained the lands
rent for $50 an acre, for growing tomatoes, egg
plant, celery and tobacoo. Six miles from Tampa,
Florida, near a rock paved road and railroad
station. Address D. H. YANCEY, Tampa, Fla.
19-1

__

lit ANTED—Cane seated chairs to be re-seated.
Tv Orders left at J. E. Fitzpatrick’s. I04Sa(em
street, or at Owen. Moore & Co.’s basement, 605
Congress street. Chairs called for at any part
of the city.
ANTED—American young man with a
moderate capital in well established
clean, cash business. Address, with real name,
business and references, I.
residence,

_10-1

present
X. L„ Press Office.17-1
WANTED-Boarders and lodgers. Furnished
■»
rooms to let with good table board at reasooablo rates. Please call at house 387 Cumber13-1
land at.

__*

our
WAN TED—All persons purchasing
* *
-Made Strong” trousers we sell for $1.00.
$1.25, §1.50. $2.00 and §2.60 per pair that will
to know
not rip in seam, or buttons come off,
they can have their money back if oil examination are not satisfactory, by returning the trouseps to us betore having been worn. HASKELL
& JONES, Monument
septl-4
Square.B

WAN TEI)—Case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-S
will not benefit. Send 5 cents to Rlpans Chemical
Co.,New York,for lOsamples and 1,000 testimonials.

A THOUSAND RINCS

To seiest from.
15-1
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
property.
llubys and all other precious stones.
A merlcan Mainsprings, made bv tho proving
Engageand Wedding Kings a specialty.
ment
Largest
pair of military gauntlets. Tbe
WaH%u Connies. Warranted
in the city.
stock
the Jeweler,
McKfiNKEY.
will
leave
the
please
at
PRESS
tinder

LLOST—A

OFFICE.

SALE—Elegant new bouse on Forest
Avenue, opposite residence of Hon. W. W.
Brown, eleven good rooms, electric lights and
bells, open fireplace, laundry, steafn heat, corner
lot, large shade trees, cement and brick walks,
hard wood floors, porcelain bath tub, slate
sink, papered throughout, throughly up to date;
price low and terms to suit. DALTON & CO.

1**1

Monument Square.

mariadtf

sudor this head
week for 88 cents, oath In advance.

sep3dtf
l.ET—House located on Pine street, hot
TO and
cold water, set tubs, steam heat, lire
WEDDING RINGS.
places and newly plumbed bath room; ten
rooms and large yard; rent will be made satisOne hundred of them to select from. All
factory to the right party. Enquire at 693 CON- styles, all weights, all prices In 10, 14 and 18
GRE33
Gold. Largest and best stock of rings
Kt,
ST._
_14-t_
OR RENT—House in the western part of the ill the city. A thousand ot them. McKENNEY,
the Jeweler. Monument Square.junetdtf
12
rooms
with
city containing
baith; steam
heat; all modern improvements; in good condiSALE OR LEASE—Brick house 105
tion; suitable for renting rooms or taking
Winter street, thoroughly built, 12 rooms,
boarders. For particulars apply at once, Real beside bath and linen
room, fourteen closets,
Estate Office, First National Bank Building, cellar
plastered and cemented, containing launFREDERICK 8. VAILL.14-1
water closet, furnaoa
rooms
and
dry, storage
LET—Brick house 776 Congress street, 12 heat, two open fires, lot 60x100 very pleasant,
fine
TO rooms
gardens and State street. P.
and bath room, steam heat, nice con- overlooking
jly29,tl
dition, location unsurpassed, good place for C. MANNING, 234 Middle street.
physician, or private family, or for lattlng
rooms.
MARRY ME, NELLIE,
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR. 93 Exchange street, or to Edward Hasty, 12 Green And I will buy you such a pretty King at
street.
7 tf
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Rings,
OUSE FOR RENT-Fumished or unfur- Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds aud
nished, 27 Pine St Rent moderate to all other precious stones. Engagement and
good tenant or will sell on installment plan.
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock In
W. C. G. CARNEY, Room 8, City Building or city. McKENNEY, The Jewelef, Monument
85 Federal St.
sep3-tf
Square.
_mar22dti

FOR

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine. 120 acres
jDOR
r good land. 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all In good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
premises.
aug24tf
feet of pine timber. About two miles
LET—At 153 Cumberland stfeet, a first g0,000
om Bethel village, and known as the Edward
rpo
A
class upper rent of eight rooms, with bath A. Capen farm, will be sold on favorable terms
tub and hot water connections, also hot water or may be exchanged for Portland property.
beat.
Everything in One condition and up to MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 394 Fore St
marO-tf
date.
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street, Pttrtlanrf \!e
foot of Exchange street,
aug2dtt
SALE OR LEASE—A lot of land at the
West End, corner Forest and Congress
mo LET—Over twenty-five choice rents on Con- FOB
A gross, Cumberland, Pine, 8herman, Cush- streets, containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to
jan25dtf
E. HARLOW, 9is Congress street.
Cedar.
WllEllsworth,
Gray,
Brackett,
man,
mot. Myrtle, Salem and Adams streets; also
SALE—Building lots at Oakdale. The
several good offices on Congress street. GEO.
Leering Land company offers for sale
F. JUNKINS, under United States Hotel, Mon- on favorable
terms desirable building lots
ument Square.
17-1
on William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oakdale.
Apply to CHAS. C. ADAMS, Treasand rknts-frederick s.
urer, 31 Exchange street, Portland.
YA1LL has the largest list of desirable
je6tlocteow*
fllO LET—Lower tenement, bouse 257 State
A street, seven rooms besides bath, pantry,
laundry, eto., hot water heat.
Inquire on

FOR

Uses in deering,
Any location, style or price or terms.
kinds of property exchanged.

LET.

Forty word* 1inerted
one

ern

Kxohange

negotiated—giooo, $3000,

at more

FOR

septl9dst

TO LET.

lunwil tinder this head
weeh for 80 cents, cosh 18 advance.

12

SALE—A house and large lot with
fruit trees, well situated in a pleasant
country village wltn best of school
privileges; terms reasonable.
Apply to T. L.
LIBBY. Gray, Me., or to L. SI. WEBB, Port10-2
land. Sle.

FOR

1AX8CISLT.ANEOCS.

STILLMAN,

largest assortment of Jar-

T
dinieres to be found In the city, trom 10
cents up to ten dollars each. Potting soli 50o
per bushel. KENDALL & WHITNEY, Federal and Temple St*.
15-1

READY EOR INSPECTION AND SALE MONDAY, SEPT. 19.

iiionev.

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

Congress

SALE OR
poR
A
of 6000

|?OR SALE—The

once

WANTED
errand boy.

450

SALE—21-2 story house containing two
rents situated on Clark, near Spring streel;
also a good sized stable on same; lot 37*92.
For further particular* inquire of A. 0. LIBBY
& CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange street.174

Beloochistans, Eulahas, Feehans,
Afghans,
and other noted weaves in assorted sizes.

All letters

remedy put up by any Tom, Dick
clerk, two or three years
WANTED—Drug
or Harry; it is compounded by expert pharmavv
experience. State age, experience, salaAsk ry, references, etc. H. G. M., Tress Office.
cists. Ely Bros, offer a 10 cent trial size.
19-1
Full size Cream Balm 50 cents. ___
your druggist
a

SALE—Received a lot of German Hartz
pOR
A
Mountain Canaries. They are almost in
full song. Also all kinds of bird cages, seeds
and sundries ready on hand.
My prices on
goods are very low, the quality as good as any.
Please call anu examine. FRED BROMBY,

They Comprise,

Lewiston, Me.
332 Main Street,

WANTED.

20-1

street.

ness.

Sects

WSIDOM.

We mail it.
ELY BEOS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.

of Choice

NOTICE—Fall.
suits made to order

put
upwarn,
appreciable dlHerenoe in the
the
When
at
of
a
atmosphere.
rarity
high
I was curious to ascertain the
>r altitude
yffeot of the atmosphere and removed the

HELP

It Is not

Quantity

‘Spencer, oxygen, oxygeni’
]l| ONEY to loan on mortgages of real estate HOUSE TO LET—At Woodfords, centrally
“That was the signal arranged for the ill
For sale real estate,
at 5 and 6 per cent.
located, has six rooms with bath, cemented
inhaling of compressed oxygen, which farms, timber lands and suburban property. cellar and furnace heat. Apply 4 ARLINGTON
and
of
care
Thor- STREET. Woodfords.14-1
Rents
collected
property.
I seized
tiaa been taken along in a tube.
of the value of property,
the respirator and inhaled the
oxygen, ough acquaintance
having had 25 years’ experience ju the busi- fpO LET—A furnished house near Western
ind so did Prof. Berson. The result was ness.
N. S. GARDINER, 1761-2 Middle street. -l Promenade. Possession given Oct. 1st
marvellous. We felt new life and could
House is in good
and retained until April 1st.
13-3
it tend to the sandbags and the
condition, hot and cold water, steam heat and
manipuStable
and carriage
conveniences.
has
modern
well
of
as
as
if
the balloon
on
lation
the
Suitings and Overcoatings now
ready for your inspection. Stylish busi- house on rear of lot. Enquire at No. 22 Bramzronmi. Prof. Hereon was very pale, and
14-1
hall street.
1 was, too.

1-2

'doms each, fitted with modern improvements,
mated by steam and in full view of Portland
larbor. Anyone looking for a moderate priced
A. C. LIBBY 5*
tome it will pay them to call.
20-1
DO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.

poR

goods.

Astrologer and Seer—Life’s
mysteries, business prospects, personal,
and
all
the
affairs of life truthfully re
love
vealed, only 20e.; one question answer for 10c;
S for 25c; horoscope $1.00. Send tilrth date and
PROF. C. MAO. Danbjr, N. Y. B. 102.
sex.
sep!5-4

be told me that
”We eoninueu
there was no

situated No. 6

SALE—2
story house,
fpORAtlantic
street, containing two rents ot five

SALEWA fine house and stable situated
A
at the Cape on a large high lot 50x130, Electric cars pass the door. Price $1000. MARKS
& EARLE CO., over Eve. Express.
20-1

Were selected by our buyer who endeavored to get together the very choicest novelties in oriental weaving and on terms that will allow of their distribution among admirers of Eastern rug art at ibices much reduced from the usual demanded for these

gress street.

he

importation,

These Carpets

forty words

one

of recent

Of tne Orient.

“At 25,000 feet we had a'decided feeling
if dizziness. Breathing became difficult.
I was about to remark to Syof. Berson
when

house containago. with lot

SALE—A Vose & Sons’ piano In fine conpOR
A
ditlon; but little used: fa great bargain.
Apply to 81 Quebec street, Portland, Me. 20-1

Certainly Masterpieces
From tne Rug Artists

she horizon.

•fIn

Mr. R.H. McCabe of Portland was at the
Royal River house on Saturday.
Emerson of Auburn is the guest
Miss
of Mr. and Mrs.George E. Bird.
Mr. Norman Fogg of Freeport, was in

I

opened,

ORIENTAL RUES «• CARPETS

INSTRKCTION-Eioout;ion
Dramatic
taught. CHAS. BARRINGER, 432 Con-

sensation,

new

50x100, situated on Pine street. South Portland.
Price very low and on easy terms ol payment,
inquire ol A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
20-1
greet.

Exchauge

Have just

A

distinctly risible, and the
rast expanse of the North Sea tonohed

Shat felt a peculiar
3alled:

SALE

a
11-2 story
FORing 8 rooms,
built two years

substantial 2 story house brick
near Congress Square,
Excellent nelghborhoou.
corner lot 60x100.
80000; easy terms, BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2

a

France was

head
week far 25 cents, eash in advance.

SALE-A
rlR
house In good order,

have funds of clients to Invest in ijrst mortgagmagnificent panorama. The es on real estate security. Parties desiring
can obtain same by applying to the Real
English Channel lay at oar feet Ships loans
Estate Office, First National Bank Building,
were little blaok
The
we

respirator.

YARMOUTH.

|

I

paper.
Mr. Perry says: “For quite a number
of years my back bothered me with pain
across_the loins. I know it was due to

;ion.

FAIR.

Cumberland County Fair, which
opens at Gorham today, bids fair to excel
any exhibition of previous years. The
trotting and paoing in particular will be
very fine, and big crowds will undoubtedly attend the fair to witness them. Today occurs the three-minute class open to
Westbrook horses with eight entries, the
The

|

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.

dozen arti-

alainas,

pare the evidenoe with other statements
about other kidney remedies published
side by side with it in the columns of this

_

Cornish, Sept, la— Charles C. O'Hrion,
M. D., of Grove ton, N. B., was in town

a

one

depend upon most, one endorsed by people
Hell knows inJPortlan dor eleven endorsed
by utter strangers? Read this and coaaa-

wife of

rxf

light is sent careening about among the
other mirrors and the prisms and is made
Anally to resolve Itself into a series of
colored fringes. These fringes are projectscreen
ed through a series of slits in a
reaohes the
until by the time the light
photographic plate it takes the form of a
waving line. This waving lins is projected on a screen by means of a lantern and
may he viewed if necessary by a number
of persona at once, as during the meeting
of the A merican Association for the Advancement of Science. So, as Prof. Webster jocularly remarked.a deaf man might
easily distinguish the difference between
the sounds, while a blind man could not.
Some suprising results were shown on
the screen. Thus the vibrations produced
by a tuning fork were shown In the form
of very regular waves across the screen.
Some vowel sounds projected into the receiver were depicted in a very irregular
waving line, showing that it is impossible for any person to hold the voice evenly
while pronouncing a letter or word. This
is a point for musicians and singers generally to ponder over. A draught in the
room produced an effeot which resultirregular curves
ed in a series of rather
having a downward trend. Silence maniof
very
regular
fested itself in a series
line waving lines. Ability to hear or see
silence might occasion some surprise, but
the reoord proved simply that there were
whioh the
sounds in the atmosphere
human ear could not hoar. Lord Kayieigh
alter some experimentations determined
that we are capable of hearing sounds oi
an intensity less
than one-millionth oi
an atmosphere.
Some idea of the capabilities of this new
instrument may be
gained from the fact that the little mirror
mentioned above will move backward and
forward over even so slight a distanoe as
1-100,000 of an inoii.
Webster’s new
machine may
Prof.
prove of great soientifio value. It has reoi
corded a sound of one six-millionth
a
distanoe of
an atmosphere at
twenty
feet
that
same sound,
feet. At fcrty-iive
one-twelve-milltonth of
then reduced to
was recorded.
On
the
an atmosphere,
other hand the sound of a whistling buoy
was
The
recorded,
7 1-4 miles away
easily
the distance away
pitch of this sound and
were determined by the instrument. And
this brings up the question of its utility
If the sounds made on u veson vesssels.

swer.

it 26 Pine street, which .of
3les, all making the same

GRAY.

diaphragm.

Special Meeting.

Corra#.

Sound-Con-

ready for
ster’s machine records sound
measurement is comparatively simple, It
consists of a set of movable mirrors and
prisms which act in conjunction with a

PORTLAND DRY DOCK.

by

pondento of the Press.

Machine.

by

/

Items of interest Gathered

Act-

vessels.

/ Qnion JVLutual \

TOWNS.

Light

Exactly—

Forty words Inserted snder this
Only One Honest An-

Which Permits of

absolutely Impossible.

Work It Does.

SAUL

IMPORTANT QUERY.

AN

Houses

houses and rents for sale and to let of anv real
estate office in Portland. His specialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents and general
care of
Particnl&is Real Estate
property.
17-1
Office, First National Bank Building.
LET—A pleasent rent of six rooms at No.
For particulars
1 Stetson Place, Park St
ON PREMISES between the hours of 1
enquire
and 2 o’clock.
16-1

TO

WANTED- -FEMALE HELP.
heed
Inserted nnder tilts
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty wards
one

WANTED—For general housework In
E. F. HAYDEN, No. 94
family.
19-1
Oak street.

CURL
T small

mo LET—Upper rent of 8 or 9 rooms in good
A repair, at 21 Chestnut St., near Congress. «■ ANTED—A middle aged woman to care for
References required.
Apply
Will be ready about Oct. 1st.
Inquire at 21 »l a child. ST.14-1
at 181 STATE
18-1
CHESTNUT ST., left hand bell.
have steady emplojment for
machine hands; also need
folders. KING MANUFACTURING CO., 148 Middle street, Portland.

WANTED—We
”
more

mO LET—Two nicely furnished rooms on the
A
third floor, in private family; bath privileges; good board near; price reasonable. Ap19-1
ply 311 CUMBERLAND ST.

one or

mO LET—A very pleasant and genteel rent of
A 7 rooms, No. 09 Spruce St. In first class
condition.
Laundry, bath, steam heat, eta.,
rent $25 per month. Apply to .JOHN r. PROC18-1
TOR, Real Estate Office. Exchange St.

IV ANTKD—Fifty Girls to run power matt
chines. Apply to Mr. Kelly at manufactory. 168 Middle street, fourth floor. M1LLIKEN. COU3EN3 & SHORT.sep7-4

St.,

TOshoe store,399} Congress
large front
LET—At

one

room

with set bowl and

Sebago

many

more

12-2

over the Globe
room and side

WANTED—SITUATIUS

water. Suitable

^^S3’MR|laFrr?fiKR'SEEMPLOTMm
OFFICE.

two

under this head
words Inserted
week fire- 25 cents, eash In advaaes.

Forty
one

__I6-I

LET—2 new rents, containing 5 ropms
each bath, hot and oold water; small fumilv onlv. Price $15 each; in new building corJOHN F.
ner Franklin and Oxford streets.
PROCTER, Centnlal Block.15-1
rsiO LET—A fine rent of seven rooms; steam
A heat, set tubs, bath and all modern ImNo. 142 Sherman street, near
provements.
Grove street. Call forenoons or evenings.

TO

14-1

i.

as

housekeeper,

or com-

WANTED—Position
panion, by a refined middle aged woman.
AdCompetetent to take lull charge of house. 20-1
dress F, Press Office.

English, married,

no

family,

COACHMAN,
strictly temperate; first class stableman;

un-

derstands furnace and steam beating; willing to
be useful; long experience; good appearance,
Address COACHMAN, 223
A1 references.
19-1
Congress street, City.

LET- Detached house of 11 rooms and
TO bath,
WANTED-By acapablereliable
combination heater, situated on Conwoman in a small family of adults; capable
gress street close to Longfellow Square; very SITUATION
desirable location for doctor. Possession given of taking charge of house when necessary;
For further particulars inquire of write full particulars, N. S., Press Office. 16-1
Oct. 16.
HENRY S. TRICKEY, No. 121 Exchange
street
14-1
position as managing house-

WANTED—A

keeper, one capable of filling position of
general
No. 73 trust; also wiling to bo useful as
down staDs; housekeeper; having had experience can give
Price $11 satisfactory references as to ability and charvery convenient for small family.
15-1
per month.
Inquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY, acter. Address, S. A. S. 37, this office,
No. 121 Exchange street.
14-1
by an American woman
as working housekeeper in a small famiLET—In YarmoutnvIUe, Me., lower tenereferences given and good reqqlred.
ment with 6 rooms and bath, electric light ly-good
Maine.
14-1
and set range if T/»nted. Lawn and front 60 by Address W-, Knightviile,
100 feet. Corner of Main and Elm Sts. Call or
WANTED.
A.
M.
Me.
address,
HAYES, Yarmouthvllle,
14-1
Situation by a young man who understands
Two
mO LET—An upper tenement consisting of 9 bookkeeping and is willing to work.
Graduate of Crajr’s PortA
looms and bath, situated No. 95 tiTay St..
years experience.
has modern conveniences; price .Super month. land Business College. Good references furAddress CHAS. F. ALLEN. SkowInquire Of A. 0. LIBBY^5! CO., 42 1-2 Exchange nished. Maine.
augSrtSw*
l-H
hegan,
street.
LET—Two

TO Parris street,five

one

TO

room

up and

new
one

rents

WANTED—Situation

4

REVENGE ON LOUISVILLE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boston

Batted Ont

FINANCIAL AND 00NMEKC1A1

Victory in the First

a

Inning.
Boston, September 19.—The home team
Louisvilles today,
revenge on the
batting out a viotory in the first innings

CHEAP

took

Sunday Excursions
—

ON

—

Sojxt. 18tH

POUTLAII)

FROM

O'

y0

TO

Gorham and Berlin, N. H„
nud Intermediate Stations.
Leave 8.30

Return 4 p.

a. m.

m,

Round Trip Fare $1.00.
ALSO EROM

—

—

ISLAND POND

and allowing the visitors but one run in
the entire game. Willis was very effective,
while the

fielding of the Champions was
brilliant throughout. The score:
Boston.
40001110 x—7
00100000 0—1
Louisville,
Louisville, 4.
Base bits—Boston, 11;
Errors—Boston, 0; Louisville, 1. BatMagee and
teries—Willis and Bergen;

Kittridge.
Philadelphia,

The Phillies had a walkbatted hard.
Hill's
over in the second game, thanks to
He sent ten men to first on
wildness.
balls. Attendance 4300. The soore:

Island Pond 4.30 a. m.
Keturn from Portland 6.00 p.. mRound Trip Fare to Portland su. so and to
Old Orchard Beach Si.90.
Kates to and from intermediate points at
correspondingly low rates.
Leave

X—8
0—0

Errors—Philadelphia, 1; Cincinnati,

5.
1.

'Batteries—Fifleld and
Breitenstein and Wood.

MeFaifland;

(Second Game)
00000010

6.
3.
Butteries—Donohue
Hill and Wood.

TRAINS LEAVE
and Chicago
For J o itreal, Quebec, Toronto
Lewiston and Auburn, Gorham and
8 30 p m
m.
septl5dtf
8.30
p.
and
Berlin, 8 30 a. in.

game in Brooklyn today, was a slugging
ust\tch, which Brooklyn wou by a great
finish. Yeager badly hurt his hand field-

SUNDAY

Day Steamer for
International S. S. Co.
Until Sent 19th, 1S98,
R. Wharf on Tuesday,
day and Saturday at 7 a. m.,

will

Steamer

Thurs-

leave R.

Xew York,

and McFarland;

September

19.—The

first

a wicked drive. Gardner was effective
in the second and Pittsburg won by nioe
batting. Darkness stopped play at the
The
Attendance 1100.
end of the fifth.

ing

score:

BOSTON.

BOSTON.

13000005

Brooklyn,

Plttsb-rg,

1

8

2

1

2

0

0

2—11
1—10

0

Base hits—Brooklyn. 19; Pittsburg, 14.
Batand Grim;

Errors—Brooklyn, 1; Pittsburg, 0.

teries— MoKenna,
Yeager
Tannehlll and Sohriver.

(Second
Pittsburg,

Brooklyn.)

Game at

0
0

Brooklyn,
Base

FARE $1.00.

nice—Bitcscurg,

e;

0 2
10

0
0

4—8
1—2
o.

xirpuKiyu,

Errors—Pittsburg, 0; Brooklyn, 2. Batteries—Gardner and Sohrlver; Miller and

Meals served on board.
H. P. C. HERSEY, Agent.
jylldtf

Grim.

September 19.—The Senaoutpltohed and out batted the Colts
Freeman’s heavy stick work was
today.
Washington,

investors]

CiMid Illuminating Go.

tors
a

Attendance 800.

feature.

2
0

Washington,
Chicago,

1
1

1
2

3
0

The soore:
0
0

1
0

0
2

0-8
0—5

Base brits—Washington, 13; Chioago, 7.
Errors—Washington, 1; Chicago, 1. Batteries—Dlneen and
Woods and Nichols.

Farrell;

Thornton,

STOCK, STOCK, STOCK.

Baltimore, September 19.—The Orioles
won their eighth conseoutive victory at
Controls the
Union park today with Cleveland again

A Gilt Edged Security.
charter of the Portland Electric Light the victims.
conFrazer’s wildness
Co. Will light Portland, Deeriug and tributed
largely to his defeat. The score;
Cape Elizabeth with Low Cost Water Baltimore,
1 0 0 2 4 0-0 6—12
Power from Great Falls, North Gorham, Cleveland,
0004002 0—6
14 miles from Portland.
Base hits—Baltimore, 16;
Cleveland,
and 10.
Errors—Baltimore, 3; Cleveland, 1.
assured
Large Profits
Frazer
and Robinson;
Batteries—Maul
popular rates that will induce and Criger.
business.
an immense
New York, September 19.—The Browns
Write for particulars,
could not hit Seymour today, only one
base hit resulting from their efforts. The
score:

CUMBERLAND

Illuminating

New York,
St. Louis,

Co.,

:

476 FORE, COR. CROSS ST.,
Portland, Wle.

00010010 x—2
00000301 0—1

St. Louis, 1.
Base hits—New York, 8;
Errors—New York, 5; St. Louis, 0. Batteries—Seymour and Warner; Hughey and

S'lgden.
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.

atf

sep9

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Boston.
Baltimore.
Cincinnati.
Cleveland.
Chicago.
New York.

Philadelphia.
Pittsburg.
Louisville.

Writing
Spelling

Brooklyn.

Drawing Books.

and

Wasbiugton.
SL Louis.

Pencils, Rubber,

School Books g! all kinds.

Chioago._
Winnipesaukee
21st.

—

N. Bridgton, Harrison

VIA. M. C. and B. & S. R. R. R.
a.m.

_

p.m.

Harrison

a.m. a.m.

p.m.

5.20 9.25 5.10
a.m. p.m. p.m.
8.10 12.12 7.42

Portland & Worcester

Liner

I’omuii & Rochester it. n.
of Preble St.

June 27, 1838. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
On anti alter Monday.

p. KL
For Manchester, Concord and
7 JO a. m. and 12.30 p. m.

conference with Corbett and his managers
relative to the change of date and place of
He was not
his meeting with Corbett.
present at a meeting which had been arat
afternoon
this
George Couranged for
sidine’e saloon, but instead sent a letter.
All the pugilistio celebrities in town, including Corbett and Sharkey, were on
hand.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

5.55
8.51

Arrive Portland
Stage from Harrison to Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
B. & S. K. E. K.
augl2dtf

points North

al

For Rochester,
Sprlngvale, Alfred, Water,
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a in., 12.30 and
6Jo p. m.
For Gorham at 7JO and 9.45 A in., 12.30k S.OOk
6 jo and 6 JO p. m.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodfords at JM,' B-45 a nh,
12J0, 3.00, 5Jo and 6.20 p. ru.
The 12JO p. m. uain trotn Fortland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
fur the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
tor Providence and New i'ork, via "Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, .via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. foi
the West, and with the New York all rail via

"Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from
Woroestei
at 1.30 p. m.; from Kocnester at 8.30 a m., 1.30
and 5.48 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40. 8.30 and
10J0 a m., 1.80, 4.15, 5.18 p. m.
For through tickets lor all points West and
Sooth apply to H. C. PALMER, Ticket Agent,
Portland, Ma.

Jeitdtt

M’COY WON’T CONFER.

__

p.m.
1.25
4.10

Trains leave Portland M.C.E.R., 8.45
Arrive Harrison,
11.33

Station Toot

excursion on September

__

York,
September 19.—Charles
(Kid) McCoy refuses to hold any further

ALL RAIL LINE

leave

.331

.292

New

RAILROAD*.

Returning,

.385

At the same time last year the Bostons
the
stood 711 against 659 this year, and
Baltimore 707 against 639 this year.
George Wheeler was not released by

sepiOdlwteodtf

Bridgton,

.659
.638
.602
.678
545
.538
.512
.500
.438

Philadelphia, but will be reserved.
Nichols, of the Portland, Maine State
league team, is now catching dally for

LORI, SHORT k HAR10N
:

Per CL

44
46
63
54
60
60
61
66
73
74
87
96

ing off oompared with those of last year.

Penholders and Pens.

TO

L.

85
81
80
74
72
70
64
66
57
48
43
34

The percentages of the leading clnbs at
the present stage of the game show a fall-

Paper.

Books and

W.

BASEBALL NOTES.

Blanks and Pads.

Ccmposition

lietatl

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

BEFORE JUDGE

ROBINSON.

A soldier from Portland Head, Niels C.
V. K. Larsen, was before Judge Robinforeson of the Munoipal oourt yesterday
noon on two charges, one of intoxication
Mrs.
Catherine
on
assault
for
and another
Ktdrtdge of Commercial street, to which
He was fined $3
ho pleaded not guilty.
and costs for intoxication and £10 and
of his comrades
Some
costs for assault.
at Portland Head raised the money to pay
his fine.
A complaint was made against Mary E.
Nash for maintaining a house of ill fame.
Thu case wus continued to Wednesday.
These other cases were decided:
Augustus H. Frates, intoxication; fined
|5 und costs.
Alfred E. Nickerson, intoxication; fined
five dollais and costs; appealed.
James L. Carter,
intoxication; continued to September 20,1898.
John T. Coleman, intoxication; thirty
days each in the county jail.
intoxication thirty
George A. King,
days in the county jail.
Suspended
during good behavior.

Patrick; Ryan, vagabond; twenty days
in the oounty jail.
SENATOR FAULKNER CHOSEN.
Washington, September 19.—Senator C.
J. Faulkner of West Virginia, was today
appointed to the position on the Canadian
commission made vacant by the retirement of Senator Gray.
Centre Harbor exoursion on
21st.

C,roejer.

>n.r

|C.t.v

Portland market—cut loaf 7: eonfetlon ca
»c. pulverised 6o;
powered, «c; granulated
5%o; coffee crushed 6c: yellow 4.1.
Hides.
The following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
Cow and steers....7 oipib
Bulls and stags.6 «
Skins—No 1 quality.11c
No 2
No 3

..9

Portland

September

c

@8c
6&170

.7

0—1

hits—Philadelphia, 7; Cincinnati,
Errors—Philadelphia, 2; Cincinnati,

for Lewiston and Auburn, 7.00. 8.10 a. m.,
tor t'Orham,
l. 30. 4.00, 5.20 and 8.30 p. n>.
8.30 p.
Berlin and Island Pond 8.10 a. in. 1.30 and
a. m. ana 8.30
m. i?or Montreal and Chicago 8.10
m.
h
30
and
m.
p.
a.
p. m. For Quebec s.10

TO

47%.
Government Bonds steady.
Mexican dollars

Base

run

for

Money Market.
-By Teleiraott.
NEW YORK, Sept, 19.
Money on call was at 4@4V4 per cent
last loan at 4: prime mercantile paper at
4@£
per cent, sterling Exchange steady,with actua
Dusiness In bankers bills at A8S% 04 84 foi
demand and 4 81*14 <a4 82 £or
sixty days 1 poit
ed rates
IZbk
85%, Commercial bills arc

0.0001224 x—9 Culls

Philadelphia,
Cincinnati,

TRAINS

REGULAR

11000510
00000000

Base hits—Philadelphia, 18; Cincinnati,

Portland and Old Orchard Beach.

New York Stook and

September
4J81.
first game the Reds were utterly helpless
Silver certificates «0V4(a61V4.
Breitenstein was
Bar Silver 60%.
before Fifleld, while

Philadelphia,
Cincinnati,

TO

the

19.—In

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Wholesale

Market.

Delaware.L,aekawana & VYesll49
Denver; * Rio ttraade. 14
eno^ew.lay*

149
14

17%
192%
67%
6%
105
£7

......

89
34

89%
116%
13
65

41%
78%
JS1

176
16%

}6%
107J

103%
110%
157
81%

...

169

168%
14yj
6

Wabash....
-3 8%
do prfd. 22%
Boston * Maine.163
New York&New England pfd, 98
Old Colon?.190
Adams Exsress...Ill
Ainenoan Express......136

2i%
162
J3
ISO
11®
130
41
106

40

62
4
33

18ZJ^
123%
»3%

Boston Prodnoe Market. -1
PORTLAND. Sept. 19.
BOSTON. Sept. 119, 1898—The following sre
Flour quiet and unchanged with a very strong
ot Provisions, etc.i
Wheat was to-day’s quotations
feeling for Winter Wheat brands.
FLOUa.
a little off to-day at Chicago on heavy receipts
4 26fi6 00
aud af large Increase in the visible supply. Corn Soring patents.
Spring, clear ana straight. 3 25 $C4 35
was heavy with Wheat.
Oats unchanged, but winter patents. 3 65*4 26.
dull. Provisions unchanged here, with Chicago Winter, clear and straight, 3 log 4 00
Ultra and Seconds ou.
weak. Cheese very firm and higher.
Eggs are Fib*
and Supers —.
firmer.
The following are todys wholesale pricei of
Chicago Live stock Market.
Provlssion. Groceries: otc.
(By Telegraph.)
Grain.
CHICAGO, Sept. 19. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
Corn car
Superfine A
® 39 19,000; native beef steers 6 0005 76: Stockers
do Das lota .. .. 42 anil feeders at 3 0004 66; cows and belfers
low irades.3 0083 26
Meal Dag lots
Spring Wneat hax040 2 7604 26; Western rangers 2 75@4 50; Texers.ei ana st33S03 66 Oats, ear lots
80»S1 ans at 3 2605 15.
Patent Bprmp
Oats, hag lots
084
Hon—reeeipts 23,000^stronger; ranging from
Wneat... 4 75*6 CO Cotton Beee
8 xoa* 10.
22 000; ranging from 3 000
bee low 0000024 00 4 Sheep—receipts
roller.... 3 8694 00
60; lambs 3 7536 25.
clear do.. .3 60*3 76 Sacked fire
oar lou. 14 30*1600
>tLeulBSfg
Domestic Mamets.
roller...
385®4®!? ban loti16 00917 00
(By Telegripm
clear do..36003 76 Middling *0000017 00
w nt’r wbea.
tag eta. .*00017 00
Sept 19, 1898.
parena.. 4 0084 26 Mixed feed.... ) 7 00 SJNKW YOEK—The
Floor market—receipts
rien.
Coffee.
24,667 bbla; exports 16,288 bbis: sales 6 000
(Buying* telling price) Rio,roasted
11®18 packages: easier on new spring wheat brands,
Con—Lare* __JavaAMocha do26®28 otherwise
fairly active.
Snare ... .4 603*476
ffirlBllti
Fiour quotations—city mills patents —; winter
omaU do.. 2 00*3 25 Porto Rioo..... 28030
a 76«s 96: city mills clears —: wluter
patents
Pollock ,...2 2698 26 Barbados*. ....280*9
40®3 66; Jllnn. patents at 8 8004 46;
Haddock... 1 7602 00 Fancy..82®86 stransit!
whiter extras 2 60*2 96; Minn bakers at 8 16
Hake.*0002 26
Ton.
(28 40; winter low grades 2 76(28 60.
H erring, box
Amoys ...... 28030
Eye easy; No 2 Western 4B%c clL Buffalo.
0®14c Congous.. *o...26050
Scaled....
Wheat—receipts 244,200 bush: exports 302.bi
Mackerel,
Japan. 80036 840 bush: sales 670,000 Dush futures; and
Snore is *00 000*00 Formoto...... .36066
82.000
bush spot: spot steady; No 2 Ked 72% 0
(
2S
snore
00000*00
Sugar,
fob afloat to arrive.
Large Bt *11014 00 StandardGran
660
Corn—receipts 147.760 bush: exports 126,
rroauoe
Ex ebue Quality
6 69
028 bush; sales 90,000 bush futures, 239,000
Cane Cranoernes
Lxt.-AC....
8 2i
bush
soot spot easy; No 2 at 86% fob afloat.
00
00
crate..
003
Yellow Extra C....|4%
13
Cats—receipts 194.000 bush: exports 2U.919
0 00
Maine.
Soed
sales UB.OOO bus spot; spot cester; No 2
bush;
Pea Beans.l 4001 60 Timothy.
8 6603 76
atfliVsC; No 3 —o; No 8 white at —; No2
Red Kidney 2 1602 26 Clover West. »%«»
2Se
white
jtraek white 23085c.
Yellow Eves.1 7001 76
do
N, T. 9%«10
Beeiaulet; lamlly—; city extra India Mess
Cal Pea.... 1 4001 60 Alsike,
10010%
Petaft. bus
40046 Red Top,
16017
Lard weak: Western steam gs 06.
PnvMna
short
Pork easier; mesa at|58 7609 25;
Sweets. Jrsv2 7608 00 Perk—
Sbore 2 25 2 60 heavy
13 35 clear —; family —.
Butter Is film; Western creamy at 15%@
mediuml2 00012 26
mons. naiv2 0002 26
2!o: lactory do U%ei«4o; Elgins at 21c;
short out ana
clear
state dalrv 14@l8%o; docrera I5at20%c.
Chickens....
12014
Cheese firm: large slate white 7%@8c; small
Tnrkeva. Wes. 130x6 Beet—light 10 2591076
Northerndo.... 16*17 heavy,..11 60012 uO white 8c.
Fowls...
10»12 BmestsMiDS 6 760
Ultggs firm;Stateaud Penn 17c; Western fresh
Lara, tee ana
Apple*
16%@17o.
;
C
Elce firm.
06%
Eating appl’sx 6003 00 % bbi.uure
do common
Petroleum firm.
602 00 dosom’na. 4Vg*t4%
Baiia.comoa 5Vx®a%
Baldwins 0 0000 00
Spirits Turpoontlne steady.
pails, pure 7%«7%
tvap » m
to#H%o
EoslQ steady.
Leman*.
purelr
8%t*s%
Molasses steady.
6 00®6 60 Hams....
Messina
9
09y,
Freights to Liverpool strong. E
deeoy’rd..
California
Sugar—ray Arm; fair refining at 3 13-1603% ;
OIL
oranges.
Centrifugal 96 test at 4% c; Molasses 3 9-16®
0 00*0 00 Kerosene 1201»
Florida
*14 3%c; refined strong quotations are undue ged;
Llgoma. 8% Standard A 6%; Confectioners A 6% ; cut loa!
Calirorma, o 0000 00
Centennial. 8% » 16-16; crushed 6 16-16; powdered 6% ; grando Seeding* 3 0003 60
Pratt’s Astral ..10% ulated
■eggs.
6%; cubes 6%
020 In half bbls le extra
Eastern extra..
HOHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Kaieina.
FreshWestern..S19
Flour steady.
MusotL60 lb bxs6©6%
Held.
Wheat—Mo 2 spring wheat 65%; No 3 do 62
London ray'rll 7602OC
ftnttei.
•66%c: No 2 Bed at (6c. Corp—No 2 at 30%
Cool
Oreamerv.tncy.. 21*23
«30%c: No 2 yellow 30% h-Slc. Oats—No 2
Retail—delivered.
Gilt huge Vr'mt.18020
Cumberland 00003 00 at 21%@22c; No 2 white at 25c; No 3 white
Choice.
Chestnut...
Cheosa.
06 00 at 22%®24%c; No 2 rye at 47®47%c: No 2
8 00 Barley 4l@44c: No 1 Flaxseed at 90o; prime
09% Franklin...
N.’.k, tot’rv 9
Vermont... 9
£600 Timothy seed at 1 7602 10. Mess pork at 8 20
k 9% Lehigh....
460 08 26. Lard at 4 72%®4 75; short rib sides at
10% Pea. ......
bag*.....
b 12%®6 32%. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
4% @4% c; short clear sides 6 6005 70.
Grain Quotations.
Better steady: ereamry 180700;da lies 11%
®17c. Eggs firm—fresh at 13% o lie.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA JS
Flour-KecelpU—9,000 bbis; wheat ! 56.000
Friday’s Quotations.)
bush; coru 817.000 bush: oats 828,000 bush;
Wheat.
rye 22,000 bush; barley 110.000 bush.
Dec’
May
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls;wheat 149,000
63
64% bush;corn 232,000 bush; oats 163,000 bush;
Ooenlng.
62%
64% rye 00,00 bush; barley 7,000 bush.
Closing.
Corn.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—Seplat 61% ;Dec at
Dec.
May. 59%*s' 9V4C: May at 6iys®«5i%o; No 1 haro
29%
31%
67%o; Nol Northern 66%c; No 2 Northern at
Opening’’’’.
31% G2Vao.
29Vi
Closing.
Oats.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents at 3 95
6 4 06; second patents 3 7603 86; first clears
Dec.
Sept
qg
20 % at 2 7 .02 60:market firm.
Opening.
20%
Closing..
Cotton Markets.
Saturday’s quotations,
SEPT. 17, 1898.
v n eat
Cotton market ro-nai
NEW YORK—The
Dec.
May.
Aug
1-1 Gc lower; middling gulf at 6%;
closed
weak,
82,4
«*%
..
sales £88 bales.
64% do uplands 6Vs t
62%
Closing. ..
UHAKLKSTO N—The Cotton market to-daj
COBS.
V
6c.
Dec.
May. wae e sy; Haling
31%
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Opening... 29%
6
l-lBu.
29%
31% quiet; middling
Closing. ••••■»..•.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
OATS.
Dec.
May. quiet; middlings 5Vic.,
20%
Opening..
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-oay
22% qulet-,1 middling 6Vic.
20%
Closing.
rOKK.
I
-V-|*j
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
Dee.
|
easy, middling 6c.
836
Opening..
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market tc-da? was
3 26
Closing.
quiet, easy; middling Be.
Monday’s quotations.
WHJCAT
European Markets.
Dec.
Sept.
May.
(By TeleeraDh.!
82%
64%
Closing.
64
62%
LONDON, Sept. 19. 1898.—Console eiosed at
Opening.... ..
cons.
110 1-lG for money and 110 3-16 for account.
Deo.
May
LIVERPOOL,Sept. 19, 1898—Cotton market
81 %
2 ®%
O nentng.... ..
Is easier—American mldllng at 3 3-led; sales
26%
31% 10,000 bales, Including 1000 bales for speculaClosing.,.....
OATS.
tion and export.
Dec.
May
20%
Opening.
20%
Closing..» ........
SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.
POBK,
FOB
FROM
Dee.
s 86
Adirondack.. .New York. Kingston,ScSept 21
Opening.
3
20
Closing.
Foutabelle.New York.. StT’homas.. Se; t2l
llelvernon... .New York. Aux Cayes..Sept 21
Eestos man Mamet.
Germanic
.New,York.. Liverpool....Sept 21
closing quota- Kensington-New York. .Antwerp. ..Sept2l
The following were the
Canada.Boston.Livrepool.. Sept 22
tions of stocks at It os ton:
F' Bismarck.. .New York.. Hamburg.. .Sept22
04
Mexican Central as.
Abydos.New York. .LaGualra.. Sept 24
AtohtsoD. Top. s Santa,Fe. K. new. 12% Yorkshire
Montreal. .Liverpool ...Sept 24
Boston A Maine.162%
Victoria.New York. .London.Sept-4
16t
dopfd
Normanla... .New York..Hamburg. ..faept 24
Maine (leDtral.129
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg. .Sept 24
Union.Pacific. 33
Ems.New York. .Genoa...... Sept 24
24
Pacllio
66%
Onion
pfd.
Umbria.New York. -Liverpoo1.. Sept 24
American Bell.280
Sept
NowYork Kingston.
Alleghany
24
Sugar,
common.118%
American
Henry Dumols.New York. .Cape Hayti.Sep 24
Sept
Sugar,Bid....Ill
New York. .Grlasgovwi
FnrnfisiA
MdftS.
Did
..-eon
Bremen... Sept 27
CeU
.'.New York. .Antwerp
K
8
•io common
.Sept 28
New York.
Moor dland
Ports.••••
&
....162
York. Liverpool ..Sept 28
Portland, Saco
Teutomc
29
.New York. .AmsterdamSept 30
New ITorac ((uotacionB Smous and JSitndp. StabsNebrilska New York. .Glasgow... Sept
...Oct 1
Liverpool.
Montreal..
(By Teiegrapn,*
Dominion
.Hamburg ..Oct 1
'. New York. .Gonoa.Oct
The follouag war® to-day's closing quotations Pretoria
1
(7Wilhelm ii..New York.
of Bouas
New York.. S’thampton. Oct 1
Pemdand
Sept. 19
gent. 16.
"... New York.. Havre.Oct 1
Oct 1
New 43, reg
j27%
Now York.. Liverpool
127%
127 Vs
do; coup,
127% Rn»rtan Pr• nee.New York. .Azores-Oct 1
-Oct
]
Nevr 4’s
reg.110%
-New York. .Kottoraam.
H0V2 pet-erdamNew 4’s coup ...
111%
New York.. Naples.Oct 1
111%
flnartan Prince.
4
Dessert * it. tt.'ist.110%
New York. .Bremen.Oct
Xio
?5h„
Oct 4
artel geu 4.. 72
73
('vniric"..New York. Liverpool.. ..Oct
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds........ 62%
62%
Rrttaunlc.New York. .Liverpool .Oct 66
Kansas Pacific consols.
York. .Rio Janeiro
Hevelius.New
Oregon Nay. law.113%
114%, Friesland-New York.. Antwerp... .cct 6
Oct b
Aug Victoria...New York.. Hamburg..
C.using quotations of stocks,
York.. Hamburg.... Oct 8
Sept. 19.
Sept 16. patria.New
Oct 8
New
Rotterdam
York..
Werkoudam
13 Vb
Atchison..
J3
Fulda.New York.. Genoa.Oct 8
Atchison pfd. ;j4s/4
35%
Central raoiac. 23
23%
23
Ones, u onto. 22%
MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEPT. 20.
isb
Chicago a Alton....me
do
pfa
Sunrises. B 29|H1
water t|- 1 4b
war
Sunsets. 6 46 High
Ohioano* Burlington
OulncyllO
llg%
00;
107% Moon rises..... 8 glHelgkt.00—
1 Delaware* Hudson
CanaiOo.los

Sattn

...

...

••

....

••

Frfoadcli’

d.New

■

■.

...

■

■

..

..

z'

WsmafniJBrisbaiie.

Aug S. barque O'away,
to load for Singapore.
Meeob, Newcastle. NSW, 17, schs bam
bept
Slick,
NB.
Ar at St John.
Ogilvle Calais: Beulah. Wasson, Thomaslon.
A
Hogan,
Barbados:
Stlrapspu,
Cld. schs Etta
Rlverdale, Urqubart, Rockport: Ira D Sturgis,
Kerrigan. City Island, NY; Sea Bird, Andrews,
Rockland.

STEAMBOAT CO.

Sch L R French, Blalsdell. Boston.
Soh Surprise, Mitchell. Boston.
Sch May Queen. Grant, Sullivan for Boston.
Soh David R Story, New York, dynamite foi

DOMINION LINE.

D S Government.
Sch L L Hamilton, Bangor.
Sch Julia A Berkele, Boston.

MONTREAL iafl

Cleared.

Sch Allen M, Bryant, Jonesport—J H Blake,
SAILED—Sohs Normandy, Kennebec; John £
Ames. Washington.

QUEBEC It LIVERPOOL

From Quebec.
Yorkshire Sept. 24, daylight Bept. 24 2.30 p. m.
Dominion
Oct. 1,
80,
8
Labrador
Oct. 8.
'*
'•
Scotsman
35,
is,
*‘“
Vancouver '*
22,
22,
Steamer

Steamer Percy

Prom Montreal

M

W SI
Will \m PORTLAND PiER, PORTLAND,
Capt.

How,

Chas. II.

Daily

at

2.00 p.

For Orr’a IsIaDd. Card’s
East Harpswell, Ashdale,

m.

Cove, Quohoe Bay
Horse Island Har
Point. West Pliipps-

KETUKNIN&—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
0.00 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 0.45
a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.; Orr’s Island, 8.00
a. m.
Arrive in Portland at 10.00 a. m.
Every Saturday will make round trip from
Portland leaving at 2 00 p. in. lteturu about
8.00 p. rn.
SUNDAYS.
l eave Portland Pier 9.30 a. m.. Orr’s Island
11.15 a. m.
Harbor lj m.
Airive Cundy’s
Leave Cundy’s Harbor at 2 p. in., Orr’s Island
3 p. m. Arrive Portland 5 p. m.

II. 00

J. H. MCDONALD,

Man.,
Office. 158 Commercial St

Telephone 46-3.
augodtf
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Sept 19-Sld. sobs J
H G Perkins, Portland for Eockport; Oregon.
Kockport for Boston; Cambridge, Bangor foi
Portland; Pemaquid, Boston for Eockport; An- TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
From
telope. Rockland for Boston.
From
Liverpool,
ROCKPORT. Sept 18—Ar, schs Leona, Lane,
Steamer._Boston.
In Effect Monday, Sept. 12, ’9$.
Boston lor Camden; Uranus, McLean, btJohni Aug 26. S. S. New England, Sept. 8, 3.00 p. m.
2.00 p. m.
Carrie A Buckmar. Stubbs, Bucksport, to load Sept
8, 8. 8. Canada.•• 22.
ice for St Thomas, Wl.
Week Day Time Table.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
Ar 19th, sch Robert Byron, Hart, New York,
Return
Sid 1 fttn, sell i-.thel Merriam,Newman,Boston;
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
First. Cabin, *00.00 and upwards.
Clias;McDonald, Decrow, do; Leona, Lane, $114 and upwards according to steamer and ac- 5.45, 6.40, 8.00, 0.00, 10.30, a. In., 12.00, in., 2.15,
Camden.
commodation.
3.15, 5.00, 0.15, 7.30 p. m.
LonFor Cushings Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m.,
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London,
exchange dispatches.
donderry and Queenstown, $35 to $40.00.« rto- 2.15, 3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond
*78.00, according to steamer
Islands,
Ar at Brow Head Sept 19, steamer Jersey- turn *66.00 to
and accommodation.
T
Trefethen’s, Evergreen Landing, Peaks
moor, Bangor.
Island, 5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m.,
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, LondonAr at Glasgow Sept 19. steamer Concordia,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and. lieiiast- 2.00, 6,15, 7.30 ]». m.
Montreal.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30,
$22 50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KKATFHG, T. P. McGOWAN,
8.00, 10.30 a. ill., 2.' 0, 4.20, 6.16 p. ill.
Notice to Mariners.
Portland, or
J. J. JENSEN, O. ASHTON,
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Aeent9i a. in., 2 p. m.
Office of the Lighthouse inspector, 1
jel8dt£
Montreal.
First District.
J
RETURN.
Portland, Me., Sept 19, 1898.1
Leave Forest City Landing, 6 20, 7.20, 8.30,
Entrance to Buoddy Roads, Maine.
9.30, 10.50 a. m, 1.00, 2.35, 3.45, 5.50, 6.30, 8.20
Notice Is hereby given that Sail Rock Whistp. in.
ling Buoy, 1st class, nun shaped, with W. Q. H.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, 11.20, a.
condiIn white letters, la reported in a sinking
and After in., 2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
tion. It will be replaced as soon as practicable. Sum me r Arrangements—On
1898June
Leave Cushings, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m., 2.45,
18th,
Notice Is also given that the fog bell machinery
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. ill.
at Two Bush Island Light Station, Maine, Is
GOING WEST.
Leave Little Diamond, G.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
disabled, it will he repaired as soon as practi- EJTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
12.00 ill., 12. 5, 5.30, 5.35, T.20, 7.50 p. ill.
cable.
O for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touchLeave Great Diamond, 6.26, 7.15, 9.15, 11.55
By order of tho Light House Board.
ing at So. Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
a. m., 12.30 3.25 6.30, 7.15, 7.65 p. m.
SMITH W. NICHOLS,
leave Damarlscotta at 6 a. m. lor
Wednesday,
Leave
Treieihen’s,* 6.20, 7.10. 9.10, 11.50
U.
8. N.,
Commander.
Portland, touching at aoove landings.
a. m„ 12.35 3.20, 5.25, 7.10 8.00 p. in.
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.
at 6 a.
Friday, leave Pemaquld for Portland
Leave
6.15, 7.05, 9.60, 11.45 a. m.,
Evergreen,
m.,touching at above landings except Damaris- 12.40, 3.16, 5.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. 11*.
Memoranda.
cotla.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
GOING EAST.
11.30 a. m., 3.00 p. 111.
Vineyard Haven, Sept 18—The soh Sarah C
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
Smith, Rogers, Port Bevls for Chester. Fa, ran
Saturday night only, 9.30 p.111. for all landharbor
a. m. for Damarlscotta,
touching Boothbay ings.
ashore on West Chop while entering tills
thick log last evening, bnt was floated tills morn- Harbor,|So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
Sunday unis iao e.
ing without appareut Injury.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. tor PemBoston, Sept 19-Sch Regina. Sanborn, of and aquld, touching at above landings except
For Forest City Landing. Peaks Island,
from Maohlas for Westerly, put In here to repair Damarlscotta.
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m-, 12.16, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p.m.
On Saturday will return from Damarlscotta
damages sustained by collision wtth sch Lizzie
For Cushings Island, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
Carr of Tuomaston.
to East Boothbay.
2.15, 3.15, 5.00 j». m.
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
Dwum^iuu. v.t, uu/i
sep20dtf
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Laurel, which was hard and fast on Carumb
Tret'ethen’s and Evergreen’s Landings, b.00,
ltecf, near Watch Hill, ill, 9lnco last May,
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
9.00,
floated off yesterday and is now adrift. She Is
For Ponoe’s Landing, Long Island,
8.00,
partly loaded with paving biooks and Is a menace
10.30 a. in., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
to passing vessels.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30
a. m., 2.00 p. m.
■= FOB
Domestic Porte.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

CASCO

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Eastport, Lubso, Calais, SL Jo'’o. N.B.,Halilax. N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
prince Edward Island and Cape Breton, The
favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews,
N B»

Summer Arrangement.
On and after Monday. May Otb. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
days.

Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. HJF’Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Ticket! and Stateroom! apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other Information, at Company's Offlaa,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
1L P.C. HEltSE Y Agent
marlBdtf

e-nil,

Ailt

l^th

WTT1

K

W
Palmer, Nathan Lawrence, Frank A Palmer,
H Oler, Wm E Downes, John K Souther, Ellen
J
b
J
A
Campbell,
W
Clark.
M Golder, Eleazor
Winslow, Maudo Sherwood, Charles Cr Endicott
bound
fleet,
and the rest of the wind
CEDAlt GHOVE—Sid 17th, schs Charles Davenport, Plnkham. Washington; Jennie 8 Butler,

Butler,

Baltimore.

Daftly Line, Sundays Included.
TH* NEW AND VAIiATlAL STEAMERS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
season

for connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf. Boston, every
Evening at 7 o'clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt
Sept t 1897.

leaves Franklin Wliart, Portland, Tuesdays
and Saturdays at 6 a. m.
Touching at
Camden,
Belfast,
Kookland,
linck.J
and
Wintorport.
port
Arriving at Bangor
about 7 p. m.
Retuning—leave Bangor
Mondays and
Thursdays at B a. m., making above landings
Touching at Nortbport and Sandy Point for
freight or passengers on signal. Arriving at
Portland about'6 p.

m.

Connecting at Rockland for
Rorth Haven and Stonmgton.
FAKES FltOH

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
The 365 Island Route*
Beginning Sept. 12. 1898. steamer Aueocisco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as follows:
For Long Island. Little and Great Cnebeague.
Cliff Island. So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s
Islands,

9.15

a.

m„ 4.30 p.

m.

Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island via.
above landings, 6.00 a. m., 1.15 p. m. Arrive
Portland, 8.25 a. m.. 3.30 p. ro.
Dally excursions 22 miles down tb'3 Bay only
50 cents round trip.
SUNDAYS.

Yinalahven,

FOKXLANi) lO

Rockland or Camden.. 81.25,
Belfast. 2.00,

2.25
3.50

Bangor. 2.00
Weather permiiting.

Phi.-mm Montreal.

m

fi’y.

|In Effort June 27, 1S»8.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls. Buekfield. CanFalls and Bends.
Rumtord
ton, Dixtield,
From Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.10 p. m.
Station for.Mecliauic Palls and Intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bends for all points In the
Raugeley Lakes.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
for Poland, Mechanic

Summer Excursion Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflc Manager,

Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Mains,
Jel8 dtf

BOSTON & MAINE ft. R.
In Effect

September lSth, 1898,

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 5.15, 6.20,
iite Point, 7.00,10.00
p.m.; Scarboro Reach,
a m., 12.00, 3.30, 5.15, 6.20, p. 111., Old Orclm <1
Beach. 5.20, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30,
.45, 3.30, 5.15. 6.05, 6.20 p.m; *aco, Biddeford,
12.30, 3.30,
12.00,
7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
KenneKmuebinik,
.15, 6.20 p. m.;
12.30,
bunkport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
3.30, 5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. m.; Welle Beach, 7.00,
8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.16 p. m.; Dover, Somersworth, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;
Roche*'er, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.; Lakeport, Laconia, Wairs, Fly mo util. 8.40 a. m.. 12.30 p.
Island
m.; Weirs, Centre Harboi, long
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. m; Worcester (via Somersworth and Rochester), 7. a.

'•

Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
Junction.!, 7.00 a. rn., 3.30 p.ni.; Norm Berwick, Dover, Exeter, HaverltLi, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 6.05 p. m. Arrive Boston, 8.40, 10.15 a. m.,
Leave Boston for
12 42 4.02, 7.15, 9.15 p. m.
Portland, 6.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. in., 1.15, 4.15, 6.00
10.55 a. m.#
pm. Arrive Portland, 10.10, 11.50,
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Scarboro Crossing, 10.15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40,
Fine Folut, 10.15a.
p. ill.; Scarboro Beach,
m
12.65, 2.00, 3.40,.p. m.; t»ld Orchard Beach,
5.20, 10.15 a.111.. 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 5.30 p. in.; Saco,
Biddeford, 10.15 a. m.. 12.55. 2.00, 3.40, 6.30 P.
Kminebunk. 12.55, 5.30 p. ill.; Rochni.:
Alton Bay, 5.30
p.
Farmington,
ester,
Haverm.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter,
a
5.20
a.
in*
Boston,
hill, Lawrence, Lowell,
m.;

3,50

O. C. OLIVER, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
jeio dtf

ALLAN LINE
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
muutreui uuu uucui'c iu

uivri|iuui.
r mm

Montreal

Liverpool Steamship
12 May.
California,
19 May.
Numldian.
26 May.
Laurentian.

28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June
Parisian.
£5 June
tiirthamniatt,
Calilormau,so June

June.
June.
June.
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., connecting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Portland the previous evening.
Laurentian carrlos cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

2
9
16

only.
The

Saloons and Staterooms are In tne cenpart, where least motion is lelt. Electricity U used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at tho command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are nested
by steam.
A reKates of passage $52.60 ttf$70.00.
duction Is made od Round Trip Tiokets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25; return.
*66.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite far the voyage $22.50 and $23.50.
For tickets or further Information apply to
X. P. MeGOWAN. 420 Congress St.. J. B.
KEATING. 61V* Exchange St.. ASHTON’S
TICKET AGKFCY. 931 1-2 Congress St.. U.
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 StateSL. Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
jlySldtf
tral

12.50,

5.3U

p.

in.

auiyc

uvawu

«•-*«

«■

Portland
p. m. Leave Boston1 tor
Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For JUddeforJ, Portsmouth, Newbury2.00,
port, Ainesburv, Salem, Lynn,
9.00 a. m„ 12.45, b 1.45, 6.00 p. m. Arrive Boston. 5.57 a. in., 12.30, 4.00. 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a, m.. 12.30, 7.00,
9.45 p.m. a rive Portland, 11.45 a. m., 12.0a
4.30,10.15 p. m. 12.40 a. 111.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Blddefo d, Portsmouth, Newbnry12.45 p.ni.f
port, Salem. Lynn, Boston,2 a. m.,
Arrive Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, c 9.00 a. in., 7.00, 9.45 p. ni.
Arrive Portland, 12.1", 10.15 p. m.. 12.40 a. m.
North Berwick and Lxeter
at
a.
Stops

5.28, 9.42

3.45 a. m,

Division to North
01^’ Western Jet.
and Portsmouth

Berwick;
on.
stops Kittery
Western Division from North Bewick.
c.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. J\ Si T. A. Boston.
dtf
sepl2
STEAMERS.
—*

CHANGE OF TSSVBE.
EVERY...!
MAN I BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA. Falmouth Foresi Steamhoat
TO SIS TRADE. 1
Wednesday
Saturday.

”

ROCKLAND—Ar 19th, sells Mary C Stuart,
Philadelphia; Robert Snow, Salem; Woodbury
Suow W D Maiigam, R I, Kenney, Herald of
the Morning Boston; Morris & Cliff. Provincetown John J Perry. Laura Robinson. James
Malloy, Bortlia Glover and Charley Wools**,
J^ftw Yorlc
SAN FRANCISCO —Old H», ship Dirlgo,
Goodwin, Seattle,
SAVANNAH-CId 17th, sch Robert McFarland, Portland.
Sid 17th, sch City of Augusta, Daggett, Now
York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Ar 18th. schs Ella
Francis, poster, South Amboy tor Salem: M H
Reed, Xorrey Port Liberty tor PrOviucelowu;
Addle Scblaefer. Aylward. Weehawken for
Rockland; Sarah C Smith, Rogers, Port Bevis
for Chester, l’a; Jennie E Rlghter, Ciosby,
Gardiner for New York (and sailed).
Ar 19th, sells S S Kendall, Rondout for Belfast (and sailed); Red Jacket. Providence for
for PhilaRockland; John D Paige. Richmond
York.
delphia; Iclegrapli. Ihomaston for New
Passed, barque Harriet S Jackson, New York
for Chatham, NB; sells Adelia 1 Cailetou.
Perth Amboy for Portland; St Ihomas, Kennebec for Philaaelphia; Henry May, Elizabethport for Portland; John A McKie, Port Johnson
tor Machlasport; Auytln D Kmglit. providence
for ltocklaud ; Palestine, HoOoken forEastport;
X W Allen. Newport for Calais; Orlzlmbo, Bayonne for do; Sarali A Reed aud Freddie Eaton,
Perth Amboy lor do; Mark Pendleton, 1 ort
Liberty lor Saco; Goo Nevlng- r, Perth Amboy
for Bangor; Telumah, Port Reading for Wihterport; Druid. South Amboy for Thoniastou:
Ireue E Meservey, Ellzabethport for Malden ;
Jennie llall. Perth Amboy for Portland; B L
Eaton. Elizabeth lor Lubec; Auuio A Booth,
Ayr and Tay. Weehawken for do; Seth M Todd.
New York for St Stephen; J M Morales, Willard
Saulabury, D J Sawyer, Gardiner B Reynolds,

n_

Portland & Rumford Falls

PORTLAND and BANGOR

From

Norombega, New
BANGOR—Ar 19th,
York; Helena, Nickerson, do;Clinton. Bayport.
Ski, sells It F Har Leathers, New York;
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little and
Ringleader. Simmohs. Boston.
Great Chebeague, Cliff Island and -So. HarpNORFOLK—Sid 17th, schs John Booth, Hali- swell, 10.15 a. ni„ 2.00
p. m.
fax ; Alice E Clark, Portland.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpswell,
Sid 19th. sell C .arias P Notman, Portland.
Jenk’s
via.
Little
Chebeague ana Long
landing.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th. tugs Xamagua, Island, ll.45a.
m„3.45 p. m., Cliff Is,and 3.4o
towing barge Enterprise, from Portland; Argus, p. m. Arrive In Portland 1.00, 6.50 p. m.
towing barge Mabauoy, from do.;
Faro to So. Harpswell and return, Sundays
Delaware Breakwater—Sid 17th, sch Lavlnla 35c, other landings 25c.
M Snow. Hinckley, from Philadelphia for Saeo.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen. Man.
and cheverle, NS.
,,
sep9dtf
Passed out 18th, schs Raymond X Maull.
8
Billie
for
Gloucester;
Smith, Philadelphia
Derby, Miller, do for Gardiner; Evlo B Hall,
Hall, do for New York.
Ar istb shin A J Fuller. Nichols. Honolulu.
Ski, brig Jennie Hblbert, Kodlcb, from Philadelphia for Gardiner.
PERIH AMBOY—Ski i8th, sells Eliza .1 Fenai"tou, Fletcher, Portsmouth; Sallie B, Higgins,
schs

r. 45

Sundays—Bar Harbor, 12.25 p. m., and
vole, 5.20 p. m.
ULO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man,
F. E. BGOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
i025dtf

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

STEAMER SALACIA

...

D.iooarf

r nwinrnn

Lancaster and Fabyans, $.05 p. m.: Mattawam-

keag. Bar Harbor and Bangor. 1.40 a. m.
Halifax. St. John, Bar Harbor. Bangor and
Augusta, 5.08 a. m.
Water-

WESTERN

■

Da m? mra’DV

$tr. “Frank Jones,”
Beginning Friday. July 29th, 1893, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fr days al 11.00 p. in.,
on arrival of iraln leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
Rockland, Bar Iiarhor, Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving in Portland about 11.00 p. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
General Manager.
marl5dtf

Brunswick,

for

White Mountain Division.

Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

Bangor.

Sid, sch Wm H Clifford, Portland.
BDSTJDN— r 18th, schs David Faust, Smith,
Rondout; Wesley Abbott, Peterson, do; Man1
E Lynch, Merry, South Amboy; Wpi Pickering,
Llunell, Long Island City; Edward Lameyer,
Beal. Rondout: Hume, Gray, Rockland; Maggie
Hurley, Hall, New York.
Sid, sobs Jennie Middleton. Kennebec and
New York; James A Webstar, Vinalliaven;
Bessie H Gross, Deer Isle; C M Walton. Rocklaud.
Ar t9th. schs J W Balano. Wilson, Louisburg.
CB; Regina Sanborn, Macblas for Westerly;
Harvest Home. Somes, Sullivan; Westerloo,
Stonlhgtonr H S Boynton, Rockport.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOK-Ar 19th, sch
Wm Butman, Soutn Gardiner for Noank.
Sid. :schs JLoulsa A Boardmau, St John, NB;
Red Jacket, do.
BATH-Ar 19th, schs William H Davenport.
New York; Thomas H Lawrence, Boston; Map
tie A Franklin, do; ES Bavmore, Portsmouth;
Addle M Anderson, Salem; John ABcckerroaiP
Soseph Luther, American Team and E B Hunt,
Boston,
T
Hid, sobs Major Piokands, Balrtimoe; Jennie
S Butler, do; Carrie S Hart, Philadelphia; Humaroek. New York.
BILOXI, Miss—Ar 16th, sch Rebecca F Lamdin, Brooks, Key West.
HOOTHBAY HAltBOR-Ar 18th, schs Chas
A Campbell, Stevens hath, to load Ice lor Porto
Rico; J H G Perkins spencer, Boston; Femaquld. Wheeler, no.
Sid, schs Oregon, Gross, Boston; Antelope,
Blake, do; Alphratta, Maxwell, do.

Portland,

Ml. Oesori and IMin Stbt. Go

Express,

For Bridglon. Fabyans. Burlinga.m.
Lancaster, St. Jolmsbury. Sherbrooke
Montreal, Chicago St. Paul and Minneapolis.
l.26p.m. For Sebago Lake, llrldgton, via
Rail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
Lancaster, ColebrookJQueboc, Lunenburg. St
Jolmsbury, Newport. Sleeper to Quebec.
For Sebago Lake.
8.10 p. in.
Fryeburg
North Conway. Fabyans, Lunenburg. S'. Johnbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
dally except Saturday. Lancaster. Cole brook.
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal.
MIX DAY TK if NX
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor.
12.30 p. m.
For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Watervllie, Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night. Flxpress for all points.
12.55 a.m. Mt. Desert special or Watervllie.
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Arriva’s in Portland,
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
daily, Lewiston an 1 Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.
Waterville. Rockland and Augu ta, 8.33 a. m.,
angeley Farmington. Benin;, Rumford Falls,
Skowhegan and Lewiston. 12.15 p. m., Baugor,
Augusta, and Rockland, 11.50 a. in. j Beecher
F'alls, St. Jolmsbury, Brldgton. 12.13 p. in.; Express. Mattawamkeag. Bar Harbor. Bucksport,
Gr. enville, Bangor,1.16p.m;Lewiston, 3.23p.m.;
Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta and Rockland
5.20 p.m. daily; St. John, Bar Harbor. Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor
Rumford
8.30 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,

International Steamship Co.

—

Night

D. m.

8.45
ton.

Portiani & Boothbay Steamboat Co.

NEW YORK
Ar 18th, schs Lanio Cobb,
Kelley. St John. NB; J M Kennedy, Hutchings,
Ellsworth: Helen G King. Brett, Calais: Ethel,
Leighton, Mlllbrldge; Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr,
Bucksport; Fihemau, Knowlton, Greens Landing; Donna T Briggs, Gurney, Long Cove; Gen
Adalbert Ames, Small, Bangor; Jas A Garfield,
Wood, do; Florence I Lockwood, Hull, Friendship; Marlon Draper, Leeds, Gardiner; Ahtiy
Bowker, Perry, do; Nat Meader, Dunton, do:
Florence Leland, Spofford. Greens Landing; J
R Bouwell, Dyer, Rockland; Mattie J Alles,
Orockett, Hurrloane Island.
Sid, barque Harriet S Jaokson. Chatham, NB;
schs Seth M Todd. St Stephen, NB; Macol Hall,
Rockland; S J Lindsay, do; Nile, do; Island
City, no; John Douglass, Boston; M 0 Moseley,
Port Reading for Klttery; Hattie M Howes,
Jersey City for Boston; Adella T Carleton, Amboy for Portland; Jennie Hall, do for do; la;vl
Hart, do for Portsmouth, NH; Susand N Pickering, do for Boston; Victory. Kduyvllle for
Bangor ; Wm Jones. Boston; Alice McDonald,
Dry Tortugas; Alfred W Fisk, Baltimore; AR
Keene, Boston.
Ar 19ih. schs Pocha'set. Norfolk for Saco;
WinF Campbell, Homes Sound; Jesse Hart,

12 m*.

Bath, Lewiston Augusta, Waterville. Bangor,
Aroostook county via
Lake.
Moosehead
Old Town Bar Harbor. Bucksport Vaneeooro.
St. Btephen. St. Andrews. St John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast. Dexter, Dover and Foxcro't
to. Bar Harbor.
or beyond Bangor, excepting
12.55 a. m., midnight—Mf. Dessert special lor
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.

••

boston

Sept.

Jr. effect

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
7 oo a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, (Lower',
Batli, Boothbay, Poplism Beach, Rockland, AU'
gusia, Waterville, Skowhegan, and Belfast.
8.30 a, in. For Danville Jo., Rumford Falls.
Bemis, Lewiston. Farmington, Rangeley.
11.05 a.m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston. Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxeroft.
Bangor. Bar Harbor, Aroostook <k>unty and for
Houlton, Woodstock. St. Stephen, St. Andrews.
St. John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
Express for Brunswick, Bath,
12.30p.m.
Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville,
Newport, Bangor. Bucksport, liar Harbor. Oldtown and Greenville.
For Danville ,Te„ Rumford Falls,
1 10 p, m.
Bonds. Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
Rangeley. Bingham. Waterville. Skowhegan.
AuFor Freeport, Brunswick,
I. 15 p.m.
gusta, Waterville, Skowlisgan, Belfast. Dover
and
Oldtown
and Foxeroft. Greenville, Bangor,
Mattawamkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
P.ockland.
m.
For
Brunswick.
Bath,
6.05 p.
Augusta and Waterville
5.10 p.m. For Danville Junction, Mechanis
Falls, Lewiston, Saturdays 10 Rumford Falls.
8.00 p. m.
Express to Lewiston.

SCENIC ROUTE OF CASCO BAY.

bor, Water Cove, Small
burg and Cindy’s Harbor.

STEAMERS.

ton.

<

8

PeoDleai Gas. ......e.*.104s/8
Horn estate,
62
4
•lotano.
Pacific aMail... 32%
Puima Palace.187
augsu! common.117
Western Union. 98%
Southern Ry pfd.
Union Paolflo.

■

Steamer St Croix, Pike, Boston, for Eastporl
aud St John, NB.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Bangor via Rockland,
Bucksport, &c.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
East Boothbav.
Sell Maud B iggs, Webster, Perth Amboy,
ooal to P & R Ry.
Sell Damlrtta & Joanna, Wallace, from Ken,
nebec for New- York (and sailed).
Sch Allendale. Sadler. Gloucester.
Sell E Arcularius, Osmore, Rockland for Bos

18

St Paul. ..109%
do bfd..7..-.i67
St Paul S Omaha. 81
do prfd....169
Si Paul. Ifinu. * Mann..., ..166
14
Texas Pacific..
Union Pacific pfd.66

8. Express.

Sid f m Barbados Sept 8, barque Rachel Emery

Arrived.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT

Foreign Port*-

MONDAY. Sept 19.

RAILROADS._

STEAMERS.

^■l®!®811'

Nile, Nautilus, Joseph Eaton. Jr,bound east.
Andrew Peters and Vineyard, all
WASHINGTON—Cld 17th. harque Auburn,
II Benedict,
dale, Dow, New York; sell Helen
Brockett, Newport Nows,

96

nfd.*-.1'5

....

PORT OF PORTLAND.

113

Northwestern.}81%

Western.
...
ttAftlllll

news

18%

86

-o ut arotor
SG%
Illinois Central.11*%
Lake Erie* West.. 17%
Lake Bhore.192%
Louis * Nash. f6%
MannattanEl»?ated
96%
Mexican Oautral.
0%
Miohirao Central.106
Minn Si St Louis. 27
Minn * 8t Louis at. 89%
Missouri Faelfie.. 34%
Mew Jersey Central.. y*%
SewlYorkCentral. ilOVi
New iork. Chicago* St Louis is
65
ao nt
41%
Northern Pacific eom
77%
do
pfd.
do

do
Ont &

marine

...

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

Wl frequently

bar*

eu stonier*

ft

oom* to tu tritb eopy and any

©

Put It in attractive form

aa§

f

prioo reasonable"

|

;

11

!

make the
In sndib

csaea

i

satisfactory

|

rsaulta.

the work i*

and

ajwajn

bring* onoelloat

e
ft

ft

From Boston ever/
From Philai'eipiiia every

PORTLAND, ME.

|

On and alter Sept. I2tli, steamers will leave
west side Portland l’ier

Wednesday and

For Great Diamond island and

Saturday.

ill

TAYLOR,

TEACHF.lt OF SINGING.
Studio 45 Y. 31. C. A. Building,Portland,3Ie.
Voice production and correction according to
the old Italian method.
Pupils prepared for
School of public
concert, oratorio and opera.
performance, stag, practice and operatic enseptlS.lmo
semble

Great Diamond s.15

in.

YORK DIRECT I.UE,

IVSaine

Steamship Co.

Long Island Sound By Psjrilgiu,
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.

Songo Kiver, Naples, Bridgton, North
The
Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
daily excursion route through the
Winding Songo and Sebago’s chain or Lakes.
conOn and after June 27th to make close
nections with steamer for above places, take
M. C. K. It. (Mountain DI\'.( train for Sebago Lake,
leaving Union Station dally at
leaves
steamer
l. 25 p. m.
Returning,
Harrison 7.45 a. ui., North Bridgton 8.09 a.
m. Bridgton 8.90 a. m., Naples 9.15 a. m U’onnecting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. o*. train
to

The steamships Ho:aim Hall and V
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and .Saturd s
at 0 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
l’ier 38, K, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturhattan

■ ■

days

at 5 p.

m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. 85.00; round trip, gS.OL
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
OCMdtf
TII03. U. BARTLETT, AgL

Information and
for 1’ortiand and Boston.
tickets obtained at Union Station.

C. L. (rOODRIDGE, Mgr.

and L30 p.

sepirdtf

“new

oct22dtf

SEBAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUi'E.

jneOtf

a. m.

subject
Unavoidable delays excepted ana
to change without notice.
BENJ. M.SEABURY, Gem Manager,

famous

O. STEWART

talmouth

Foreside, 12.10 a. m„ 3.0'u p. m. For Cousins.
ami
Chebeague, Hustin’s, South Freeport
Porter’s Landing, 3.00 p. m.
6.00
Porter’s
Landing
RETURNING—Leave
South Freeport 0.15 a. m., Bnstln’a
a. ni.,
0 30 a ni., Chebeague 6.45 a. m., Cousins 6.53
Falmouth Foreside 7.30 a. m., 1.00 p.
a. m.l

From Central Wharf, Boston. Sp.m. From
inPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penu. R. R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of
commission.
Round Trip $13.00,
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. Central Wharf, BostonMK. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, $6 State St, Flake Building, Boston,
ass.

THE THURSTON PRINT,

COM^AKT-F.

and

1

NEW

THE

PBE5S.

AUVKBXISliaaKNXa ioimi.

SEW

E. Libby Co.
Eastmae Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Eines Bros. Co.

T. F. Homs ted.
Portland & Bootbbay Steamboat
Mr. Walter H. Carter.
Latham True.
Googtn & Marble.

Items

Interest Picked

of

Hood’s

Up Along the

Shore.

Stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure biliousness, headache, dizziness,
sonr stomach,
constipation.

First Parish churoh, Saco, will
The
doors to the general conference
its
open
of the Congregational churohes of Maine

Co.

AMUSEMENTS.
Maine Musio Festival.
New Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost, Found
unaet
and similar advertisements will be ioun
their appropriate beads on page 6.

.BRIEF JOTTINGS.
There will be a meeting of the Mayor
at 4 p. m.,
and Aldermen this afternoon
to
poles and
in
regard
the hearing
on
wires for eleotrie lighting.
No.
Engine No. 3 will entertain Engine
8 of Fairfield tonight.
beThe Cumberland County Fair will
and last through
gin at Gorham today

Wednesday.
deThe meinbers of Damon assembly
meet at Castle hall, Tueswill
staff
gree
day afternoon for rehearsal.
The ladies of the Y. M. C. A. auxiliary
invited to meet In the auxiliary

are

General Conference Will be In Session In
That City Today.

room

The handsome black steam yacht Telka,
coaled at Randall & McAllister’s yesterday forenoon and then sailed.
today.
About the first smelts of the season
been
have
Several ministerial changes
were seen in W. H. Kennedy’s fish house
made In the conference during the year, yesterday forenoon.
Fishermen are not
aDd they are here given briefly.
allowed to seine them until after SeptemThe
following ministers have retired ber 16.
These were taken near Diamond
during the year from the fields mentioned island.
W. C. Adams, Anwith their names:
The tug C. A. Diokey sailed for Harpdover; C.E. Andrews, Free ohurch, Deer- swell yesterday morning, towing the scow
ing and South Portland; I. B. Conley, Ripple from Randall & MoAUister’s,
Springfield; H. W. Conley, Kobbinston loaded with stagings for the discharge of
and Red Beach; G. H. Credeford, Win- a coal laden sohooner at Harpswell.
A small black sloop yacht went ashore
throp K. A. Fainham, North Yarmouth;
C. W. Fisher, Rookport; A.S.Freeze,Mil- on the breakwater near the
lighthouse
It was expected to
ford; T. A. Frey, Second ohurch, Bidde- yesterday morning.
ford; F. A, Fuller, Madison; T. P.Gales, float her at high tide.
Lobster arrivals yesterday were: NovelUnion; G. B. Hesoock, Fort Fairfield; W.
P. Hume, Hiram and Sebago; I. Jordan, ty, 2,300; Addle and Hattie, 3,799; Carrie
Bethel; J. A. Lawrence, WhitneyviUe; and Mildred, 4,000; Minnie Davis, 2,200.
H. B.Long, Dexter; also South Portland;
Capt E. P. Fiokett has received six
G. Mank, New Gloucester; F. New- oomfort bags from Andover, Mass., for
H.
port, Meohanio Falls; H. H. Noyes, Isl- sailors.
and Falls; C. L. Parker, Ashland; H. M.
There arrived sohooners E. J. HamilPerkins, Woolwich; D. M. Pratt, Willls- ton, Agricola, Lula, lumber; Julia A.
ton churoh, Portland; J. B. Saer, Corn- Berkele, light.
Hailed, Maud a, NorWise with
F. W. Snell, Brooksville: J. S. mandy and
steamer John
ish;
Strong, Pastes; L. J. Thomas, Cth street barge, Damietta and Joanna and Maud
J. A. Waterworth,
churoh, Aubnrn;
Briggs.
Limerick; R. T. Wilson, Lyman.
The training
ship Alliance had not

of the new building Friday, September
83 at 8 p. m.
It was a very smoky day yesterday
red.
through whioh the sun shone very
The following ministers have
begun
hitched to an open carA black horse
work in the fields named during the conof
Union
end
the
from
riage, started
ference year beginning October 1, 1897:
wharf and ran toward Commercial street
W. C. Adams, Andover; S. A. Abraham,
to
about
he
was
Just as
yesterday.
Oxford; J. R. Boardman, Hallowell; H.
leave the wharf ho struck several market
6th street churoh, Auburn;
around and break- F. Burden,
wagons, slewing them
J. T. Berry, Ashland; H. W. Conley,
collision
The
stopped
ing two of them.
Bristol-; A. Cullens, Steuben; T. M.
the horses, and his only apparent injury
Free church,
Deerlng; A. F.
#as a slight out on one of the horse’s Davies,
C. W. Fisher, MePhillips;
Ernshaw,
hind legs.
ohanio Fails; G. A. French, Brooksville;
About 80 members of Canton Ridgely,
S. Goodwin,
Freedom; G. B. Hesoock,
P. M., wiU leave Union station this
T. W.
Harwood, Garland; J.
the convention MonBon;
noon for Boston to attend
of Odd A. Lawrence, Machiasport and Whitneybodies
Grand
the
Sovereign
of
ville; H. B. Long, South Portland; W.
Fellows in that oity this week.
North Yarmouth; R. R.
artificial stone siaewaia uus ueou H. McBride,
An
th:_xi_.
T?
"VvrvTgtvqo•
dvuj
laid In front of the Merchants’ Exchange
H. Noyes, New Gloucester; H.
H.
on Exohange street.
blocks
port;
Baxter
and
Watersuccessful trial was given to the M. Perkins, Union; T. S. Perry,
A
W.
F.
Small, Whiting; G. S.
new
heating apparatus at the Centre ford;
afternoon.
Young, Lovell;-Walters, Robin»

street school

On

x-i

Saturday

weie engaged yesterday in
Workmen
at the corner of Portputting In a switch
Portland
land and Green streets for the
road.
of the electrio
street extension

and Bed Beaoh; A. T. Nelson, LyT. D. McLean, Milltown, N. B.;
E. b. Wood, Fort Fairfield; G. E. Woodman, Monmouth; W. Williams, Oldtown.
From the report of the necorlogist, Kev.
ston

I

Will cost 51.60 to go to Centre Harbor
the 21st.

PERSONAL.

Bailey & Co., has been

on

a

1858-60.

QUU

iU!

B.

J

line over Portland to Grove street. While
is being done the temporary
the work
switches are being used on Green and
Portland streets.

and Bangor and was orof Bowdoin
Dedham in 1850. His other
dained in
was done in Sedgwick,
work in Maine
West Auburn, Wells, Warren, Lovell and

11.50 for the round trip to Centre Harbor on September 21st.
"

LAKE

MRS.

IN SECOND
CHURCH.

PARISH

Of those by birth or service in the state
entitled to notioe were the following, viz.: Lewis Goodrich, born at Bingham, January 20, 1817, died at Mariboro,

February 20, 1698,

Mass.,

was

a

graduate

Sweden.
J. Ellsworth Fullerton, born at Readville, 1814, and died at Bellows Falls,Vt.,
October 27, 1897, was a graduate of Bowdoin and Andover theologioal seminary,
and his first and only pastorate In Maine
Warren church. Westbrook,
was at the
where he was ordained September 8,

Among the attractive speakers who
have come to Maine from distant states
to attend the Maine W. C. T. U. conven- 1870.
tion, which opens in Bangor this morning, is Mrs. Leonora Lake of St. Louis,
vice president of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America. Mrs. Lake

ii
ii
W.L. Douglas

$3.50 SHOE

BOYS WEAR W. L. DOUGLAS
$2.50 SHOE. Same quality
men's. Very stylish.
m
See them at

546

a

WESTBROOK.
THEIR SIVLER WEDDING.

His labors

were

graduating

seminary he spent three years
in Turkeyi,as a missionary. Bis work in
in Anson, Athens,
done
Maine was
Industry, East Madison,
Burlington,
Mount Desert, New Portland, New Vineyard, Solon, Sumner and Tremont.
ministers’ wives deceased, notioe
Of
was taken of Mre. Charlotte B. Perkins,
widow of Rev. Justin Perkins, missionof Rev. H. M.
ary to Persia, and mother
Princeton

WORKS WONDERS.
A Remarkable Cure of Sore Eye9
And Sight Restored.
graduate of Oberlin College, taught
long enough after I graduated to have them
me
the Honorary degree, and I have a
give
great many acquaintances in and around Boston. About three years ago my son brought
home a boy of Cuticura (ointment), and I
picked up the circular that was around it, and
I am

a

learned about the Cuticura Soap, and told
him to get me a cake. When I got it, the circuiaradvised its use for the bzrth, teeth, scalp,
etc. I had been a great sufferer all my life
from sore eyelids, the whole lid outside and in
I had to sit in a dark room,
was .red as a'beet.
evenings, for eight and a half years, and wear
black spectacles to keep the sun from my eyes
in the daytime. When I got the Cuticura
Soap, I got a fine, soft cloth, dipped it in hot
water and rubbed it on the soap and washed
tell you how much
my eyes with it. I can’t
good it has done me, although it smarted
at
first.
My eyes are as clear and
very much
bright as when I was a young lady. I had to
and wear
go backwards in getting spectacles
No. 15, the same as I did twenty years ago, 1
with,
in
sized
medium
daylight
print
can read

out any spectacles. As a matter of course I am
kind of a walking advertisement of Cuticura
People will call to me when I am going along
the street and tell me how much good my
Cuticura Soap has done their eyes.
Mrs. M. R. CONGDON,
Jan. 18, ’97. 26 No. Cedar Avenue, Oberlin, O.
this testi/jy We take pleasure in publishing
monial as showing the interest taken In Cutiof
cura Remedies, and the various uses made
them not anticipated or suggested by us. We
cannot, of course, anticipate how Cuticura
Soap will work in cases similar to the above, but
to those who desire to try it we would suggest

’*
begtnuing with a very weak solution or suds
of warm water and Cuticura Soap until its
action is determined. For inflamed, granulated,
or eczematous eyelids, light applications of Cuticura ointment will in most cases be found
to work wonders.
Sold ihrouetiottrthe world. Pottkr Dbdwnd Che&i.
Boston. “How to Cure Human,’’ free
__

She died at WoolEaura A.,
which, December 15, 1897.
Rev. T. G. Mitoheli, died at
wife of
Madison, May S3, 1S98. Mrs. Mary RichPerkins

of

Union.

widow cf Rev. Joseph Walker,
ardson,
both natives of Maine, and pioneer missionaries to Oregon in 183S. She die re-

I
cently at Forest Grove, Oregon.
Mrs. W. T. Sleeper of Worcester, has reworker in
cently died as has a pioneer
Woodwell
M.
G.
Mrs.
county,
Aroostook
of Bridgton.
You can’t beat it, SI.50 for the round
21st.
rip to Centre Harbor on September

KENT’S HILL NEWS.
wrSC.lAIj TC THE IRESS.I

Kent’s Hill’s September

19.—In ab-

Lapbam, Presiding
Elder Ladd occupied the pulpit of the
Dr.
Methodist church Sunday last.
Class will occupy the pulpit next Sabsence

of

llev.

J. B.

the

exclusive store,

Congress St.

Black Taffeta Silk Skirts
$7.50 to 18.00.
|i
:j
Colored Taffeta Silk Skirts
ij
$6.75 to 18.00.
j:
Black Satin d’Chine Skirts
$5.00 to 7.50.
Black Briliantine Skirts—lined
$2.75 to 5.00.'
;
Black All Wool Moreen Skirts
j
$2.50 to 3.75.
Cham eleon Moreen Skirts

|j

p
■

$3-75.
Black

evening at their cosy home, surrounded
by nearly a hundred of the relatives and
friends who gathered to extend congratulations and to assist in the festivities of
the ocoasion.
Mr. Small was the son of Mrs. Edward
Small, who afterwards married Mr. John
Mrs. Small was Miss Martha
Meserve.
a daughter of Mrs. Abigail Han-

Fall Goods

origin

Also many other

prices.

Mr. James Slnolair died Sunday mornMrs.
ing at the residence of bis sister,
Belle Densmore, 35 Seavey street after a
long illness having been confined to bis
Death was due to
bed for two months.
He leaves two
tuberculosis of the lungs.

ner

window.

mystery.

styles including

a

full line of

Quilted

tion of Fall Dress

10 PER CENT FOR CASH.

Entire lot subject to 10 per cent Discount for Cash.
seen

in

our cor-

AKe V£.? :i.ws& 3»«> »»«>
39c, 59c,
S8c, $3.00
88c, *3.00
per yard.
attractive, at
per yard.
mew line of Dress
in
Novelties
Fancy
for Fall at
Weaves

50c, 50c,

10 Per Cent Off

Cash Customers.

millinery

Mr.
fer yard by being struck by a car.
Steves has been a resident of this oity for
many years, being employed with S. D.

years.
Private W. W. Webbfof Co. M, who has
been at his home in this oity for two
weeks now ill with typhoid fever is still
sick, although the chances of re-

in

Fal|

Cash Customers-

Whip-

per yard,

...

PIANO,
rTvrjTn/~v'R"V
I

)
)INTEREST

IHJjUIv

COMPOSITION,

himself.

Manusoript Compositions

reason-

Brown

ably.

Whipcords, Poplins, Changeable

(Harmony. Counterpoint.
Fugue, Analytical and Poplins,
Armures, Musconettas and Serges
Synthetical Form, Instrumentation.)
Prices are from 50c to $ | .25 per yard.

great variety.

in

Taffeta Silks, thirty shades in changeable and

will resume teaching Tuesday, September
00th, 1898.
Special attention given to piano teehnie and
interpretation. Pupils’ classes, ensemble practice and recitals.
Correspondence Lessons in Theory.

ware* and let him work It

supply It

Lots of Dress Goods in

,

and

why not buy him a small
OHtfit of Chemical Glass-

We will

yooas.

•

LATHAM TRUE,
Teacher of

SHOWS AN

out

GO.

BROTHERS

R1NES

brook,

is in town for a few days as the guest of
While here Mr.
Mr. Guy P. Woodman.
Gorham
McLellan intends to visit the
fair in which he is mooh
interested,
having attended regularly for several

of

||ne

New

to aU

that
combine
style and good wearing qualities, at $1.25

IF THE
\ BOY

Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Clay are soon to
who was numbered among the leave for Waltham. Mass., where thev are
guests last evening.
Their resito take up their residence.
decoThe parlors bad been tastefully
Mr.
dence in this city will be taken by
rated for the event with flowers and ferns
Farren Hunt and family.
of the
md suspended from the ceiling
Mr. Oswald Eklof the former teacher in
bell made by Mrs,
alcove was a floral
manual training in the sohools of this
Mitchell, a sister of Mrs. Small.
city left Saturday for New York, where
Mr. and Mrs. Small were the recipients
he is to take up the work along the same
The
eveof
number
presents.
if a large
He takes
lines in a sohool at that place.
bemusic
sing was very pleasantly spent,
him the best wishes of his pupils
with
ing furnished for the enlivenment of the and a host of friends in this city.
aoeasion by Mr. Edward Reny and Master
Mr. Dana Bailey left Sunday night for
Joseph Keuy.
Somerville, Mass.; where he is to enter
served
were
during
Ice cream ana oake
Tuft’s oollege.
the evening by Miss Maggie Jones, Mrs.
Bishop Decelles, a cousin of Rev. Fr.
Elizabeth Burroughs, Mr. Wilson Holley
A. D. Decelles of this city acoompanied
A singular
and Mr. Herbert Small.
from
the
by Rev. Fr. Gauthier, both
coincident in connection with tho anniat
St. Hyaof St. Hyaointhe's
diocese
versary was the fact that Mr. and Mrs.
ointhe, Provinoe of Quebec are in the city
of the Small
Charles Morrill, friends
Defor a few days as the guest of Fr.
family were present and reminded their celles. These reverend
gentlemen yesterhostess that tho day marked the 16th anday acoompanied by Rev. J. Ang. Healy
niversary of their own marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. Small have one son, Mr. of Portland, bishop of the Maine diocese,
Herbert Small, who resides at their home. visited the narochial sohool in this oity.
Mr. Small is an employe of S. H. WarMr. Frank Palmer of Saco, formerly a
& Co.’s paper mills, where he has
ren
in the bleaohing resident of this oity is the guest of Mr.
worked for 27
years
The company adjourned at a late and Mrs. Al. Meserve of Westbrook.
room.
hour wishing Mr. and Mrs. Small many
Mr. Winfield S. McLellan, book-keeper
happy returns of the day.
for S. D. Warren & Co., at Carrabaseot,

10 Per Cent Off

cords

<

The many friends of Miss Ellen Knight
will be sorry to learn of:her severe illness,
The. infant ohlld of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
J. Laverty is seriously ill with oholera in-

yd.

25 and 1.50 per

Press

open-

of this oity, who has
Thomas Steves
been transfer boss for S. H. Warren &
Co., at their plantation at Jerusalem near
Farmington, was accidentally killed Saturday evening at the Sandy River trans-

1.

Colorings

candidate.
Mr. Bianohard and Miss E. M. Field
have been oonduoting successful meetings
at the Memorial chapel at East Windham.
Mrs. A. C. Nash and Miss Longfellow
have returned from Boston where they
the

63c per

pSEJS: ™ shade"
at

tO all

those present, former teaobers or pupils,
were Mr. Charles B. Goodell, Mr. Edward
Anderson, Mr. John Stevens, Mr. John
A. Cobb, and Mr. F. M. Ray ofjthis oity.
At
the regular
meeting of Naomi
lodge of Rebekabs, held last evening the
degree of the order was oonferred upon a

ings.

Dept.

PLAIDS AND NOVELTIES.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

New

attending

Colored Dress Goods

and Broadcloth Skirts

A few choice novelties in Silk Taffeta Skirts may be

sisters, Mrs. Dinsmore and Mrs. Allen
and a brother, Andrew Slnolair of this
city, besides relatives in Alma county,

have been

Plain Weaves and Novelties!

$3.00 to 5.00.
Flannelette Skirts
25c to $1.00.
All Wool Flannel Skirts
$i.oo to 3.00.
Melton Skirts
75c to $2.00.

low

The

New Silks!
New Black Dress Goods!
New Colored Suitings!
Everything tends this season to Induce you to make your selecGoods early. Every department has a complete
stock of the best and latest Dress Goods and the extremely low
prices are made lower this month by our special discount of

imported Moreen Skirts
$4.75 and 5.00.
Black Cotton Surali Skirts—umbrella style
$1.00 to 2.00.
Black Imported Italian Cloth Skirts

of the blaze is a

the ground.

Hanson,
Mr. andsMrs. Small
Westbrook.
son of
were united in mor-lage twenty-five years
fantum.
of
Westigo by ex-Judge F. M. Hay

with two ohnrohes in
Norway, Otisfield, North Waterford, Weld
and BluehilL
K. Plummer was born at
Alexander
June 25, 1827, and died
South Berwick,
Fla., March 8, 1898. After
at Deland,
from Dartmouth college and

woman.

our

as

|!

liberate him.
At about 2.30
Sunday morning an
alarm was sent in from box 42 for a fire.
The firemen responded quiokly and found
in Winslow’s lane an old shed burned to

nobis

Mr. and

•

Murray

Mrs. Winfield Small, residing
observed the
on Free street, West End,
25th anniversary oftheir marriage laet

1860,

thseworld.

Indorsed by over 1,000,000 wearers.
The style, fit and wear cannot be excelled at any price. All kinds of
leather. All the modem styles. All
widths. One price, $3.50.

and though well known in Maine,
nary
£
held no pastorate within the state.
Joseph Danielson died at Southington,
He was a
Conn., in February, 1898.
section of our country as well as in other
nativo of Connecticut, but his first pasabstinence.
lands in advocacy of total
torate was over the Second church, WestX
_Ml --oftor
brook, where he was ordained August 9,
the Bangor convention and on Sunday 1865.
evening, September 25, will speak in tbe
B. Wilcox died at (Northboro,
Philo
It will be a rare
Second Parish church.
Mass.. June 5, 1898. He began work in
and
opportunity to hear so rarely gifted
remaining here till 1872.
Maine in

refined, educated woman and a
forceful, magnetic and eloquent speaker.
Her voice has been heard in nearly every

In

I!

lawu oemetery.
Quite a number from this city attended
the flag raising at Windham Saturday in
the “old number 9 district.”
Among

where he will enjoy

tion.
Mrs. Seth Low of New York, was registered at the Congress square hotel last

*

Oar new line is op9n and with no small amount of pride we ask you
inspect it. You have long known this store as a good place to buy these
goods—this season we shall, if possible, strengthen that idea.
We carry a full line of good skirts which we sell at small profit—we
mention a few of the kinds with their prices.

month’s vaoa-

man

GO.

New

NEW

sist. Burial at Woodlawn cemetery.
Everett Willard the „three months old
child of Mr. M., Berry, who died Saturday after an illness of only a few days
was burled yesterday afternoon at Wood-

B.

is a

;!

Albert G., returned on Saturday
weeks’ vaoation at Lily
a three
from
Bay, Moosehead lake.
Mr. Charles JK. Gage, the well-known
travelling salesmen leaves today for Lyand

night.

Dennen was born in PoStephen
land In
1826, and died at Long Beach,
Cal., January 18, 1898. He graduated
semiat Waterville college and BaDgor

I

Brunswick, where the deoeased rewhen he
sided until nine
ago
years
The funeral services are to
iooated here.
be Inld this afternoon from the residence
Rev. C.
on Seavey street at two o’clock.
military hospitals there.
Janitor Walter Flagg of the Gem has C. Phelan will officiate and a delegation
of
the local lodge of
been offered the responsible position of of the members
Orangemen and Peqnaket tribe of R d
janitor of the Providence Opera house.
Mr. G. M. Denham and sons Harold G. Men of which be was a member will asR. H, Gibson of the marine hospital, returned to this oity Saturday from
Montauk Point, where he has been spending the past six weeksjin assisting at the

BROTHERS

| || jSS

traoks when his horse got frightened. Mr.
Murray saw that the driver waB in a
“fix” so he pnt up the gates part way to

1

ADVEBTiafiflODygi.

a

had put the gates down Mr.
horse
over
Sands drove his
private
property, the driveway of S. D. Warren
& Co.; and was going over the railroad

berland street, left on Friday via “Frank
Jones,” for Beddington and Cherryfleld,
where they will visit relatives.
Waterville
Dr. George D. Lindsay of
passed last Sunday In this city. Dr.

Dr.

were

g g

to

visit to his' man

old home in Maohias.
Uil,

RINES

■ ■

Mr. F. F. Sears, of the barge offioe, o’clock from his late residence, 11 Rocheswho has been spending his vacation in ter street. The services will bejionducted
Barial at WoodMassachusetts, returns to duty today.
by Rav. W. G. Mann.
Mr. Deane Palmer, who has been on lawn cemetery.
The report that Mr. Sand's horse was
the “Frank Jones” for some years, has
resigned his position and gone to Boston, frightened the other day by the putting
where he will reside In the future.
up of the Portland and Rochester gates at
After GateMr. George Thompson, with FI O. \ Main street was incorrect.

;

theria at No. 10 Madison street.
track crew of the Portland RailThe
road
company are at work at the corner
of Green and Portland streets. The curve
is being placed and the tracks connected
which will complete the extension of the

_

PETTICOATS.

on

Lindsay conducted the evening services
at the Congress St. ,'M. E. ^church over
which he presided so long and acceptably.
The hearty greeting accorded Mr. Lindsay
Meanwhile a temporary cross-over was
between the outward and inward E. M. Cousins of Gray, is obtained the by his old parishioners an friends attestlaid
ed the popularity in which he is held.
the use of the Deering^and following summary:
traoks for
minister in active service in the ; Those who attend the conference at
No
Westbrook cars.
Willie C. Toutloff, the cashier of the state has died during the year and but Saoo, Monday are to have the opportuniWoodbine restaurant met with a painful one from the retired list. This one was ty to hear a Boston divine, whose presaooidentj Saturday. He out his left hand, Bev. Ephraim C. Cummings, who was ence had not been assured when the proDr. Fessenden born in Albany, September 2, 1825, and gramme
was published, Rev. Dr. W.
severing three arteries.
1897. E. Bates, the author of “The Hero in
died in
Portland, December 14,
attended him and dressed the wound.
to the;board of Mr. Cummings was a graduate of Bowwas reported
There
Homespun,” and other books. Be has
his superior among the Boston
health Sunday a case of scar et fever at doin oollege and Bangor seminary and hardly
8 Greenleaf street, and a case of diph- was pastor of the First church, Brewer, clergymen as a platform speaker.
man

■

A $5.00 SHOE FOR $3.50
1 S
/^k 1 1

yesterday.

sailed

j|LJS

NEW

*s *2 82
Prico 25 cents.
Sold by all druggists.
only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

etc.
The

___

mui

|

ADVERTISEMENTS*

HARBOR NOTES.

CONGREGATIONAL [STS AT SACO.

69c,

cnt from 75c.

All this week
every dress over

corrected.

537 Congress St, Room 18.
Block,'sep20tllw

plain, only

Plaids,

we

will give away Peroaline Silk Linings with

50c yard.

fine

variety,

for

50c, 75c, $1.00

and

$1.25

THE UNIVERSITY PREPARATORY yard.
H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle Street.

City Clerk William M. Lamb,
also

a

I
1

who is

clerk at tho Westbrook Trust comvaoation
a two weeks'
is

enjoying
pany,
from his labors with the company.
Several well known Westbrook horseraoes at the Gorham
are to enter the
men

Westbrook day.
The
fair today, which is
their owners.
horses are to be driven by
horses in the city
There are several fast
entered so that an
are
them
of
and many
for.
exciting race is looked
are to close toThe Westbrook schools
an opportunity to
the
allow
to
pnpils
day
as this
is
attend the fair at Gorham
Westbrook day. Aocordingto the arrangethirteen
ments the school children under
are to be admitted free
this
of
city
years
to the fair.
homo
Judge J. H. Tolman has returned
a delefrom Ohio, where he has been as
this city to
gate from Warren council of
was in
convention
which
the National
session last week.
Westbrook division
Box car 71 of tho
which has been.in the repair shop of late

botb.
The deceased leaves a
Warren & Co.
I’rof. II. .T. Sprague, instructor in elowidow and two daughters to mourn the quite
Maine
last
at
The only nourishcution
Wesleyan Seminary
loss. The body arrived in this city yester- covery are very good.
year, lias just returned from his summer day at 12.60 over the Portland & Roches- ment that he has taken during his sicktaken out yesterday afternoon for a
trip abroad and visiting his old friends ter railroad and was taken in charge by ness is milk. HiB sioknes3 has taken off was
T’ho motors have been overtrial
he
was
flesh
as
trip.
very rugged
here.
3. T. Springer & Co., the undertakers. considerable
car is now in good
worktho
and
hauled
to
his
return
Mr. John Chase of Portland is spend- Mr. Stoves was a man of 70 years and just before
Chickamauga
tour to this oity
his
after
ing
recruiting
order.____
are
his
The
funeral
services
at
home
with
eariy
parents, seven months.
ing a few days
the summer.
to be held Tuesday afternoojr at three In
Centre Harbor outing September 31st.
Dr. and Mrs. Chase.
*'
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We have about 12 Plaid Skirt Patterns, only enough for 1
Skirt in each pattern, for $3.00 and $ 10.00 a pattern.
Very choice styles.

SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
The Rev. Thomas E. Calvert,
M. A. OF EDINBURGH

UNIVERSITY. SCOTLAND

And with ten year’s experience in the classical
instruction ol boys, begs to announce that he
will open the above school the last week in
Classes will be formed in the
September.
Parish House oi St. Lukes Cathedral, (entrance
from Park St.,
on
Wednesday morning.
September 28th., at 10 o’oloakA limited number M boarders will be received

into the family of the principal.

T.

Terms mod-

F.

~HOMSTED,

451

erate.

For particulars apply to the Principal of the
School at

ST.

LUKE'S PARISH

HOUSE

September 00.

sepi9d2w

After

Congress St.

..—--i44444«04<f

ROBBERY.

MR. WALTER H. GARTER,
OF
TEACHER

Piano, Organ and Theory.

Pupils prepared for the American Guild of
Organists and the profession.
Macdonald Smith's system of touch and
technic. This system is endorsed and adopted
Address
by the leading teachers and pianists’'.
dtw*
365 Spring St., Portland.
sep‘20

a
a
•

|<>
One of the best candy and fruit stores in Lewiston, fine location <>n Lisbon stieot. doing big
business. To a party who means business v. c
can show by the books that wo are doing even
better than we advertise. This is a hi: snap.
ooog 1N
M a »; 1\ l k.
Apply to
11! P.att-s bLieei. Lewis.on, Me.
sep20diw

5s

£

^

f

AUSTIN TENNEY,
Cl
JX.IST,
<0
F.

4531* c»»Bro»
tree
Eyes examined

every Saiurdir'

.„,|

jiy u-t:

4
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4

ber’s reach.
Wifc-u firexattiteks

4

j

«

roblld

of
heartless and

most

s house, he is
Fire is the most
exactiug thief in the

a

man

but he can against
A man can't insure against ordinary mortal robbers,
We pay for what the flames steal. If you
the universal robber-Fire.
want protection, come in and see us.

DOW
Wri'8"s o! the Sis' issur

Si PI8MKHAWI,
ihj

I

When a masked robber points a pistol in
man’s face and says, “Throw up your
hands !” the victim has a chance to fight.
those
If he loses, ho ban be robbed of only
valuables which he has on his person.
What he had at home is beyond the rob-

a

Y

DR.

»

Agi^nsl Flra,

35

tx:hmie Street.
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